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Rayflect'· in New Orleans 
Superior looks, energy savings, and all that jazz. 
lnsulatfnjGlass from Advanced Coating Technology. 
Take a clON look Grthe recently completed 1555 Poydras 
Building In dOWAfown New Orleons. Gray granite banded with 
Raynect SUvet---renecuve lnsulatlng glass made by ACT
achieves orchltktural distinction,~ by sawtooth boy 
windows thatcommand~VfeWs of the Mardi Gras city. 
As you can see, Rayflecrs ~ shines through. 

Now for something you can'fsee. Energy efficiency. High 
performance, matched by top-of-the-line quality, thatQ:ell 
bottom-line results. ACT combines an exterior lite othlgh 
performance Royflect Sliver with 
clear glass, resulting In an 
airtight, double-sealed 
Insulating gloss unit. 

In short, Royflect Insulates buildings to keep energy costs 
down. Reducing heating colllln colelcllmates. And cutting 
coo11ngooatnplacef tU.New0teons. 



LUDOWICI-CELADON 
The crowning touch for over a century 

Ludowici-Celadon 
roof tiles set 
the world standard 
of luxury, durability 
and energy savings. 

Today even the most luxurious home 
or building must be built with cost effici
ency and energy conservation in mind. 

Ludowici-Celadon clay roof tiles 
have a 50-year unconditional guarantee. 

Ludowici tiles of vitrified clay provide 
lasting armor against sun, snow, wind and 
rain. They defy decay and erosion. And 
the tiles provide significant energy sav
ings: Their substantial air spaces combine 
with their heat returning properties to 
allow thermal conservation in winter and 
summer. What's more, the tiles mellow so 
~racefully that their aesthetic value actually 
increases with the years. 

Ludowici roof tile can be found on 
The White House, Washington, D.C.; in 
historic Williamsburg; and on classic 
buildings at Yale University and The 
College of William and Mary as well as on 
corporate structures for A T & T and 
Braniff, and new construction of finer 
homes nat ionwide. 

Ludowici offers standard hard-fired 
clay tiles in more shapes, sizes, textures 
and colors than any other company in the 
world. And because all tile is crafted to 
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your order, your Ludowici representative 
can help you develop virtually any custom 
combination of color, texture, or shape 
you may require. 

To learn more about how you may 
create a tile roofing system which is 
luxurious and cost-efficient, write or call: 
LUDOWICI-CELADON, Division of 
CSC Incorporated, P.O. Box 69, 
New Lexington, Ohio 43764. (614) 342-1995. 
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Why Vse Steel? 
Our concrete frame, with its unique connection, is 
the only rigid frame in the world economically 
competitive with a steel structure. With all the 
advantages of concrete, why use steel? 

llmega -Tia• Venatlle System ... 
Whether your design calls for the basic building 
or greater clean spans - extreme clear heights -
overhead cranes - or other design challenges; 
our Amega concrete building systems offer the 
economical solution. 

When Speed I• Of Essence ... 
Amega, with all concrete systems, provides 
design/build services for low rise commercial/ 
office buildings, warehouses, manufacturing 
plants, schools, etc. throughout Texas. From 
Houston to Mule Shoe, from 10,000 to 1,000,000 
square feet - we construct buildings faster than 
any comparable system. 

Amega, a full service General Contractor, would 
like to present their construction techniques and 
costs to you and your clients. For more informa
tion, contact us: Dallas(214) 934-2992 Houston 
(713) 672-8989 San Antonio (512) 492-6514. 

AMEGA 
CONSTRUCTION 
The Concrete Solution® 



PAVEMENT. Interlock Pavers take architectural concepts 
beyond the b lueprint. Into the environment. Link
ing form and function with aesthetic integrity. 

Formed for rapid, mortarless installation. 

BY DESIGN 
Interlock Pavers a re precisely engineered to 
function under high wheel-load pressure, 
temp erature extremes and general 

• environmental stress. Yet they're virtually 
maintenance-free, and can be easily 

removed and replaced, for utility access. 
And lnterlock's variety of sizes, shapes and 

rich, warmcolorsallowalmostunlimitedfreedom in 
the execution of original design perceptions. 

From p romenades to parking lots. Interlock 
Pavers are the architectural link that d istinguishes 
pavement by design from pavement by default. 

-~~ 
f • \ 1950 E. CONTINENTAL BLVD. •SOUTHLAKE, TX • 76092• DFW • METRO: 817-481-6577 •800-772-7804 
·;> I / MODULAR PAVING SYSTEMS• 817-481-2966 HALL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.• 817-481-5505 
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Letters 
Editor: Upon first reading the 
July/ August issue of Texas Architect, 
I was drawn to the housing articles 
with their striking photographs. After 
a closer look, however, I discovered what 
is probably the most inspiring article to 
appear in our magazine in quite some 
time-"Land, Sky, People," by Max 
Levy. This kind of creative thinking is 
what makes me glad that I'm an 
architect. 

Billy Jack Greaves 
Architect 
Waco 

Editor: 1 have greatly enjoyed reading 
Texas Architect and have found some of 
your articles very kcensighted indeed. 
I do have a weakness for Texas and your 
magazine keeps me abreast of the very 
interesting developments in a regional 
architecture which is slowly emerging 
into full bloom with unique characteris
tics. I was particularly pleased to read 
your article on "Texas Housing" in your 
number of July/ August 1982. 

Emilio Ambasz 
Architect 
New York, N.Y. 

Editor: Isabel and I appreciated the 
report of our Arts Council award in 
Denton (July/ August 1982) and your 
pleasant words about our work. While 
it is true that there was no mass 
movement toward energy conservation 
in architecture in the 1950s and '60s, 
however, it is useful to recall that there 
was always some movement. Besides 
the well-known names-the brothers 
Keck and Olgyay, for example-and 
their disciples, there were a good many 
people working and publishing in the 
field. There were the wind experiments 
at Texas A & M, and other investigations 
at places like the Universities of 
Delaware and Arizona. Even in Dallas, 
I remember an AIA chapter -meeting at 
which the program was on designing 
with the climate (this was in the '50s), 
and there were some articles-in the 
Fortun, I believe-by Bud Oglesby on 
what is now called "passive solar 
design." 

Tom Miller 
Mount-Miller Architects 
Denton 
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BIG MAN IN 
STRUCTURAL STEEL 
In his 14 years at Mosher 

Steel, David Harwell has 
acquired experience in the 
structural steel business 
that is broad and diversified. 

While still in school at 
the University of Texas
Arlington, David went to 
work in the Dallas plant as 
a draftsman trainee. Since 
that time, he has held 
responsible jobs in 
Operations, Sales, Quality 
Control and Production 
Management, before being 
named Manager of Sales
Dallas in 1981. 

Harwell's a familiar name 
in Mosher , for David's father 
and his uncle have 7 0 years 
of service in the company 
between them. In his 
position, David is 

primarily concerned with 
the high rise market in the 
Metroplex area. '' Putting 
together a proposal for a 
major building is the most 
exciting part of my job,'' 
he says. 

Enthusiasm, confidence 
and knowledge-they are 
attributes that David 
Harwell uses every day to 
help keep Mosher the big namr structura steel. 

J/~M3c1§E\~ 
STEEL COMPANY 

Home Office and Plant ~ 
P.O. Box 1579, Houston 77001 6 
(713) 861-8181 

Plants in Dallas, San Antonio 

A,.. T • 
~ r A 11mty lndustr,~s Company 
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In the News 

People, Projects, Schools, Firms, Products, Events 

Edited by Michael McCullar 

Republic Building proposal by Graves, St. Mary's Street elevation, San Antonio. 

Graves Designs Alternative in RepublicBank, Texas Theater Imbroglio 

For a very brief moment, it looked as 
though San Antonio might become the 
site for Michael Graves' second big 
project-after "The Portland Building" 
-and his first major building in Texas. 
A last-ditch attempt by local conserva
tionists to save the 56-year-old Texas 
Theater in its entirety involved a six
week charette by Graves and the local 
firm Reyna/ Caragonne Architects to 
come up with an alternative to the 
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design of a proposed downtown office 
and banking complex that saved only the 
theater's ornate "Mediterranean" 
facade. 

The battle began in December 1981 
when RepublicBank of San Antonio 
announced plans to build the $125 
million project, designed by Ford, 
Powell & Carson, a well-established and 
respected local firm headed until 
recently by the late O'Neil Ford, 

ironically one of Texas' most passionate 
proponents of historic preservation (sec 
page 54). The decision to demolish all 
but the facade of the theater raised the 
ire of the San Antonio Conservation 
Society, which insisted that the theater 
was a classic example of the "Cinema 
Palace" of the l 920s and therefore 
should- if anything- be incorporated as 
a whole into the RcpublicBank project. 

The two factions went at it in 
council, court and press. The bank and 
the conservation society finally went 
before a district judge and hammered 
out an agreement whereby the bank 
would postpone demolition of the Texas 
Theater for 60 days, allowing the 
conservation society time to find an 
alternate solution. 

The conservation society then inter
viewed several local architects, hoping 
to arrive at a solution that would 
satisfy the bank's needs and preserve the 
theater. All the firms felt the project 
-at a million square feet- was too big, 
and t~e time- six weeks- too short 
for them to tackle alone. Alex 
Caragonne, of Reyna/Caragonne 
Architects, suggested contacting Graves. 

"I felt like it was an important 
enough project that we needed to have 
absolutely the best talent available," 
says Caragonne. "It was going to take a 
team that was committed enough, 
knowledgeable enough, talented enough, 
and well-known enough to pull it off." 
Caragonne went back to his office and 
called Graves- whom he had never met 
- introducing himself through their 
mutual contact with Colin Rowe, a 
godfather of sorts to the New York Five, 
and a mentor to Caragonne during his 
student days in the 1950s at UT-Austin. 

Graves agreed to take on the design 
with Caragonne acting as local 
associate. The firm of Schlaes & 
Company, of Chicago, was hired to 
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Q U A L I T Y 
Performance is everything. 

Rober1 E. McKee, Inc. builds quaHty 
into their service, management and budgets. 

In combination with hard work, integrity and ingenuity, 
we successfully manage the construction process from start 10 finish-with on time occupancy. 

From high rises, office buildings, hospitals, hotels , civic centers, city halls, 
scientific, industrial and educational complexes 

to solar installation - we have sixty-nine years of experience, 
and it's all built on quaHty. 

M~KEE 
CONSTRUCTION 

Dallas El Paso Houston San Diego ,. Los Angeles 
Executive office: 2608 Inwood Road Dallas, Texas 75235 214/357-4381 

W. C. Conner Researcb Center 
Alcon Laboratories 
Ft. Wortb, 1exas 
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In the News, continued. 

handle the financial analysis and feas
ibility study. From the start, the design 
team's position was an iffy one. 
RcpublicBank already had a design they 
liked, one done by a prestigious local 
firm. Also, according to the court agree
ment, the bank was under no obligation 
to accept the alternate proposal at 
the end of the 60-day grace period. 

Under such conditions, did the design 
team feel they really had any chance of 
effecting change? "I fe lt all the way up 
to the end that we stood a damned good 
chance o f changing the bank's mind," 
says Caragonne. "We couldn't have done 
this much work in this short a time 
if we didn't believe in it. We had no 
doubts that the alternate proposal would 
be fairly assessed." 

And what did the alternate proposal 
involve? Graves' design shows four 
towers standing shoulder to shoulder in 
an "L," three of them facing cast to 
St. Mary's Street, an historically signifi
cant thoroughfare linking north and 
south San Antonio. The Texas Theater 
is kept intact, though the interior is 
reorganized, a thrust stage projecting 
from the shortened version of the 
existing stage, the ground floor seating 
replaced by three broad tiers that would 
allow for tables or movable chairs. 
The four towers arc linked at street level 
by an interior pedestrian promenade 
that passes through multi-story lobbies, 
with nooks and nodes in between, 
looking in plan like a Beaux Arts vision 
of a Mesopotamian palace. 

Though Graves' plan has a great deal 
of interest and delight, it was the 
massing and facade that drew the most 
comments locally. No one in San 
Antonio was indifferent. Even those who 
liked the design called it bizarre. The 
detractors-and there were many
called it a "monstrosity," something 
airlifted from Oz. 

The facade of the San Antonio 
design extends the attitude expressed 
in the Portland Building and suggests the 
direction Graves' future large com
missions might take. Vaguely classical 
forms, seen often in silhouette, are 
juxtaposed over a fairly simple under
lying mass. The four towers would read 
otherwise as a single block were it not 
for the individual entablatures at each 
base, vertical swelling of colored tiles up 
each center, and truncated pyramid at 
each crown. Graves speaks of the tower 
facade as a column, the first seven 
stories reading as the base, the main 
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tower body serving as shaft, the whole 
topped by the pyramidal capital. 

The use of color is one of Graves' 
strongest talents, and the San Antonio 
proposal glows with the mauve of the 
pink granite base, the deep sea green of 
the colored tile on the vertical swellings, 
the tawny natural limestone tower 
shaft, and the pale blue capping the 
penthouse pyramids. 

As it turned out, RepublicBank 
considered the Gravcs-Caragonne 
proposal for a week, then turned it 
down, citing increased costs, increased 
construction time, and the design's poor 
response to the adjacent river. Demoli-

Good Luck gas station, Dallas. 

tion has now commenced on the bulk 
of the Texas Theater, with scaffolding 
in place to hold the facade for inclusion 
in the Ford, Powell & Carson design. 

Having spent $ 125,000 on the alter
nate proposal, does the conservation 
society have any regrets? Says Lynn 
Bobbitt, president of the society: "We 
did, in fact, show the bank that there 
was an alternative to tearing down the 
Texas Theater, and that's what we set 
out to do. As to public response, there 
wasn't any in-between; people either liked 
it or they didn't. We took that chance 
in hiring Michael Graves." 

-Jon Thompson 

Threat to Art Deco Gas Station Stirs Archival Movement in Dallas 

A Dallas community activist and an 
intern architect have persuaded the city 
to hold off demolishing one of Dallas' 
art deco treasures as they thoroughly 
document the 43-ycar-old Good Luck 
gas station on Ross A venue, one of 39 
buildings in the central business district 
deemed "architecturally distinctive" 
by the Hi:;toric Preservation League. 
But their efforts arc for more than just 
the sake of building preservation. Linda 
Anderson, an attorney's wife and mother 
of two, and Tom Cox, an architecture 
teacher at a local high school, are trying 
to convince the city of the need for a per
manent repository to hold the measured 
drawings, photographs and artifacts of 
various species of Dallas buildings that 
are fast becoming extinct. 

The fight to save the Good Luck 

began in early June, when the city 
issued a demolition permit to the owner 
of the property, a prime bit of urban 
real estate just on the edge of the 
proposed Dallas arts district (see Texas 
Architect, May/June 1982). Anderson, 
a docent at the Dallas Museum of Fine 
Arts, is an admitted art deco fanatic. 
When she heard that the Good Luck 
was endangered, she leaped headlong 
into a save-the-Good-Luck crusade, 
complete with bumper stickers, T.V. 
appearances and press releases. The city 
eventually granted a stay of demolition, 
giving Anderson until Dec. 2 to come up 
with a reasonable alternative. 

From the start, Anderson says, she 
knew that the flamboyant little building, 
built in 1939 as part of a chain of gas 
stations in Dallas, was not long for this 
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Colony textured pattern adds an embossed wood-grain surface for more 
informal or rustic effect. 



lo the News, continued. 

world. The current market value of the 
property was simply too much for a 
1,800-square-foot gas station with 
peeling plaster. Nevertheless, while Cox 
and one of his students spent the 
summer measuring. drawing and photo
graphing the Good Luck while it was 
still in one piece, Anderson-with the 
help of city planner Lief Sand berg and 
architect Kei th Downing- looked into 
alternatives for its salvation. Options 
were limited. Moving the building, either 
intact or piece by piece, was determined 
to be cost-prohibitive, given its stucco 
and masonry construction. "You move 
a masonry building when its Mount 
Vernon," Anderson says, "not when its 
an art deco gas station." What 
Anderson would really like to see, o( 
course, is an alternate use of the building 
where it sits-perhaps incorporating at 
least a distinctive part of the Good Luck, 
such as its portico or ziggurat, into the 
design of the highrise that probably will 
replace it. 

Anderson is not going to hold her 
breath until that happens. What she is 
really trying to achieve, she says, is a 
''public mandate" for the need for 
architecturally important buildings in 
Dallas to be documented and filed away 

before they can be torn down. This can 
either be done by city ordinance, or by 
convincing developers that routinely 
cooperating in such a noble endeavor 
would be good P.R. Ultimately, 
Anderson and Cox would like to sec 
Dallas have a kind of architectural 
museum for the display of drawings, 
photographs and artifacts o( architec
turally d istinctive- albeit expendable 
- Dallas buildings, the likes of which 
will probably never be built again. 

Anderson has already gotten a 
commitment from a Dallas developer 
to provide interim storage space for 
selected remains of the Good Luck 
until a permanent space becomes 
avai lable. Drawings and photographs 
would be housed at the Dallas Public 
Library. 

Aware of the ironic possibility 
that archiving could become a "rubber 
stamp" for tearing a bui lding down, 
Anderson emphasizes that the idea is to 
document all architecturally significant 
buildings, not just the run-down 
endangered ones. Then, "if all else fai ls 
and you lose one," she says, "you'll have 
something more than just a pile of 
rubble." 

MUSEUMS 
I. tort Worth Art M useum 

2 . .\1useum of Science and History 
3. Amon Carter l\luscum 

4. Kimbell Art Museum 

WILL ROGERS MEMORIAL CENTER 
5. Auditorium 

6. Coliseum 
7. Exhibits Building 

8. Show Horse Barns 
9. Stock Barns 

Proposed culwral district and freeway, Fort Worth. 
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Freeway Planned to Bisect 
Fort Worth Cultural District, 
But Not Without a Fight 
Fort Worth City planners and park 
board members have locked horns with 
the Texas highway department over a 
proposed six-lane freeway that would 
divide the Will Rogers Memorial 
Center from T rinity Park, the unification 
of which is a primary element in the 
formation o( a proposed cultural district 
just west of the central business district 
(see Texas Architect, Sept./Oct. 1981). 

The freeway plan became a con
troversy last winter when the city 
planning department began to revise 
Fort Worth's comprehensive plan. In 
the wocess, planners discovered that the 
highway department had revived a 
I 0-year-old plan to build the Southwest 
F reeway, shelved in 1972 due to lack 
of funds. Convinced there was no way 
that it would ever be unshelved, 
planners had told consultants preparing 
the cultural d istrict master plan last 
year just to ignore the freeway 
proposal. 

And ignore it they did. T he New York 
architecture firm Hardy Holzman 
Pfeiffer Associates, working with the 
New York landscape architecture firm 
M. Paul F riedberg, prepared a master 
plan for the cultural district that Jinked 
the Will Rogers center and museum 
complex to the north with the Botanic 
Gardens and T rinity Park greenbelt 
to the south. 

T he cultural district plan, which 
partner-in-charge Malcolm Holzman 
likened to mixing a unique assortment of 
livestock arenas and art museums into 
"a kind of stew," includes renovation of 
the Will Rogers center auditorium
remnant of a 1936 Texas centennial 
exposition- and construction of a 
new $ 18 mill ion exhibits building. 
Funding for the latter project, designed 
by the Fort Worth firm Hahnfeld 
Associates, has been approved by the 
voters, and construction of the 100,000-
sq uare-foot facility is scheduled to 
begin soon. 

The highway department plan, 
designed to ease traffic congestion in 
the booming southwest part of town, 
calls for the freeway to extend from 
highway 121 southwest to Interstate 20 
and loop 820, evenly splitting the 
cultural district. T he park, in effect, 
would become completely surrounded 
by freeways . After the initial hoopla 
subsided, some residents of the area 
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Will Rogers Exhibits Building, Fort Worth. 

voiced qualified support for the plan, 
suggesting that measures to prevent 
traffic congestion in the southwest 
might be more important in the long 
run than a unified cultural district. 
The eventual consensus was to look for 
ways to have both-an alternate route 
that would solve the traffic problem 
and leave the proposed cultural district 
intact. 

Although the highway department has 
insisted all along that the Southwest 
Freeway is not carved in stone-that 
the department would be open for a 
more subdued two- or four-lane 
"parkway" or similar alternative-it 
also insists that there is no practical 
alternative to the route of the roadway. 
The proposal is part of the state's 
20-year development plan, which-
as it concerns Fort Worth-concludes 
that by the year 2000, the city will 
have to be able to move traffic back 
and forth from downtown to the south
west quadrant. 

Meanwhile, the North Central Texas 
Council of Governments is studying 
the issue, and each side is confident of 
a victory. "People's values have changed 
a lot in the last 10 years," says city 
planner Carol Minar. "People are more 
aware of environmental impact, and 
now they're saying it might not be so 
nice to have a freeway right next to a 
park." Highway department design 
engineer Burton Clifton agrees that 
attitudes have changed, but not 
necessarily for the better. When the 
freeway was first proposed , he says, 
(based on a study by Lawrence Halprin, 
who recommended the route before 
there was a proposed cultural district 
to disturb), the plan was seen by many 
as a way to enhance the park, since the 
roadway would displace such "industrial 
incursions" as a pipe foundry next to 
the Botanic Gardens. "Now," says 
Clifton, "people totally disregard the 
fact that creative freeway design could 
serve to integrate the area." 
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DO YOU AGREE, 
Municipal projects should be awarded to 

Out of State Architects? We Don't. 
We believe TEXAS ARCHITECTS have the expertise to design any 
project as well or BETTER than out of state architects. 
We bel ieve when TSA members are selected, 
the local economy benefits too. 

The same philosophy applies to suppliers. 

There are numerous wall covering sample books being mai led or 
deposited in the libraries of Designers and Specifiers. from 
wall covering companies headquartered in New York, Chicago, the 
West Coast and other areas. Your library space is in short 
supply and costs money, WHY fill it with duplication of products? 

There are several fine wall covering companies headquartered in 
TEXAS. They have more than sufficient experience, problem solving 
capabilities, and resources to competitively bid and supply any 
project. We're one of them. We're WALLCOVERING INDUSTRIES, INC., 
providing quality products to TEXANS for over 30 years. 

Do you agree with our thinking? 

Vis it us at the TSA Convention Booth #8, November 4-5 

~I WALLCOVERINO INDUSTRIES, INC. 
3301 ELM STREET / DALLAS, TEXAS 75226 / l214l 741-2925 
5902 ALLDAY / HOUSTON. TEXAS 77036 I (713) 977-4432 

TEXAS WATS 800/442-7051 

Circle 15 on Reader Jnqwry Card 

, 
• 

invest time and money in a computer, 
to keep up with the trend called 

CAD (Computer Aided Drafting)? 

Let AUTOMATED DRAFTING SERVICES 
solve that problem. 

We are a traditional drafting service, with registered 
architects. Our computer and computer draftsmen 
become part of your staff to produce your working 

drawings for less money. 

Contract, hourly or percentage basis. 

Call us at (915) 584-6000. 

Automated Drafting Services, Inc. 

Circle 14 on Reader fnqwry Card 
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In the News, continued. 

Tigerman to Design Knoll 
Showroom, Office in Houston 
New York-based Knoll International 
has awarded the contract to design its 
new Houston showroom and office 
complex to Chicago architect Stanley 
Tigerman (with Ray B. Bailey, Houston, 
as associate architect). 

The I 5,666-square-foot showroom 
will be housed in one of two 
existing buildings on a block bounded 
by Main, Hadley and Fannin Streets in 
downtown Houston. Originally a furn i
ture store and warehouse, and later 
converted into a garage, the single
story structure will be transformed 
this time into a glazed cube of grey 
glass with red mullions and a large 
pyramid-shaped skylight on the roof. 

An adjacent seven-story building, 
designed and built in 1958 by Houston 
architect J. Victor Neuhaus, will be 
renovated to relate to the single-story 
showroom building, using a different 
color glass and topped with a gabled 
skylight. 

Tentative plans call for clearing part 
of the site to make way for a new 
four-story bui lding, which would be clad 
in yet another shade of glass with a 
pyramid-shaped roof. 

''The intention for the complex was 
to develop an integrated structural whole 
that reflects Knoll's position as a major 
force in classical design," Tigerman 
says. "Houston is known as the Paris 
of the Southwest- a city built on the 
classical lines of Mies van der Rohe and 
his school. T he classic proportions 
and forms will echo a style that 
pervades the city, while defining the 
Knoll presence as an elegant oasis in the 
downtown area." 

The showroom is scheduled to open 
in October 1983. 

13 Projects Cited in 1982 
Environmental Improvement 
Awards Program in Houston 
Thirteen projects, including the restora
tion of an historic Houston church, 
were cited in the 16th Annual Environ
mental Improvement Awards Program 
sponsored by the Houston Municipal 
Arts Commission and the Houston 
Chapter A JA. 

Awards were presented to project 
sponsors June 23 at a luncheon meeting 
of the Houston Chamber of Commerce 
Civic Affairs Committee. 

September I October 1982 

The winning projects are: 
• Relocation and restoration of the 

Heritage Presbyterian Church by 
Friendswood Development Corporation. 

• Additions to Eastwood Park by 
Wm. T . Cannady & Associates. 

• The Collins Memorial Outdoor 
Classroom in the Houston Arboretum 
by Charles Tapley Associates. 

• A parking identification system in 
the Southwestern Bel l parking lot at 
Bell's Weslayan branch by The 
Falick/Klein Partnership. 

• Antioch Park by Century Develop
ment. 

• Mary Considine Cullinan Park by 
Winslow/Moore. 

Heritage Presbyterian Church (before). 

• Retaining wall to protect the bank 
of a tributary of Buffalo Bayou by 
Herbert Pickworth. 

• "Vaquero," a sculpture in Moody 
Park by Luis Jimenez. 

• A sculpture by Mark di Suvcro and 
a mural by David Novros in the Texas 
Medical Center. 

• "Personage and Birds" by Joan 
Miro in front of Texas Commerce 
Tower. 

• The Tree Coalition, an effort to 
preserve and improve Houston's urban 
forests, by the Park People. 

• A liveoak planting by the Southwest 
Civic Club. 

• Ongoing litter abatement in 
Houston by Clean Houston. 

Jurors for the program were Stephen 
Fox, an architectural historian at Rice: 
Willie C. Jordon, Jr., with the Houston 
architecture firm Haywood Jordon 
Mccowan; Guadalupe Quintanilla, 

assistant provost of undergraduate 
affairs at the University of Houston; 
and Jacqualine Schmeal, Houston 
journalist and board member of the 
Houston Ballet. 

Texas Construction Activity 
Shows 4 Percent Decrease 
For First Six Months of 1982 
Construction contracts in Texas for the 
first six months of 1982 reflect a four 
percent decrease compared to the same 
six-month period in 1981, according to 
McGraw-Hill's F. W. Dodge Division. 

Dodge Vice P resident and Chief 
Economist George Christie reports 
that contracts for residential and non
residential building statewide totalled 
$7,092,781,000 for January through 
June 1982, down from a total of 
$7,407,043,000 for the same period last 
year. 

In the Houston metropolitan area, 
total residential and non-residential 
building contracts show an 18 percent 
decrease for the first six months of 
1982. In Brazoria, Fort Bend, Harris, 
Liberty, Montgomery and Waller 
Counties, building contracts for 
.I anuary through June this year totalled 
$2,169,243,000, down from a total of 
$2,655,405,000 for the first six months 
of 1981. 

Building activity in the Dallas/ Fort 
Worth area, however, shows an increase 
for the first six months of 1982 
compared to the same period last year. 
Residential and non-residential con
struction contracts in Collin, Dallas, 
Denton, Ell is, Hood. Johnson, Kaufman, 
Parker, Rockwall, Tarrant and Wise 
Counties totalled $2,102,713,000 for 
January through June 1982, up from a 
total of $1,875,208,000 for the same 
period last year. 

Woodward & Associates 
Wins Woodworking Award 
For Restaurant and Bar 
Winfield's '08 by the Dallas firm 
Woodward & Associates. located in the 
historic Plaza Hotel on Sundance Square 
in Fort Worth, was one of nine projects 
nationwide to receive an award of 
excellence this year from the Architec
tural Woodwork Institute. 

Rustic ponderosa wood is used 
extensively throughout the space on 
columns, bar, railings and bookshelves. 
High, molded-tin ceilings, skylights and 
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Winfield's '08, Fort Worth. 

greenery arc intended to create an 
"airy, open feeling." Interior features 
recalling a bygone era include etched
glass windows, porcelain-edged terra 
cotta and antique lamps. Authentic 
posters, period pictures and mirrors 
adorn the old brick walls. 

Winfield's '08 is named after Winfield 
Scott, one of Fort Worth's leading 
industrialists at the turn of the century, 
who built the Plan Hotel in 1908. 

The purpose of the awards program 
sponsored by A wr, which is head
quartered in Arlington, Va., is to 
recognize architect, owner and craftsman 
for outstanding use of architectural 
woodwork. The woodwork manufacturer 
for the Winfield's project was The 
Lanford Corporation and the general 
contractor was Thos. S. Byrne, Inc., 
both of Fort Worth. 

NCARB Approves New 
Registration Exam 
Delegates to the National Council of Ar
chitectural Registration Boards' 61st an
nual meeting June 23-26 in Minneapolis, 
Minn., voted to implement the NCARB 
Uniform Architect Registration Exam 
(ARE) nationwide in June 1983. 

The new "ARE," which will replace 
all previous exams in all 50 states, the 
District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto 
Rico and the Virgin Islands, will be 32 
hours long. given over a four-day 
period, and will consist of five major 
sections: pre-design, site design, building 
design, building systems and construction 
documents and services, each of which 
must be passed. 

Candidates transfcring from the 
previous exam must take only those 
sections for which they have not 
received credit. First-time examinees 
must take the entire test. And those 
who were candidates for the qualifying 
test-which will no longer be given 
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after December J 982- must complete 
the standard three-year internship before 
being eligible to take the ARE. 

For more information, contact the 
Texas Board of Architectural Examiners, 
8213 Shoal Creek Blvd., Suite I 07, 
Austin 78758. Telephone: (512) 478-1363. 

Gensler and Associates Wins 
First Place in Contract 
Interior Design Competition 
The Houston office of Gensler and 
Associates/ Architects has won first place 
in the national Contract Interior Design 
Competition for its design o( the 
Osborn-Heirs Company offices in San 

Osborn-Heirs Company offices, San Antonio. 

George Kassabaum 
Dies in St. Louis 

George E. Kassa
baum, FAIA, 
president of St. 
Louis-based 
Hellmuth, Obata & 
Kassabaum, which 
has offices in 
Dalla~ and Houston, 
died Aug. 15 at 

Barnes Hospital in St. Louis following 
a stroke Aug. 12 in his suburban St. 
Louis home. He was 61. 

Kassabaum was born in Atchison, 
Kans .. and educated at Washington 
University in St. Louis, where he 
received a bachelor's degree in 
architecture in 1947. He was one of 

Antonio. The firm received the award, 
first place in the category for offices 
over 10,000 square feet, during the 
National Exposition of Contract Design 
(NEOCON) June 15-18 in Chicago. 

The design concept for the 22,000-
square-foot, floor-and-a-half space 
involves a central cube-shaped staircase 
enclosure in the reception area serving as 
a simple sculptural form. This form is 
repealed in entrances to executive 
offices, furnishings and partitions. 
Creative use of light and color, a mix 
of subtle textures and tones accented by 
black lacquer and white plaster, and 
glass block along the window wall to 
diffuse natural light, all arc intended 
to create a "reserved environment." 

,. 

three founding principals of the 
distinguished St. Louis firm, which he 
helped establish in 1955 with George 
Hellmuth and Gyo Obata. Under 
Kassabaum's direction as principal in 
charge of project administration
which included construction documents, 
cost-estimating, scheduling and con
struction- HOK gained a reputation for 
completing projects on time and within 
budget. Kassabaum was recognized 
nationally for his system of cost 
analysis and control and for his concern 
for the quality of architectural services. 

Kassabaum also served as president 
of the American Institute of Architects 
from 1968 to 1969, received Washington 
University's Alumni Citation in I 972 
and was named Missouri's Architect 
of the Year in I 978. 
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Projects in Progress 

American School, Monterrey. 

Plans Announced for 
New American School 
In Monterrey, Mexico 
The San Antonio firm Chumney, Jones & 
Kell has completed the preliminary 
design of a new American School of 
Monterrey near Monterrey, N.L., 
Mexico. 

The present campus, designed by the 
Houston firm Caudill, Rowlell, Scott 
and built in the late I 950s for children 
of Americans working in Monterrey, is 
too small for the school's projected 
student population, which now stands at 
I ,500 and consists mainly of children of 
Mexican nationals. 

The 48-acre site for the new school is 
just west of Monterrey, in the Santa 
Caterina, Hucstcca Canyon area, a 
largely undeveloped tract flanked by 
rugged mountains. The design of the new 
campus is along the lines of a hilltown, 
with lower, intermediate and upper 
schools each comprising a "neighbor
hood." 

These neighborhoods will be connected 
to a "village center," which will consist 
of such facilities as library, audi
torium, amphitheater, administration 
building, dining hall, gymnasium and 
field house. In keeping with traditional 
Mexican town planning, the 10calo (or 
square) will be the heart of the campus, 
complete with bell tower. 

Most of the campus buildings will be 
small in scale and s ingle story, with 
floor lines accommodating the contours 
of the site. A series of lakes with 
waterfalls, connected by canals, will 
meander through the site. Building 
materials will be indigenous, including 
stucco, concrete, brick and tile. 

The project is scheduled for comple
tion in 1985. 

Continued 011 page 74. 
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PHOTO WORKSHOP 
LARGE FORMAT PHOTOGRAPHY 

HOUSTON/OCTOBER 1, 2, & 3 

RICHARD PAYNE,AIA 
The workshop will explore, through a seminar, demonstration, and field trip, 
the techniques and procedures of view camera photography. It is intended 
for the serious amateur or professional who wishes to produce photographs 
of quality-beyond the scope of miniature cameras. 

The cm,l is $200 and space is limited. Call Cathy Payne at 7 I .l/96 I 0625 for 
details and reservations. 

IN COOPERATION WITH Tl lE COLOR PLACE INC. 

C,rc/e I 7 on Reader lnqwry Card 
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FURNITURE 
THAT 
FITS 
YOUR 
DESIGN 
NEEDS 

No matter how dynamic a total design is, it 's not complete until the furnishings are put into place. Kisabeth 
knows this and works with all deliberate speed to deliver merchandise at the earliest possible time. Work is 
scheduled to begin as soon as fabric arrives at the plant. Our usual delivery time is a virtually matchless 5 to 6 
weeks from receipt of fabric. 

CASE HISTORY: Kisabeth custom built the modular audio seating designed by The Kling Partnership. Despite 
fabric delays and the university moving up its opening date, Kisabeth delivered the furniture ahead of schedule 
and in good condition. The Kling Partnership was awarded an AIA Gold Medal tor the Connelly Center design. 

Our catalog has over 200 different styles to offer. For your original designs, our staff is long experienced at 
working from your drawings to create comfortable, functional, enduring furniture tor any use. 

SHOWROOMS • Dallas TX Klsabeth • Houst0'1 TX Kosabelh • 

• New Orleans LA Oelk-Westb<ook • 

Trade areas open for representation 
KISABETH 

FURNITURE 
Carl Kisabeth Co., Inc. 5320 Glenview Drive Fort Worth , Texas 76117 (817) 281-7560 

Orcie 19 on Reader lnQUlfY Card 



Ma,catre Furn ture Systems 
Office and Residential Furniture, Lighting 

Atelier International, LTD. 
Space 608 Clfcle 81 on Reade, Jnqvory Card 

Seating. Desks and Conference Tables by: 

Novikoff 
Space 662 

Representing· Anton Maix Fabric, Beylerian, Modern Mode, 
ROBERT LONG LIGHTING (illustrated) & Rudd 

PARSONS-SKERL, INC. 
Space 657 (214) 698-9296 C,rc:e82onReade, 1nquory Caw 

Artopex Presidential Series 

W. Glenn Hennings & Associates 
Space605 



-THONET 
214/741-2271 

Space 628 

Nightingale Systems, Craftsman, 
Gordon International, Marden Mfg. Co .. 
Spec-Built, Marvel Metal, 
Magna Design 

Wells Associates/Six Desig 
214/698·0290 

Space 605 

Space 608 

Glenn Hennings 
& Associates 
214/651-1556 

Office and Residential Furniture, 
Lighting & Accessories 

ai 
Atetier International, Ltd. 
214/653-1161 

Space 609 

U herman miller 
214/741-4937 

Space 610 

Contract and Institutional Furniture 

8endecor 
214/748-0394 

Space 611 

Representing Jansco, Contempo- · 
rary Shells, LS.I., Terteste, Ltd., 
Salvarani Kitchens, Paul Hoppen
feld, Desience Corp., Lomac Marble, 
Coeval Contract 

Space 616 

COwuuam Hammon "i & Associates 
214/745-1371 

Commercial & Institutional Furniture 
Showing: 
Brickel Associates 
Cl Designs 
Brodart 
Chesapeake 
EOC 
Arconas 
and others 

Space 623 

Armstrong, American of Martinsville, 
Fabricut, Seabrook Wallcoverings, 
Sico, Simmons and many more. 

Turn-Key Furnishers 
Houston & Dallas 

Bill Chattaway Associates 
214/651-0845 713/960-9538 

Space 638 

Chromcraft Furniture 
214/748-2706 

# 
1 Mohasco company 

Space 642 

Monarch Furniture 
214/741-5347 

• Mohasco COffllJIIIY 

Space 645 

Representing Hiebert, Brueton, 
Gilbert, Business Accessories, 

~a JQhn ablrllinc 
214/747-2431 



Space 646 

Van Sant, Inc. 
214/747-4376 

Space 650 

Open Office Systems 
Contract Furniture 

li:1American 
L:lJSeati 
214/748-8383 ng 

Space 672 

HAWORTH~ 
OFFICE INTERIOR SYSTEMS 

Haworth, Inc. 
Dallas Division 
214/748-0506 

Space 660 

Interact. Haller Systems, Inc. 
Davis Furniture lndastries, 
Taylor Chair Co. 

Q.~ c~ Bob Gray, Inc. 
214/747-6361 

Space 662 

Seating, Desks, Conference Tables 

DD~ 
214/748-1976 

Space 633 

nl1nn 
The AD system ... Alma's open 
plan office system 

Dick Lowe & Associates 
Alma Desk Company 
Box 581363 / Dallas 75258 
214/747-7626 

Space 666 

Gregson, Continental Woodcrafters, 
McGraw Edison, Corry Jamestown, 
Color Shop, Gift Craft, Hoosier, 
Jefsteel, Stylex 

Loyd 
Brotherton 

erAssoc. 
214/742-3654 

Space 668 

Metropolitan Furniture Corp. 
Robert Long Lighting, Inc. 
Helen Webber/ Heron Intl. 

Metropolitan Showrooms, Inc. 
P.O. Box 58256 
Dallas, Texas 75258 
(214) 747-4135 

Space 670 

Contract Furniture, Lighting & Ac
cessories 

I. H. Pritchard, Inc. 
214/741-5097 

Space 635 

technical innovation ... by design 

Dick Lowe & Associates 
Krueger Contract 
Box 581345 / Dallas 75258 
214/747-7629 

Space679 

Open Plan Office Systems 

tG\ Westinghouse ASD 
\!::!:) 214/744-5685 

Interior products for the architect, 
specifier and interior designer 

For further information on any of the 
showrooms listed in the ad, please cir
cle the reader inquiry number. If you 
would like information from a specific 
showroom, please indicate so on the 
reader inquiry card. 
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[UL #R6799-2-3, ICBO #3890, CALIFORNIA STATE FIRE MARSHALL 
LISTING #3261-357:1 NRB LISTING APPLIED FOR) 

Smart design and construction people 
around the world are discovering the s imple, 
beautiful and low-cost solution to fire safety 
code requirements for elevator separation 
and compartmentation. 
U.B.C.-Sec. 1807(h)l; B.B.C.-Sec. 629.8; S .B.C.-506.6(a)l. 

THEY'RE NEVER THERE 
UNLESS YOU NEED THEM! 
Think of it, beautiful, fully approved, 
horizontal barriers that can fold into the wall 
(stacks to 2½" per linear foot!) completely out 
of the way and require no floor track! There 
is no interference with building traffic, 
usage, aesthetics, or air handling require
ments; yet the barriers are so effective that 
when the ftre s ide r eaches more than 1700°, 
you can still put your hand o n the other side! 

24-HOUR AUTOMATIC 
OPERATION ON FAIL-SAFE, 
BACK-UP DC POWER SUPPLY! 
The automatic operation provides easy 
access to even the most severely handicapped, 
yet can be manually overridden at a ll times. 

ELIMINATES PANIC ... 
... by using the barriers to create "SAFE 
AREAS" on each floor! 

SPANS UNLIMITED WIDTHS AND 
HEIGHTS! 
The patented track and trolley system 
permits total flexibility, through special 
weight distribution, for fitting any size 
opening large or small. 

Contact Won-Door or your local Won-Door representative for all the exciting details! 

• .-.J} .. ~=,. 
WON-DOOR 

CORPORATION 
1865 s. 3480 w. 

Salt Lake City, Utah 84104 
1 (801) 973-7500 Call toll free 1 (800) 453-8494 
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Professional Model 
Materials 

All of our professional quality architec
tural model materials are available for 
local pick up or delivery (at slight addition
al charge). We will pack the same or next 
day and ship as required to our custom
ers in other cities. While our stock of most 
items is considerable, we would appreci
ate as much notice as possible on large 
orders. Please call ahead for inquiries 
pertaining to special orders and/or ap
plicable quantity discounts . Company 
accounts, with approved credit, Master
charge, VISA or Company checks are 
acceptable. 

Professional 
Model 
Materials 

Circle 23 on Reader Inquiry Card 

Please call o r write to the following 
address for our 1982/1983 catalogue. 
We welcome inquiries or requests 
concerning new products. 

Sales Office: 
1217 West Loop North, Suite 100 
Houston, TX 77055 
713-957-8254 

W. F. Burwell, Pa rtner 
Helen Burwell, Partner 
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About this Issue 
While Fort Worth, Texas, is certainly no "City of the Future," its 
time-worn "Cowtown" label doesn't seem to fit either, as a mere glance 
at its sparkling new skyline will reveal. Laid-back Fort Worth was in 
the depths of virtual slumber during the architectural commotion of 
the '70s, which led in other major cities to a proliferation of gleaming 
glass high rises. But now the "Texas-most City"-site of the Texas 
Society of Architects' 43rd Annual Meeting November 4-6- is very 
much awake and, as if to play catch-up, has set its own building 
boom in motion. The result, despite overt manifestations of Fort 
Worth's history-mindedness, is that the once familiar, comfortable and 
predictable feel of the city is changing fast. 

Coping with urban change-managing it-is a thread that runs 
through this issue, beginning with architecture critic David Dillon's 
assessment of Fort Worth's downtown renaissance and continuing 
with Lawrence Speck's essay on "Continuity in Archi tecture." These 
articles reflect a general bias toward the notion of environmental 
change as a gradual, continuous and responsible process-evolution 
rather than revolution. Implicit are several related precepts: that a 
city's unique visual character derives from a combination of 
architecture and place, and uniqueness is a quality that should be 
respected; that visual continuity, but not necessarily stylistic 
homogeneity, is a component of those places generally conceded to be 
among the most beautiful in the world; that an individual building in 
the city should be conceived as part of the urban whole, the extension 
of an existing fabric; and that throughout this fabric, the presence of 
human history should be felt rather than concealed. 

The thread through this issue continues and ends with our tribute 
to the late O'Neil Ford, FAIA, whose buildings affirm unfailingly the 
aforementioned precepts. His work is modest and unassuming-an 
architecture of courtesy-without being bland. It is enriched by a 
keen awareness of time and place. And, meeting the true test of 
context-sensitive design, it always seems to fit.- Larry Paul Fuller 

Wi m s a 
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Cowtown at the Crossroads 

Fort Worth's Struggle for a New Identity 

By David Dillon 

Fort Worth is having an identity crisis, 
brought on by a surge of new develop
ment but by no means confined to it. If 
Fort Worth is no longer only an aw 
shucks, beer-and-barbecue town, neither 
is it just another faceless medium-sized 
city whose architectural heritage consists 
mainly of cloverleafs and shopping cen
ters. Between these extremes is an image 
the Fort Worth of the 1980s can live with. 
The trick is find ing it. 

The problem is particularly visible 
along Main Street, described by planner 
Edmund Bacon as one of the great urban 
vistas in America. It is compact and 
comprehensible at a glance; only nine 
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short blocks separate the Renaissance 
Revival Tarrant County Courthouse on 
the north from the Convention Center on 
the south. Until recently, most of these 
blocks were occupied by modestly-scaled 
masonry buildings that created a com
fortable, richly-textured pedestrian en
vironment. What few new buildings there 
were did not overpower the older, more 
ornate structures that give the downtown 
skyline a special visual coherence. 

All of this began to change with the 
opening of the Dallas/Fort Worth 
regional airport in 1974. Overnight, Fort 
Worth was as accessible as Dallas to 
executives and corporations hunting for 

View north 011 1'1ai11 to Tarrant County 
Courthouse through Sundance Square, two 
city blocks of t11rn-o/-the-ce11tury Fort Worth 
restored by Woodward & Associates, Dallas, 
for Bass Brothers Enterprises. The glass
sheathed City Center I ( architect- JD I 
International; Design Architect-Paul Ru
dolph) hOFers above the square; City Ce11ter 
II is shown under construction at right. On 
the comer is the fanciful Knights of Pythias 
Castle Hall, built in 190 I. 
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View 11·est across Main to1rnrd Second-Street illtersection. The Americana Hotel, by JD/ 
International for Bass Brothers Enterprises, steps back i11 deference to the courthouse, which 
terminates Main Street. 

The top of City Center I as seen from Third Street above the old First City 
i\'atio11al Bank Building (left) and the "vaguely Art Deco" Western U11io11 
Building. 

September/ October 1982 

a new home. The Sunbelt migration only 
increased the pressure until, now, Main 
Street has two new massive glass office 
towers, containing approximately 1.75 
million square feet, with a third almost 
finished on neighboring Commerce Street 
and a fourth in the discussion stages. A 
510-room Americana Hotel opened last 
year at Main and Second streets and a 
major expansion of the Tarrant County 
convention center is under way at the 
south end of Main. Overall, twice as much 
new office space has been built in down
town Fort Worth in the last three years 
(approximately 3.5 million square feet) 
as in the preceding three decades. 
Restoration and Renovation 
More surprising perhaps is that all this 
new construction has been accompanied 
by major restoration and renovation 

.,, projects: the 1894 Tarrant County court
~ house is being gutted and restored to its 
,;; original spacious elegance at a cost of 
~ $8 million; two entire blocks of tum-of

the century commercial buildings between 
Main and Houston Streets (named Sun
dance Square) have been restored for 
shops, restaurants and offices; the old 
Hotel Texas (1921) bas been converted 
into a new Hyatt Regency; several other 
vintage office buildings, including the 
Burk Burnett building at Main and 4th, 
are being refurbished. All of which would 
seem to suggest that Fort Worth bas 
found that comfortable niche between 
progress and preservation. But appear
ances can be deceiving. Regardless of 
what the new office towers are doing for 
the city's tax base, they are dramatically 
altering the scale and texture of down
town. Of the major buildings now under 
construction, only the First United Tower 
at West 7th and Burnett Park (by Geren 
Associates/CRS, Fort Worth; Sikes Jen
nings Kelly, Houston, consulting archi
tects) acknowledges its masonry environ
ment. Yet, at 40 stories and 1 million 
square feet, it is a massive intrusion 
in a neighborhood of smaller buildings. 
And along with the restoration has come 
the inevitable gentrification that threatens 
the heterogeneity that makes downtowns 
alive and compelling. 

The tensions are most evident at the 
intersection of Main and Second streets, 
presently occupied by City Center I and 
II, Sundance Square, and the Americana 
Hotel, all projects of Bass Brothers Enter
prises. City Center l and II are Paul 
Rudolph's first glass buildings, and only 
his second spec office project if one 
counts One Brookbollow Plaza in Dallas. 
The basic plan is similar to one Rudolph 
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used in the Art and Architecture build-
ing at Yale and several other projects-a 
series of horizontal trays of space inter
sected by vertical shafts, creating a pin
wheel effect. Turning the building slightly 
on its site enh:mces this effect by creating 
the impression that the gray glass skin, 
designed by 30/ International of Houston, 
has been stretched tightly around a skele
ton. Add crimped corners and a few 
turrets and you have a startling Star Wars 
image on the otherwise sed:ite Fort Worth 
skyline. 

Rudolph has tried, with some success, 
to reduce the impact of both buildings by 
exposing the support columns at street 
level. In City Center I, for example, they 
appear in pairs or as a tripod, sometimes 
inside the glass skin, sometimes outside. 
The exposed columns do break down the 
scale of the building at street level. and 
they also help to form a pedestrian arcade 
between Main and Commerce. But the 
columns are still enormous, and the arcade 
is not particularly well designed for 
shoppers. The floors of some of the po
tential retail spaces are several feet above 
the sidewalk, not a situation that encour
ages window shopping. The Americana 
Hotel across the street, designed by 30 / 
International, is ultimately more respon
sive to Main Street by virtue of its con
crete exterior and stair-stepped east 
facade. although at sidewalk level the 
facade becomes unnecessarily blank and 
hostile. Without the City Center develop
ment, Sundance Square would not have 
been economically feasible, yet set against 
a background of slick futuristic office 
towers. this enclave of freshly restored 
buildings inevitably comes off looking 
like a stage set or a toy instead of an 
authentic piece of Fort Worth's past. 
Diversity 
One of the most impressive things 
about the project, di rected by Thomas 
Woodward and Associates of Dalla:., is its 
architectural diversity. In addition to some 
unremarkable turn-of-the-century com
mercial buildings, Sundance Square in
cludes the Richardsonian Knights of 
Pythias Hall. the First City ational Bank 
with its French mansard roof. the vaguely 
Moorish Plaza Hotel. and the vaguely 
Art Deco Western Union building. Several 
of these structures were in such poor 
condition that they had to be taken down 
brick-by-brick and then rebuilt, making 
them as much replicas as restorations. 
Others were simply gutted and then 
refitted with period facades. So success
ful were the architects in some of their 
cosmetic surgery that the Fort Worth foe 
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Trouve, an exclusive boutique for women's apparel located in the Knights of Pythia.s Building, 
is one of several "high-end" establishments in Sundance Square. Interiors by Albert S. 
Komatsu & Associates. 

Courthouse: northern terminus to Main. 
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ABOVE: Tarrant County Co11rtho11se, de
signed by G111111 and Curtiss Architects of 
Kansas City, under construction in 1894. 
Hai·i11g suffered cou111less ad hoc modifica
tions through the years-including the closing 
off of the dramatic rotunda-the red granite 
Renaissance Rei·fral structure is being re
stored by a joillt l'e11ture of Ward Bogard & 
Associates, Fort Worth, and Burson Hen
dricks & Walls, Dallas. LEFT: The ornate 
rotunda will be re-ope11ed and a grand stair
case restored. 
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Downtown Fort Worth. Legend: 1. Tarrant County Courthouse, 2. Americana Hotel, 3. City Center I, 4. City Center TI, 5. Sundance Square, 
6. Continental Plaza, 7. Hyalt Regency 1/otel, 8. Main Street Plaza and Parking Garage, 9. Tarrant County Convention Center, 10. Fort 
Worth Water Gardens. 
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Burk Bumelt Building, corner of Fourth and 
Mai11 , built in 1912. The ornate exterior de
tailing, formerly co11cealed a11d destroyed by 
re111odeli11g, recently has been restored and 
i111erior spaces have been refurbisJ,ed. Origi-
1wl ele,·ators were replaced by a new tower 
of elel'lll0rs adjoining tl,e building. A rchi
tects: Geren Associates/ CRS, Fort Worth. 
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View nortl, on Mai11 Street. At right, the new rhomboid-sJ,aped, 40-story Continental Plaza, 
by JP J Architects of Dallas, stair-steps do,m to its Seven ti, Street comer. 

Twenty-tl,ird floor reception area for Western Preferred Corporation, which 
occupies eight floors in Co11ti11e11tal Plaza. Western's interiors designed by 
Cauble Hoskins Architects, Fort Worth. 
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ABOVE: Hyatt Regency Fort Worth viewed 
from Main Street Plaza, a park located be
tween the hotel and the Convention Center. 
The 1921-vintage Hotel Texas, which opened 
as the city's tallest building and is on the 
National Register of Historic Places, recently 
has been renovated as the Hyatt by JPJ 
Architects of Dallas, also responsible for the 
public plaza and the two-level parking facili
ty below it. LEFT: Inside the Hyatt, an atrium 
in the building's existing light well rises six 
stories to a sloping skylight. A 26-foot high 
waterfall spills into pools below. 
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inspectors at first refused to believe that 
they were new buildings and tried to force 
Sid Bass to insure them as historic 
structures. 

At the moment, Sundance Square is 
approximately 40 percent leased, m1inly 
to expensive boutiques, restaurants and 
specialty shops. The chili parlor is oper
ated by Ne:man-Marcus. If Sundance 
Square were in an exclusive neighborhood 
like Westover Hills, nobody would think 
twice about this kind of retail mix. But it 
is on Main Street, everybody's turf. Sid 
Bass's decl::lred intention to create a real 
town square that reflects the indigenous 
character of Fort Worth is at least 
momentarily at odds with the character 
of Sundance Square, which is white, 
squeaky clean and very high-end. This 
could change once City Center I and II 
fill up but right now downtown has two 
distinct social worlds only a block apart
Sundance Square and Tandy Center. The 
one is mainly for tourists, the other for 
the folks who traditionally congregate on 
Main Street. If one believes that the 
health of America's cities depends greatly 
on attracting the middle class back to 
downtown, then some means other than 
a skybridge will have to be found to bring 
the worlds of Tandy and Sundance to
gether. 
Vintage Fort Worth 
The same issues pop up in somewhat 
different form in the vicinity of the Hyatt 
Regency and the recently opened Conti
nental Plaza, both projects of Dallas
based JPJ Architects for Woodbine De
velopment Corporation, also of Dallas. 
The restoration of the old Hotel Texas is 
almost a capsule summary of Fort Worth's 
struggle with itself. Since the building is 
on the National Register, little could be 
done to the exterior except a bit of clean
ing and repointing. It is vintage Fort 
Worth. But the interiors, by JPJ-with 
furniture, fabrics and finishes by Singer
Christianson Co. of Los Angeles-are 
just vintage Hyatt: ,a skylight atrium, 
waterfall, tracer lights, a dozen different 
colors of fabric covering every square 
inch of wall. The same look is available 
in Dallas, Atlanta, Los Angeles, and a 
dozen other locations. Yet both ·tourists 
and natives seem to prefer it to the 
elegant restraint of the Americana. The 
Hyatt is perceived as warm and homey 
whereas the Americana is considered cold 
and forbidding. It isn't, but it is formal, 
which in Fort Worth can be almost as 
bad. Some also see it as a rather self
conscious attempt to raise standards of 
taste in Fort Worth, which hardly sits well 
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with those who think their taste is fine as 
it is. 

Continental Plaza, just north of the 
Hyatt, hasla less futuristic shape than the 
City Center towers but is another large
scale intrusion-40 stories and 1 million 
square feet of emerald green reflective 
glass set diagonally on a standard 200-
foot-square site. This configuration is 
partly for energy conservation- the build
ing's narrow end faces the strongest sun
and partly to provide a more elegant 
context for the Hyatt next door. The 
building's best elevation is at the corner 
of Main and Seventh streets, where the 
combination of a wide sidewalk and the 
cascading facade breaks up the building's 
bulk and also creates the impression that 
it is really just an old-fashioned masonry 
set-back building that has been done in 
glass. But on the other three sides the 
building becomes somewhat bottom
hcavy, taking up almost every square 
foot of site with little room for pedes
trians. While it adds a rather bold 
sculptural element to the skyline, it docs 
little for the street, which is what down
town Fort Worth has tradi tionally been 
about. 

The city has already spent several mil
lion dollars on the revitalization of Main 
Street, mostly in the form of new brick 
pavers, planters and period street lamps. 
Proposals for turning the street into a 
pedestrian mall have been strongly, and 
sensibly, resisted, even though pedestrian 
malls were an important part of Victor 
Gruen's 1956 plan for revitalization of 
downtown Fort Worth. A small park has 
been built over the H yatt Regency park
ing garage, but an informal survey by 
the city's urban planning department 
indicates that it is the least used of the 
major downtown parks. Part of the 
problem may be that it is new but it is 
also very severely geometric, the kind of 
project that generally looks better on the 
drawing board than in fact. 

While all of these amenities have made 
Main Street more attractive visually, they 
have done little to stimulate street life. 
On most days, Edmund Bacon's sublime 
urban vista is more like a deserted path 
going from nowhere to nowhere. The 
completion of Sundance Square should 
improve the situation on the northern end 
of Main Street, but between there and the 
convention center are only a handful of 
small stores and coffee shops-authentic 
Main Street establishments, but insuf
ficient in number to serve as magnets for 
pedestrians. This stretch of Main needs 
more retail-a good bar, a sandwich 

shop-to compensate for the proliferation 
of imperial banking lobbies and bronze 
glass office suites at street level. 

Unfortunately, downtown Fort Worth's 
premiere tourist attraction, the Water 
Gardens, is too far away to have much 
impact on this situation. H ad it been built 
closer to the center of town, at the inter
section of Fifth and Main, for example, it 
might have served as the catalyst for 
public activity that the downtown area 
so desperately needs. As it is, it remains 
an isolated but stunning piece of urban 
design, part playground and part agora, 
that most people visit only by car. When 
the Water Gardens opened in 1974, 
architect Philip Johnson was roundly 
criticized for pouring so much concrete 
in su~h a harsh climate. Why would any
one want to go there, especially in 
August? The critics were wrong. Although 
the central plaza is still too exposed for 
comfort, the live oaks and bald cypress 
have matured sufficiently to soften most 
of the other spaces. The succession of 
raised and sunken plazas, some quite 
Mayan in outline, offer moisture-starved 
Texans an experience of water in many 
forms, from a soothing trickle to a roar
ing maelstrom. In addition to shutting out 
most of the noise of the expressway, the 
high walls reflect light in the same rich 
way as the masonry buildings all over 
downtown. 
A Real Place 
The street historically has been Fort 
Worth'~ focus. Of late, the city has been 
giving more and more attention to the 
skyline, making bold sculptural state
ments that dazzle motorists on the free
way. Dallas does that because it can't do 
anything else. But Fort Worth is not 
Dallas. It's smaller, more coherent, more 
deeply rooted in history. Ultimately, the 
folksy epithet, "The city where the West 
begins," is almost right. In chasing some 
flashy image of urban progress, Fort 
Worth risks losing some of those singular 
qualities that make it a real place instead 
of just another non-place. 

David Dillon is arcl,itecture critic for tl,e 
Dallas Mornings News and a Texas Archi
tect contri b11ti11g editor. 
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Seven Buildings 

A Sampling of Recent Fort Worth Architecture 

The following projects were selected as tt11 interesting cross-section of rece111 work outside 1/ie downtown area. 

View through stair tower to entry tower. 
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View 1/trough stair tower to conference room 
tower. 

ROUNDHOUSE OFFICE BUILDING 
To transform the defunct Roundhouse 
Cafdnto an office building, four dis-
tinct vertical forms- entry tower, stair 
tower, stacked conference rooms, and 
service tower-were inserted, on axis, 
through the center of the simple concrete 
block building, leaving clear-span office 
space on either side. The row of towers 
extends forward of the symmetrical street 
facade to create a porch and pops up 
above the flat roofline as shed-like forms. 
The four towers are spaced to let light 
fil ter in between them, and each is treated 
in its own vocabulary: storefront vernacu
lar for entry, painted plaster with win
dows and b:ilconies for the stair tower, 
Doric pilasters for conference, and plas
ter with industrial fixtures for mechanical 
spaces. 
Credits 
Architect: Moore, Ruble, Yudell-Santa 

Monica, Calif. 
Associate Architect: Harvey Youngblood, 

Architects, Fort Worth 
Client: John A. Meyer, Ltd., Hermosa 

Beach, Calif. 
Co111ractor: B. D. Carpenter, Fort Worth 

Entry to stair tower. 
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J.M. MOUDY BUILDING 
To combine facilities for the visual arts 
and communications under one roof, 
architects designed TCU's J.M. Moudy 
Building as two wings joined by a cen· 
tral courtyard and glass portico. 
The north wing houses the art depart
ment (painting, sculpture, printmaking), 
the south wing communications (speech, 
print journalism, radio/ T. V./film). 
Inside, both wings are designed to accom
modate the very latest in laboratory and 
life-safety technology. In response to 
program requirements, a ventilation and 
disposal system deals with hazards posed 
by the use of toxic materials in certain 
art and photography classes, making the 
building one of the safest of its kind in 
the country. High-tech facilities include 
television and radio stations, film-editing 
rooms, darkrooms and a multi-media 
room with 22 slide projectors that can 
project images onto all four walls and the 
ceiling at the same time. High-ceilinged 
art studios, open to the window walls, 
also are naturally illuminated during the 
day by clerestories. The exterior of the 
three-story, 130,000-square-foot building 
is distinguished by exposed concrete, 
ribbon windows and blonde brick, the 
latter to relate the building to its context, 
a campus consisting mainly of buildings 
clad in brick of a similar color( and a 
gesture some critics have charged was 
merely token) . 
Credits 
Architects: Kevin Roche John Dinkeloo 

and Associates, Hamden, Conn. 
Client: Texas Christian University 
Contractor: Thomas S. Byrne, Inc., 

Fort Worth 
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Glass-covered portico. 

Main facade. 
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KORNFELD RF.slDENCE 
This one-bedroom, two-level house for a 
retired executive and his wife is organized 
as a series of enclosed and semi-enclosed 
spaces to achieve privacy and to capitalize 
on views over a steep ravine to the Trinity 
River Valley. Entry is through a brick
walled courtyard featuring a lap-pool 
with telescoping fountain. The flat-roofed 
house has a brick exterior on the first 
level and horizontal mahogany siding 
above as a gesture to more conventional 
brick and cedar shingle homes in the 
neighborhood. The siding becomes strik
ing trellis members above each of three 
decks. 
Credits 
Architect: Emery Young Associates 
Interiors: Emery Young Associates 
Landscape Architect: Mike Bardis 
Contractor: Bob Adcock, Inc. 

View from ravine. 

Main floor plan. 
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Main living area oriented for view; opens to 
trellis-covered deck. 

East. 

West. 

North. 

South. 

RIVER CREST COUNTRY CLUB 
Scheduled for completion late next year, 
this new three-level facility in the 
prestigious Westover Hills area of Fort 
Worth replaces an 80-year-old clubhouse 
destroyed by fire. Program areas include 
formal and informal dining rooms, men's 
tavern and card room, locker rooms, 
grand ballroom, and related service areas. 
The lower level is expressed as a rusti
cated concrete plinth supporting the 
brick and terracotta-banded building. 
Overall massing, and the use of red brick 
and green roof, evoke the "colonial" feel 
of the old clubhouse and neighboring 
mansions. 
Credits 
Architects: Taft Architects, Houston. 

Partners- John Casbarian, Danny 
Samuels & Robert Timme. 

4ssociate Architects: Geren Associates/ 
CRS, Fort Worth 

Engineering: Geren Associates/CRS, Fort 
Worth 

Contractor: JBM, Inc., Fort Worth 
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ASSOCIATED GENERAL 
CONTRACTORS OFFICES 
The program for the new Associated 
General Contractors Fort Worth 
office, the local chapter's first home of 
its own in its 58-year history, called for 
a building that would meet requirements 
for both association administration by 
AGC staff and daily use by AGC mem
bers. Needed were staff offices and work 
areas as well as a planning room, lounge 
and meeting sp:tce for the 40-member 
chapter. Appropriately, the chapter also 
wanted the buildin~ to exemplify fine 
craftsmanship in its construction and 
finishes. Architects made a distinction 
between staff and member areas by con
trasting their volumes and finishes, 
making the staff areas smaller and ex
posing mechanical, electrical, lighting and 
other systems in the larger member areas. 
The junction of these two portions of the 
building, which occurs in the public entry 
space, is marked by a four-foot-w ide 
skylight across th~ width of the building. 
A steel trellis system, which forms a 
clerest0ry on the south side of the build
ing, serves to organize the building's ele
ments while making a well-scaled gesture 
to its context, an older in-town neighbor
hood now being revitalized. The structure 
consists of steel columns, beams, joists, 
roof deck and trellis, with an envelope 
of brick veneer and one-inch insulated 
and tinted glass. 
Credits 
Architects: Kirk, Voich and Gist 
Client: Associated General Contractors, 

Fort Worth 
Genl'ral Contractor: Associated General 

Contractors, Fo11 Worth 
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Work space. 

Steel trellis system. 
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OVERTON PARK NATIONAL BANK 
This six-story, 128,000-square-foot office 
building, owned by the bank occupying 
the first two floors, is located in a sub
urban office park on a major thorough
fare. Visual impact from the roadway 
and optimum views from within were 
prime considerations in the design of 
this triangular building. From the 
exterior, the banking area is defined 
by rows of two-story columns which 
penetrate spandrels between the first and 
second floors. Facades and fenestration 
vary in accordance with solar con
siderations. Inside, tenant spaces occupy the 
perimeter of the building and are wrapped 
around a full -height, skylit atrium. Glass
enclosed elevators provide views of the 
landscaped banking hall below. 
Credits 
Architects: Geren Associates/CRS; Robert 

Bradley, project designer 
Interiors: Geren Associates/ CRS 
Client: Overton Park National Bank Building 

Joint Venture 
Consultants: Mitchell /Hall, Dallas (struc

tural), Adams, Reid & Associates 
(Mechanical/electrical) 

Contractor: Walker Construction Co. 

Perimeter corridors. 
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Short facade formed by slicing a corner off 
triangular plan. 

First floor plan. 
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Banking floor and atrium. 

CHAPEL FOR FIRST UNITED 
METHODIST CHURCH 
This 1,200-square-foot, 90-seat chapel 
for the First United Methodist Church 
in Hurst is a quarter circle in plan, built 
in the outside wedge formed by two 
existing church buildings joined at the 
corners in an L shape. Side walls of the 
chapel, which are the end walls of the 
existing buildings, are exposed orange
buff brick. A copper-clad wood roof deck 
slopes up to the highest point where the 
two buildings touch, with a skylight at he 
apex. 
Credits 
Architect: Jackson & Ayers Architects 
Owner: First United Methodist Church, 

Hurst 
General Contractor: The Gann Company, 

Euless 
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On Continuity in Architecture 

The Case for Attention to Context in the Design of Cities 

By Lawrence W. Speck 

I recently visited Richard Meier's evoca
tive new seminary building in Hartford, 
Connecticut. It was everything the photo
graphs promised it should be-pure, 
clean, and elegant, an exquisite mastery 
of space, light, and shape. It is a con
summate work of an eminently skilled 
designer. Proud and robust from the out
l>ide, serene and moving on the interior, 
it is a truly beautiful object. 

But visiting the Hartford Seminary 
was. for me, very much like seeing a good 
movie. It was a powerful experience, yet 
one which seemed disjointed both in 
place and time. Like other Meier works 
done in a similar vocabulary (e.g. Smith 
House in Darien, Connecticut, and 
Atheneum in New Harmony, Indiana), 
the seminary building is a world apart. 
II divorces itself from life in and around 
it. As in a movie theater. the exigencies 
of everyday existence become intrusions 
or interruptions. 

The building is not, as perhaps it 
should have been, located in an extra
terrestrial world. It is on a corner lot in a 
lovely old middle-class neighborhood 
with tree-lined streets and robust, charac
terful New England houses. Across a side 
street is the old seminary campus with 
gentle stone building volumes broken and 
carefully articulated to harmonize with, 
and yet intensify, the scale of the neigh
borhood. To stand beside the Meier 
building and glance across the street is 
like opening an emergency exit to broad 
daylight during the darkened fantasies of 
Star Wars. Everyday li fe, and especially 
the everyday context into which the 
building is placed, seems an encroach
ment, and obstruction. 

The H artford Seminary, like so much 
of the architectural work prcmiated as 
"outc;tanding·• design today, rejects the 
notion of continuity with its context in 
favor of an abstract, recondite language 
of form which makes little deference to 
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specific situation. This attitude has been 
a prevalent one since the beginning of the 
Modern Movement. Le Corbusier's Plan 
Voisin for Paris, Mies' Barcelona Pavil
ion, Wright's Guggenheim Museum, and 
the U.S. Urban Renewal Program of the 
late I 960s all exemplify a repudiation of 
inherited context in favor of an idealized 
vision. 
A Clean Slate 
Modern architecture loved a clean slate. 
New towns like Chandigarh or Brasilia 
were deemed near perfect opportunities 
while messy, constrained, irregular urban 
sites seemed far less promising. When the 
canvas wasn't clean, a bit of bulldozing 
often was judged in order. When bull
dozing was not an option, it became 
necessary to crop one's vision (and, of 
course, all documentary photographs) to 
exclude the unwanted environment under 
the assumption that, in time, progress 
would rectify the situation. Modernism's 
faith in its universality and its ideal forms 
precluded anything but token accommo
dation to context. 

The result of this attitude applied 
broadly over a period of 30 or 40 years is 
only now becoming fully apparent. In 
almost every Texas city and town, one 
finds glaring examples of streets, neigh
borhoods, and communities which have 
been badly eroded or at least pock
marked by interventions seeking abstruse 
ideals over quotidian ones. Often our 
most talented designers have been caught 
up in promoting the tenets of some cur
rent dogma rather than addressing the 
endlessly fascinating challenge of specific 
situations and real problems. 

The fervor provoked by novelty, in
novation, and a progressive/ revolutionary 
spirit has often overridden basic good 
manners in design. Our Main Streets have 
been tarted up with flashy facades which 
mock their dowager neighbors. T own 
squares have sacrificed their "square-

ncss" to brash, attention-grabbing new
comers. Cityscapes have become 
battlegrounds for one-upmanship and 
accclcrated obsolescence. The whole has 
become less than the sum of its parts as 
arguing neighbors have canceled or de
meaned each others' virtues. Up and 
down our streets some nasty architectural 
squabbles arc taking place. 

Observation of the growing discon
tinuity and fragmentation of our built 
environments is nothing new or astound
ing. Gordon Cullen saw the beginning of 
this deterioration when he wrote Town
scape 20 years ago and responded with 
the assertion that, "There is an art of 
relationship just as there is an art of 
architecture .... Bring buildings together 
and they can give visual pleasure which 
none can give separately." Robert Ven
turi dedicated a whole chapter in Com
plexity and Contradiction to "the obliga
tion toward the difficult whole" wherein 
he convincingly advocates the interac
tion of a complex system or parts in a 
"non-simple" way. Robert Stern and 
other early Post-Modern advocates pro
claimed "response to context" as one of 
that movement's cornerstones, provoking 
a spate of books over the last ten years 
on the topic of "contcxtualism." 

And yet, even with all of this attention, 
a sensitivity to place, time and culture, 
and to the multiplicity of formal re
~ponscs implied by diverse environments 
seem to be difficult precepts for archi
tects to accept and implement. T he works 
of current design "leaders" offer little 
more hope in this regard than the works 
of their predecessors of a generation ago. 
Late-Modern designers such as Meier or 
Cesar Pelli continue to emphasize con
sistency and originality within their own 
body of work over appropriateness or 
cultural relevance of their buildings in 
context. 

In spite of their early rhetoric, leading 
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Hartford Seminary, Hartford, Conn., Richard Meier, 1981: disjointed in place and time. 

Post-Modem designers seem to be doing 
no better. As Robert Venturi observed 
recently, "The Post-Modernists, in sup
planting the Modernists, have substituted 
for the largely irrelevant universal vo
cabulary of heroic industrialism another 
largely irrelevant universal vocabulary
that of parvenue Classicism, with, in its 
American manifestation, a dash of Deco 
and a whiff of Ledoux." He decries the 
.. architecture of whimsical pavilions and 
picturesque follies that make insufficient 
reference to the diversit ies and subtleties 
o f taste cultures at hand or to the context 
o f place which should give substance to 
form.·• 

In their anti-Modern zeal, Post-Mod
ernists are beginning to produce major 
works which shun and exclude their 
neighbors of the prior generation in much 
the same way that early Modem build
ings shunned their predecessors 40 
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years ago. Philip Johnson's step-gabled 
RepublicBank Center building cur-
rently under construction in Houston, for 
example, promises to isolate itself stylis
tically from the sleek and glittery mod
ernity of neighboring downtown towers. 
Consistent with Johnson's work in his 
Modem period, the building will be an 
object, an event, a jaw-dropping state
ment rather than a complement to a 
larger environmental whole. Michael 
Graves' Portland Public Services build
ing promises, similarly, to be heroic and 
al war with the immediate past. It draws 
more on Graves' esoteric theoretical pre
dilections than on Portland in the 1980s 
or the building's civic role or immediate 
surrounds. 

These and other Post-Modern pace
setters herald the founding of yet another 
stylistic vocabulary, no better or worse 
than what we had before, which will 

leave a string of solitary monuments to 
its emergence in the 1980s. As isolated 
events, such revolutionary gestures are 
unlikely to make any real contribution to 
the improvement of overall environmental 
quality. There must be other alterna
tives. 
Continuity 
In the past, great works of architecture 
have often been produced by building 
environments in a continuous, evolution
ary fashion rather than as singular revo
lutionary events. Michelangelo's magnifi
cent design for the Campidoglio in Rome, 
for example, took inherited circumstances 
and worked with them to produce magic. 
The extraordinary angle between the 
flanking buildings and the Palazzo del 
Senatore was, at least in part, extant on 
the site when Michelangelo began his 
work in 1538. What Michelangelo did 
was to identify an implied axis in the 
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facade of the existing Palazzo del Sena
tore and repeat the angle already estab
lished by the flanking Palazzo de Con
servatori symmetrically on the other side 
of that axis. He accepted the axis and the 
angle as a point of departure for his own 
very impressive bit of space making. As 
Edmund Bacon has pointed out in Design 
of Cities, "Michelangelo proved that 
humility and power can coexist . . . that 
it is possible to create a great work with
out destroying what is already there." 

Michelangelo and other Renaissance 
masters were able to resist the currently 
common compunction to kill one's fathers 
in order to transcend them. Michelangelo 
bui lt on the work of Bramante, del la 
Porta, Sangallo, and a number of name
less antecedents both figuratively and 
even literally in the case of the dome of 
St. Peter's. A healthy general respect for 
one's peers and predecessors and the arti
facts they have left is a key to the build
ing of rich , fine, timeless cities like Rome. 
Great public spaces of that city such as 
the Piazza Navona have maintained their 
vitality and integrity over centuries be
cause the designers who have worked 
within them have valued continuity and 
a coherent, albeit often difficult, whole
ness. 
Forty Acres 
Some of the best of our built environ
ments in Texas display a similar con
tinuity and respectful evolution over 
time. The original 40-acre campus of the 
University of Texas at Austin is one of 
the most lively and beautiful urban dis
tricts in the state, in part because its de
signers have respected and been inspired 
by the context in which they were work
ing. Cass Gilbert's seminal Battle Hall 
and Sutton Hall at the beginning of the 
century strongly influenced the work of 
Green, La Roche, and Dahl in the 1920s. 
Their work, in turn, was respected by 
Paul Crct in his extensive planning and 
design a decade later. Even the post-war 
buildings, although less elegant than their 
predecessors, attempt to build on their 
legacy rather than preempt it. The result 
is harmonious without being cloying. It is 
a rich, diverse environment which satis
fies a great range of functional needs 
while at the same time maintaining in
tegrity and coherence. 
San Antonio Riverwalk 
The Pasco del Rio in San Antonio has 
been similarly blessed, for the most part, 
by a respect over time for continuity and 
context. The early WP A beautification in 
the 1930s got off to a good start by 
respecting the native character of the 
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river and its vegetation. When commer
cial ventures began to lay claim to the 
river bend a decade later, their sponsors 
both extended and elaborated upon the 
ambiance of the WPA gardens with low
keyed building forms and emphasis on 
people, vegetation, and paths. In the surge 
of commercial development in the sixties, 
the prevailing feel ing was not lost. The 
scale increased, and the activity intensi
fied, but the sense of the river as a plea
sure garden was maintained. Although a 
great deal of construction has occurred 
along the Paseo del Rio over the past 20 
years, it largely has been spared the label
able Modern, Late-Modern, Brutalist, 
High-Tech, Post-Modern icons which 
have proliferated most everywhere else. 
The architecture of the Paseo de) Rio is of 
its place, particular to its special circum
stances. 

At a smaller scale than the UT campus 
or the Paseo del Rio, there are several 
recent projects in the state which show 
encouraging signs of respect for existing 
contexts, promoting a healthy dialogue 
between themselves and their surround
ings. They illustrate the fact that new 
interventions can actually be used to heal 
environmental rifts and to enhance what 
might otherwise be chaotic or undistin
guished places. 
Stirling at Rice 
T he recent addition and renovations for 
the Rice University School of Architec
ture by Stirling and Wilford, for exam
ple, took a banal but inoffensive building 
of the late forties and reintegrated it ef
fectively into the richer, more elaborate 
context of the original Ralph Adams 
Cram-designed campus. Both the massing 
and facades of Staub and Rather's 1947 
Anderson Hall were used as points of 
departure for the subtle, but ingenious, 
scheme which elevates the character of 
this existing environment significantly 
both in terms of function and visual 
quality. 

By reorienting the circulation of the 
original building, while maintaining the 
dominance of east-west wings, the archi
tects have helped reconnect the Cram
designed Chemistry Building to the north 
of Anderson Hall with the central cam
pus quadrangle to the south. In doing so, 
they have created as well an amiable 
massing dialogue between the renovated 
complex and the Physics Building im
mediately to its east. The respectful use 
of rose-hued bricks, buff stone and red 
pantile roof is taken much farther than 
one normally expects in "contextually 
sensitive" material usage. Attention to 
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Public Services Building, Portland, Oregon, 
Michael Graves, under construction: 
heroic and at war with the immediate 
past. 

Qc__ _ ______________ _, 

Before and after drawings illustrate 
Miche/a11gelo's acknowledgement of 
context in his design for the Campidoglio 
in Rome. 
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Addition to Anderson I/all, Rice Unfrersity School of Architecture, James Stirling, Michael Wilford & Associates, 1981: an amiable 
dialogue between new and old. 

Paul Cret's rendering of his plan for the 
original 40 acres at UT-Austin, 1933. 
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A BOVE: San A11tonio's Paseo de/ Rio: low-keyed building forms, with the emphasis on 
people. vegetation and paths. LEFT: Rep11blicBa11k Center, Houston, Philip Johnson, 
scheduled to open in 1983: a jaw-droppi11g statement rather than a complement to immediate 
surrounds. 
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texture, shape, scale, and detail makes 
facades of the addi tion a near-perfect 
bridge between Cram's flamboyant fancy 
and Staub and Rather's tired, but right
mindcd, fide lity. Everyone wins in this 
instance. Neighboring buildings are made 
more integral to the campus whole. An
derson Hall looks considerably classier 
than it ever has before. And the new 
wing is a charming, elegant building in 
its own right. 
Adolphus Hotel 
Beran and Shelmire's recent extensive 
reworking of the Adolphus Hotel com
plex in Dallas likewise takes a ragged 
and mismatched group of buildings and 
knits them together into a complemen
tary aggregate. In this instance, the treat
ment is appropriately more hierarchical 
than on the R ice campus. The proud old 
1912 tower is respected as the kingpin of 
the ensemble with the remaining, more 
prosaic, volumes of space relegated to 
subservient roles. By overhauling the 
awkward massing, hodgepodge material 
selection, and insensitive stylistic devices 
employed in numerous hotel additions, 
the architects have created a compatible, 
though certainly not uniform, whole. 
There is an admirable understanding that 
concordance need not imply consistency 
and that a whole can consist of diverse 
but related parts. 

ABOVE: Adolphus Hotel complex: a 
compatible, though not uniform, whole. 
RIGHT: N ew building for priests' quarters 
and parish offices (left) at San Fernando 
Cathedral relates to the original structures 
without mimicking or parodying. Note the 
carefully modulated window proportions 
in detail below. 
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San Fernando Cathedral 
Perhaps the most poignant and challeng
ing instance of successful contextual con
tinuity of recent years are the additions 
and renovations to San Antonio's historic 
San Fernando Cathedral by Ford, Powell 
& Carson . When O'Neil Ford and Caro
lyn Peterson began work on the project 
in 1973, they found two of San Antonio's 
proudest relics-a 1749 nee-Romanesque 
parish church and its 1868 Gothic suc
cessor- walled in by insensitive additions 
of priests' quarters and parish offices 
and largely obscured by garish decora
tions. After removing the additions and 
restoring the venerable structures to their 
original clarity, the need remained for 
additional space for parish functions and 
priests' housing. The simple, unpreten
tious volume which the architects nestled 
beside the old Cathedral to accommodate 
these functions manages, as elegantly as 
one could imagine, to bring together 
18th, 19th, and 20th century structures 
into harmonious dialogue. 

Without mimicking or parodying its 
predecessors, the new building is like 
them. It shares their graciousness and 
generosity. Tts strong walls, spare fenestra
tion and carefully modulated window 
proportions capture the common es
sence of the earlier structures. Its muted 
colors and reserved ornamentation give 
a feeling of modest reverence appropri
ate to its function and consistent with 
the character of the original buildings. 
The addition is neither overtly new nor 
panderingly historicist. In isolation it is 
an unremarkable building. In context it 
is poetry. 

These three projects- the Rice School 
of Architecture, the Adolphus Hotel, and 
the San Fernando Parish House-share 
the circumstance of being additions to 
existing building complexes of common 
ownership where, presumably, the client 
had a significant interest in establishing 
a respect for the environmental whole. 
Here, the architects commendably have 
addressed specific site circumstances and 
have evoked from themselves meritori
ous designs custom-fit to their place. It 
is more difficult to find examplcs of 
architects drawing on environmental cir
cumstances when they arc not explicitly 
charged with renovations or additions to 
existing buildings. And yet virtually 
every urban commission is, in fact, an 
addition to and a renovation of the 
larger environmental fabric. 

Truly context-sensitive design weaves 
facades and building fragments into 
edges, paths, streets, and squares. It knits 
individual buildings together to form dis
tricts, neighborhoods, and communities. 
It makes the boundaries fuzzy and ir
relevant between the work of one archi
tect and the work of another or between 
works done at various points in time. It 
emphasizes environmental experience 
over demonstrative design bravado. It is 
a longstanding and thoroughly tested 
design attitude which has contributed to 
the making of some of our finest cities 
and towns. 

Context-sensitive design is not, how
ever, easy to label , copy, learn, teach, 
promote, publicize, publish, draw, or 
exhibit. It is often appreciated fully only 
in the experience of being there, by those 
people who use environments day-to-day. 
But isn't that where the real key to archi
tectural quality lies? 

Lawrence Speck is a11 associate professor at 
the University of Texas al A usti11 School of 
Architecture. 
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AWINDOW 
SHOULDBE D~ 

TO FIT THE BUILDING. 
NOT VICE VERSA. b_~~~iAs_~~elCE -

All of the leading brands of windows 
are available in common sizes and 
shapes. 

That's fine, if your goal is to design 
a common-looking building. 

If not, you should know about 
Marvin Windows and their Texas 
d istri but ors. 

1456 WINDOWS 
NO WAITING 

We offer 1456 sizes and shapes. 
And , if you need a size or shape 
we don't already offer we' ll 
make it 1457. 

We offer special sizes, shapes, 
casings, and jamb dimensions. 
Everything from trapezoids and 
triangles to true divided li tes 
and clad exteriors. Single, 
double, or trip le glazing can be 
selected. 

MARVIN WINDOWS FIT YOUR 
BUDGET, TOO. 

With all the advantages we offer, you'll 
be glad to know you can get prompt 
del ivery and you' l l f ind our prices are 
very competitive . Getting exactly what 
you want doesn't have to cost extra . 

Circle 25 on Reader Inquiry Card 

About all we handle at Marvin is 
wood windows and we know our 
business. Our professiona l sales people 
can help you find the exact windows 
that f it your needs and budget. And 
should you need service after the sale, 
you can depend on prompt attention. 

Whether it's new construction , 
remodeling, or renovating, we 
want to be your window 
company . 

For more information and a 
catalog of our products call : 
Texas Jambs/Houston (713) 669-1333 

Texas Jambs/Austin (512) 452-0221 

Frontier Wholesale/Lubbock (806) 744-1404 

Marvin Window Planning Center/Dallas (214) 
263-7483 



Sculptured 
concrete block with 
rich Mobay color. 
Adding form and 
fashion to the 
vertical plane. 

• MOBAY CHEMICAL CORPORATION 1982 

Today's concrete 
block and brick 
offer dramatic 
new design oppor
tunities to the 
modern arch itect. 
Opportunities to 

create eye-catching natural 
planes with a range of shapely 
surfaces. 

And there are pract ical advan
tages, too. Like durability . 
Thermal efficiency. Cost effective
ness. And ease of construction. 

And now there's color. Rich , 



natural color that makes all the 
other advantages of concrete 
block look even better. Especially 
when those colors are created 
with Bayferrox pigments by 
Mobay. 

Mobay pigments become an 
integral part of the concrete 
product. They're durable, lightfast 
and weather-resistant. And they 

come in a whole spectrum of taste
ful , earthtone colors. 

Color by Mobay. Add it to all 
the other advantages of concrete 
block and brick. 

For more information about 
concrete products in colors by 
Mobay, write Mobay Chemical 
Corporation, Inorganic Chemicals 
Division, Pittsburgh, PA 15205. 

Color makes the difference. 
Mobay makes the color. 



Highlights of a Life: O'Neil Ford, FAIA, 1905-1982 
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1905-Born December 3 as Otha 
Neil Ford. the son of a railroad man 
in Pink Hill, Texas, a now-forgotten 
flag srop near Denlon and across the 
Red River from Broken Bow, Oklahoma. 

1917- Assumed part of the bread
winning role \\ hen his father was killed 
in an accident. leaving Mrs. Ford with 
three young children-O'Neil: a brother, 
Lynn: and a sister, Authella. A mutual 
interest in crafrs formed a strong family 
bond, helped put food on the table, 
shaped O'Neil's seminal at1i1udes about 
building, and "as the genesis for Lynn's 
lifelong career as an artisan. 

1924-Traveled with his uncle in a 
Model 'T" brass radiator Ford rhrough 
dusty South Texas, examining- and 
falling in love with- the vernacular 
archirecture of places like Fredericksburg, 
Castroville, San Ygnacio, and Roma. 

1925- Dropped out of North Texas 
State in Denton after his second year of 
college and enrolled in a drafting course 
from Inrernational Correspondence 
School, which would be his only formal 
training in architecture. 

1926-Secured a position with Dallas 
architect David R. Williams, who was 
acquiring a reputation for his Texas 
vernacular style and for his outspoken 
advocacy of indigenous art. During the 
next few years, Ford honed his design 
skills (as well as his party circuit 
prowess) and. with Williams, produced 
a number of exemplary regional houses. 

Dashing yo1111g gentleman. '19. 

1933-Remained in contact wirh 
Dave Williams. who had accepted a 
posirion with the Works Progress 
Administration in Washington. Ford 
subsequently worked in several capacities 
for rhe WPA and the Rural Industrial 
Resettlement Adminisrration in Texas, 
Georgia, Florida, Louisiana and 
Washington. 

1936-Took Arch Swank as bis 
partner in Dallas during a time of 
very few jobs. but soon began receiving 
some important commissions-Little 
Chapel in the Woods at Texas Women·s 
University, the Frank Murchison House 
in San Antonio. and the Sid Richardson 
House (San Jose Ranch) on St. Joseph 
Island. 

1939- Moved to San Antonio-at the 
behest of Williams and Mayor Maury 
Maverick-to direct the restoration of 
La Villita, a dilapidated 19th century 
residential quarter whose original 
character Ford was determined to 
maintain. 

1940- Formed a lifelong partnership 
in marriage wi1h the lovely Wanda 
Graham, who had been studying dance 
in London and who, as the daughter of 
the indomitable Elizabeth Orynski 
Graham, was descended from some of 
San Antonio's earliest families. Elizabeth 
Graham was an early activist in the 
San Antonio Conservation Society and 
had built Willow Way, a rambling 

.J.-, .r ... , .• 

Pilot, '42. Lift-slab lt!st, '49. 

ranch house near the San Jose Mission. 
The legendary Willow Way would 
become O'Neil's and Wanda's permanent 
home and the subject of colorful asides 
in articles about Ford, the eminent 
architect who lived in an unfashionable 
yet fanciful setting of books and 
clutter, fireplaces, porches, outbuildings, 
disabled classic cars and a veritable 
menagery of dogs, cats, pigs, chickens, 
turkeys, guineas, parakeets and 
screaming peacocks. 

1941- Appointed to Defense Housing 
Committee and, dur ing the war years, 
served as a flight instructor. 

1945-Resumed practice in San 
Antonio as a partner with Jerry Rogers 
designing primarily small industrial 
buildings and residences. 

1946-Became a father with the birth 
of Wandita, followed by Michael in 
1947, Linda in 1949, and John in 
1950. 

1949-Received the commission for 
the Trinity University Campus in San 
Antonio, along with Bartlett Cocke and 
Harvey P . Smith, where he first utilized 
the Youtze-Slick lift-slab construction 
process, which he had helped develop. 
The Trinity work, and a growing 
number of commercial and residential 
projects. occupied the firm during the 
late forties and early fifties. 

1953-Founded O'Neil Ford & 
Associates and later moved to historic 
King William Street where, as recently 
as 1980, Ford's offices occupied 
adjacent residences in a somewhat 
makeshift fashion. 

1954--Discussions began with some 
of the founders of Texas Instruments, 
which led to research with Felix Candela 
on the use of concrete shell construction 

and its application in Tl's first major 
installation, its Dallas Semi-Conductor 
Building, designed by Ford and Richard 
Colley. This collaboration, which initially 
included other associates such as Arch 
Swank and planner Sam Zisman, 
continued for years as T l spread world
wide. It was also during the fifties, in 
the wake of the lift-slab and T I 
successes, that Ford was first sought out 
as a lecturer. He would become a 
captivating speaker, averaging over ten 
major presentations per year to pro
fessional. student, artist and civic 
groups and accepting positions as a 
visiting lecturer at Harvard and other 
distinguished universities. 

1960-Designated a Fellow of the 
American Institute of Architects, one 
of more than a score of personal honors 
that he would receive, including 
sever~ honorary doctorates, the 
Llewelyn W. Pitts Award of the Texas 
Society of Architects, the George Harrell 
Memorial Award of the Dallas Chapter 
of AJA, and citations from the T exas 
H istorical Commission. 

1967-Formed the partnership of 
Ford, Powell & Carson with associates 
Boone Powell and Chris Carson (which 
led to incorporation and additional 
principals in 1972). The firm produced 
the Tower of Americas for the 1968 
Hemisfair and has continued its involve
ment in university, industrial and residen
tial work, as well as the design of muse
ums, churches, theaters and banks and a 
broad range of adaptive use/ historic 
preservation projects. The work is known 
for its human scale, its appropriateness 
for its setting, and its use of local 
crafts and indigenous materials-all with 
due regard for technological innovation. 

Home witlr Zisman, '50s. Pitts Award, '78. 

1977-Received a plaque from col
leagues on the National Council on the 
Arts declaring him a National Historic 
Landmark, to which he responded, "Does 
this mean T can never be altered?" 

1981- Honored by the announcement 
of a proposed O'Neil Ford chair in 
Architecture at the University of Texas 
at Austin, which has been endowed in 
the amount of $500,000 plus matching 
funds from the University. 

1982-Died July 20 after emergency 
heart surgery, leaving a large following 
of T exas architects without a hero. 
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The Unforgettable Mr. Ford 

An Appreciation 

Those who knew and loved him-and there were many-used to "despair 
and get a little crazy" when faced with the certainty that, someday, O'Neil 
Ford would die. When, confounding all hopes, he did die, on July 20 at 
age 76, this preeminent-of-all-the-eminent among Texas architects left 
friends and followers reeling far and wide, facing a void that will not soon 
be filled. Ford left his indelible and finely crafted mark not only as architect, 
artist, preservationist, and technological innovator, but as teacher, philoso
pher, and articulate spokesman for continuity and a sense of place as 
wellsprings for the arts. He was a many-faceted, sparkling jewel of a man 
(with a few rough spots to make him real) whose true value and significance 
extend far beyond the capacity of one assessment to reveal. Consequently. 
in an effort to capture his elusive spirit, and to comprehend something of his 
legacy, we asked many of his colleagues and acquaintances to share their 
own insights into the O'Neil Ford that they knew. Their responses, pared 
down in many instances for the sake of the whole, appear on the following 
pages as a rich fabric of appreciation. From these tributes emerges not only 
a sense of Ford the accomplished professional but of Ford the warm and 
witty and irresistible human being. Full of energy, he milked each minute 
for all it was worth. and talked incessantly. He was saucy, irascible and 
irreverent. Yet he was sensitive and charming-captivating. He was the kind 
of person whose life touched others of ten and in profound ways. In a word, 
he was unforgettable.-LPF 
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l,aur/e A ttdltor/11111 ( 1970) and Tr/11ily ca111p11s, Sa11 A 111anlo, 1950 1,re,i,111 ( with /Jart/eu Corke), 

JAMES MARSTON FITCH, 
architecture historian and preservationis t, 
New York: O'Neil Ford belonged lo 
that always rare and now vanishing 
breed of American arch itects- the 
original, autochthonous native modernists 
who evolved their own special esthetic 
and technical responses to our country's 
building needs at mid-century. Far 
from diminishing Neil's unique contri
bution lo this midpoint in the develop
ment of modern American architecture, 
it docs him honor to link his name with 
the rest of that special breed: Gregory 
Ain, Harris Armstrong, Thomas 
Church, Alden Dow, Bruce Goff, 
George Fred Keck, I larwcll llamilt.on 
Harris, Wi lliam Wun,ter. Distinctive as 
each one was, they shared a number of 
characteristics. They were either men 
who, on purely intuitive grounds, abjured 
a forma l beaux arts ed ucation 
altogether; or who, having bee,, exposed 
to such training. moved quickly away 
from its sterile protocol. 

Each of them responded to the special 
nezds and resources of his region but 
none of them ever slipped into the 
narrow parochial regionalism of painters 
like Thomas Hart Benton or the poets 
of the Southern Agrarian Movement. 

They were almost magically immune 
to the lures of romantic eclecticism which 
was filling American suburbs in the 
twenties with begui ling facsimiles of 
Norman, Tudor, Georgian and Spanish 
houses. And- though as cultured and 
travelled men they were aware of 
contemporaneous European develop-
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mcnts (the Bauhaus, Gropius, Corbusicr, 
Mies, ctc.)- thcy were none of them 
swept off their feet by the International 
Style after the thirties. 

In a long and productive professional 
life, Neil did many buildings for which 
he will be long remembered. But 
for me, some of his most memorable 
works were among his more modest 
ones. I remember the house he designed 
for the landscape architect~ Arthur and 
Marie Berger wh ich, on a rocky creek 
bank in Dallas, combined indigenous 
plant materials, straightforward 
functional design and a fine collection of 
vernacular furnishings and folk art in 
a ravishing synthesis of southwestern 
American cul ture, pre- and post
Columbian . . 1 recall a summer evening in 
the formal sequence of cool and lofty 
rooms in the Stcves's house in San 
Antonio, all in white plaster and candle
lit Mexican antiquities. Most memorable 
of all were my visits to Willow Way, 
the old farm house compound in which 
he and Wanda led a life of relaxed and 
rather shabby elegance. Indoors, a mix 
of good books and fine food (and, on 
one occasion, a sick snake which Wanda 
was nursing back to health on the 
sunporch). Outdoors, a mix of his classic 
automobiles and her exot ic birds: 
peacocks, white doves, grey guinea hens 
and black geese and some rare 
Japanese roosters with tail feathers so 
long and fragile that they had to be 
braided into coils to keep them out of 
the farmyard dust. 

Willow Way was the domestic end of 

Wood deta/1 hy Lynn for,/, 

Ford's spectrum of activities in defense 
of the historic patrimony of his home 
town. At the other end was the heroic 
battle which Wand.1 and he led to 
prevent the McCallister Freeway from 
destroying Bracken ridge Park- a battle 
lost only when a special act of Congress 
was used to set aside an Advisory 
Council ru ling against the Freeway. 
In between these two extremes- and 
co-existing with a steady stream of 
thoroughly contemporary building 
designs- was Ford's unswerving support 
of historic preservation in San Antonio. 

In toto, O'Neil Ford's corpus of 
accomplished work constitutes an 
important chapter in America's recent 
architectural history. It was marked by 
his unfailing technical compclcncc, his 
fundamental equilibrium between 
cosmopolitan taste and farm-boy 
common sense. And this work was 
fueled by a personality of inexhaustible 
optimism, generosity and simple good 
manners. 

HARRYS. RANSOM,~c~Md 
colleague, I louston: 

O'Neil Ford 
special and 
radical and 
familia l and 
regional and 
textural and 
varietal and 
naturally outrageous and 
a wizard of an architect and 
man 
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DR. AMY FREEMAN LEE; speaker, 
painter, poet, critic and longtime personal 
friend; San Antonio: How could one 
define architecture in Neil's terms? The 
immediate reply that comes to mind is 
that if I were to define architecture 
literally in his terms, you probably 
would not print the statement. His 
vocabulary and his modes of expression 
were as wide as his inner eye. Neil was 
never vulgar, only colorful, in his choice 
of words and the manner in which he 
strung them together. While the strands 
were always long and casual, they 
sparkled in both the sun and moonlight 
often to the point of being quite 
dazzling and hypnotic. Let me choose 
my words from the more elegant side 
of Neil's expression. To him, architecture 
had to be honest, simple, congruous 
and individual. If the resulting form 
made his category of we-made-a-few
mistakes-but-it's-not-bad, it had to be 
unobtrusive by proving itself an integral 
part of the place where it existed, and 
it had to serve its intended purpose in a 
style pertinent to the period and hand
some enough to engage and enchant 
the beholder. "Hell, it's got to work, and 
it's got to be damn good looking." 
I can hear Neil saying these words r ight 
now. 

COLIN BOYNE, Consultant Editor, 
The Architectural Review, London: 
You ask what is the significance of 
O'Neil Ford. To an Englishman he 
demonstrated to the full that favorite 
American story: the poor boy who 
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makes good. And he made good in the 
most exacting of all professions: 
architecture. We admired him for his 
research and technical innovation, 
which we expect from Americans, but 
we admired him too for his work on 
landscaping, which, sadly, we don't 
always expect. But we admired him 
most for avoiding fashion and stylistic 
cliche and for his struggle to create a 
humane, indigenous, contemporary 
Texan architecture. 

HAL BOX, FAIA, Dean, UT-Austin 
School of Architecture, and fonucr 
protege at Willow Way: Of course there 
can never be another O'Neil Ford. He 
spanned a period of time and set of 
att itudes which reached near the roots 
of Texas. He spent his life articulating, 
extending, and enhancing ideas about 
how to live and build in Texas. He 
discovered part of Texas. He explored 
how people felt and how things are 
best built to fit this place. The clarity 
and consistency of his ideas were strong 
enough to carry them through the 
prevalent archi tectural thinking of the 
Beaux Arts, Art Deco, and International 
Style Modern movement. Who but an 
irascible self-educated genius could 
create consistent order of that chaos? 

O'Neil Ford's significance to the 
mainstream of architecture is yet to be 
assessed. J t is clear that his buildings 
have a positive even exhilarating effect 
on people and there is a certain reality 
of time and connectedness to place that 
will cause the history of architecture 

to note his work among the well-crafted 
and sensitive architecture of the 20th 
Century. But his major effect was on 
the region. The architecture of Texas is 
different because of him, and the archi
tects of Texas are different because of 
him. 

O'Neil Ford was my mentor. I was 
one of many mentces. He was a phe
nomenal teacher which resulted, I think, 
from his caring for every person with 
whom he came in contact. He was very 
direct-caused people to think, to act 
thoughtfully, carefully, and sincerely. 

O'Neil Ford showed us what materials 
to use and how to use them, how to 
make shade, how to make space, how 
to use craftsmen. He also showed us 
how we might be better individuals of 
purpose, how to serve our community 
and our profession. But he never 
showed us how we could be like O'Neil 
Ford. 

MRS. EUGENE McDERMOTT, patron 
of the arts and longtime personal friend, 
Dallas: Neil liked architecture and people 
to be natural and unpretentious- he 
wanted "the real thing." To me, he is 
the most significant of Texas architects. 
He not only leaves a standard of 
excellence for buildings, but there are 
vivid memories of his wit and his 
capacity for friendship. I am proud that 
Mr. McDermott introduced Neil to Pat 
Haggerty, who hired and worked with 
him on the Semiconductor Building of 
Texas Instruments, which set an archi
tectural style for that company. 
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JOHN PASTIER, architecture critic, 
Los Angeles/ Austin: Despite his ail
ments. I fully expected O'Neil Ford to 
live out the century, in part to enjoy 
two added decades of attention, but 
even more because h is life was the 
medium he chose to practice his finest 
art. 

H is larger professional contributions 
were in spheres outside the design of 
buildings. Many architects easily beat 
h im at that game, but few could match 
him as an influence on his colleagues, 
as a red-blooded embodiment of a 
profession that seems abstract and 
esoteric to most of its baffled public, 
and as an unflagging spokesman for 
much of the older architecture of Texas 
and the world. 

As a mentor he offered livelihood, 
professional challenge, encouragement, 
diversion, and lasting friendship to a 
staggering number of architects over a 
span of two generations. As a witty and 
irascible public being, he mapped out the 
architectural world into distinct hemis
pheres of light and darkness, allowing 
both clients and general audiences to 
savor the advantages of standing with 
him in the brighter half. He sensed a 
need for myths and heroes, and vol
unteered to fill it. 

H is greatest contribution, dating 
back to the I 920s, was his championing 
of native Texan buildings. He under
stood and loved the vernacular 
structures of the 1 ~!!.i and 19th 
centuries with an intensity that matched 
his antipathy for the vernacular 
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environment of his own era, and for 
most high art and high technology 
approaches to contemporary architec
ture. While Texas urbanized and 
plunged into the future with abandon, 
he basically remained loyal to the small 
town past both as an artifact and as a 
model for his work. Through actual 
restorations, deft sketches, evocative 
photography, and a torrent of spoken 
words, he let Texans know that their 
architectural roots were sturdy and often 
beautiful. 

STANLEY MARCUS, Chairman 
Emeritus, Neiman-Marcus, Dallas: 
O'Neil Ford and I were friends for over 
50 years. Sometimes I wouldn't see 
him for two or even five years; but 
each time we met, it was as though we'd 
seen each other the day before. Perhaps 
the reason we stayed friends was that 
he never did any work for me; because, 
in his early days at least, O'Neil could 
be very exasperating with his strong 
opinions and his d ilatory habits. 

I can't comment on the significance 
of O'Neil Ford, architect. Much more 
important was the success of O'Neil 
Ford, human being. He was a warm 
and loyal friend. He was a perpetual 
enthusiast which inspired both client and 
student. He was a strong advocate and 
never backed down when he thought he 
was right. He was fastidious in detail. 

Perhaps all of these qualities put 
together are what made him a successful 
man and a successful architect. 

JANE LANDRY, architect, former 
employee and protege, Dallas: Neil's art 
was to make the ordinary into the 
extraordinary. Honest, simple materials 
became special because of the way he 
used them. 

He was labeled a Regionalist. But I 
believe he was first a humanist. H e 
built in response to human needs. 
Shade, shelter, green space and water 
provided case and comfort. No bald, 
mean spaces with mirror glass glaring 
down from all sides. 

Neil learned from indigenous builders 
the world over. Nothing escaped h is 
eye. He was always observer, adapter, 
transformer. But he applied the lessons 
of the past only when the past could 
answer a specific need of the present; 
there were no arbitrary applications 
of bits of history. 

ALAN TAN IGUCHI, FAIA, Austin: 
My admiration for Neil had not only to 
do with architecture, but the values and 
principles by which he lived, by which 
he designed buildings, by which he 
related to issues and public policies, by 
which he related to people. He always 
stuck by his principles, making him 
appear non-conforming in a profession 
that tends to play things safe. 

On perhaps the last of his occasional 
visits to my office, he gave his version 
of the common bond between the 
Fords and the Taniguchis: "You know 
why we're such good friends? We 'hate' 
the same people." 

Texas Architect 
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JOHN PALMER LEEPER, Director, 
McNay Art Institute, San Antonio: 
The impact of O'Neil Ford's personality 
overshadowed everything ebc. He was 
trenchant and fearless, yet had a dis
arming country courtliness. He was 
simply larger than life, and in his orbit 
people and events and things acquired a 
new excitement. 

I admired his quick comprehension of 
a project. sensing its totality immediately. 
His imagination was quickly fired, and 
a dozen possibilities had presented 
themselves before one had finished 
describing a project to him. 

Despite his personal bravura, Neil 
was fundamentally a modest person. or 
at least his best architecture is modest. 
He built graceful buildings that are at 
home where they stand. As Dean Jack 
Mitchell of Rice remarked to me, "His 
architecture rarely makes a statement, 
and perhaps 1hat is the best thing about 
it." 

FRANK WELCH, FAIA, Midland, 
former employee and protege: Though 
he practiced architecture artfully, I 
don't think he considered what he was 
doing as art. I never heard him use 
the word applied to contemporary 
building. He believed strongly that 
there were "moral" choices made in 
creating a building. "Dishone~t" or 
disingenuous use of structure, materials, 
or the way things go together were 
anathema to him as long as I knew him. 
Further, he railed againM architecture 
as false expression. "Brick venereal," 
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"later mod-drun," and "pew-eblo" 
were derisive terms he used for the 
artificial means and ends he saw in 
building. 

His quest was simple but difficult: 
how to do the most for the least, how 
to achieve an economy of means. The 
results were subtle and elusive as 
graphic design and never self-centered 
or visually arrogant. I think he would 
agree that architecture was less a beauty 
contest than a torch race. 

He was a hero to the young because 
he was young himself and was never 
condescending. In person he was the 
jolly iconoclast firing salvos at fashion
able holy cows. While the students were 
designing in the current vogue, his 
cheeky attacks on the mode of the 
moment struck a warmly responsive 
nerve in them. 

We mourn his death as deeply as we 
would youth, for that's what he had
unendingly. He never became old. 

CLOVIS HEIMSATH, FAIA, former 
employee and protcge, Fayetteville: 
I liked the world better when O'Neil 
Ford was living. Sitting for a moment 
after the funeral party in the garden 
beside the chapel, I saw him in the 
motion of the fountain, the pattern of 
the brickwork. in the severity, yet 
playfulness, of the building. I thought, 
'·How will future generations know 
Ford when he's not there to thunder in 
their cars?" His involvement is written 
in his buildings and can be read by 
those who follow. 

DAVID DILLON, architecture critic, 
The Dallas Morning News: In an era of 
bold geometry and resounding architec
tural statements, he designed buildings 
composed of small, quiet pleasures
Saltillo tiles, Mexican brick, edge-grain 
mesquite floors, handmade ceramic 
light fixtures. The first impulse on 
entering one of his buildings is not to 
stand back and look, but to touch, to 
read the architecture through the pores. 

Ford's death marks the end of an era 
in Texas architecture, as surely as his 
rediscovery of early Texas houses 
marked its beginning. That's the kind of 
grand statement that would have 
provoked him to an uproarious commen
tary on the inanities of critics. But it's 
true. 

EUGENE GEORGE, friend and 
colleague, Austin: Perhaps O'Neil Ford 
as an individual is correctly classified 
as a cultural asset in that he has, so far 
as architecture is concerned, brought 
the potential of the culture into 
advanced accomplishments- has made 
selections and decisions which moved 
the cultural averages into higher levels. 

He decided to be a hero by taking up 
self-assigned causes which attempted 
to improve the quality of life. And to a 
lot of us, he played that role very well. 
One accepted his hero role in the process 
of intellectual interchange during the 
sharing of thoughts and observations. 

O'Neil Ford's curiosity about the 
nature of art and life was infectious, 
and I was one of those stricken. 
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BOONE POWELL, FAIA, partner, San 
Antonio: A chnmpion of cnuscs, O'Neil 
tilted nt windmills and got away with 
it. 

He motivntcd architects and others to 
transcend their limitations, primarily 
by asking them lo adopt a relationship 
to values, to some extent his values, 
but va lues in any case. 

H e recognized early that he could 
accomplish far more through others 
than merely by himself. His life nnd 
relationships were consequently 
cxlraordinnrily rich in complexity and 
he touched others, though sometimes 
only briefly, lo a depth they remember 
long after with great emotion. 

He was still youthfu l at 76 and 
possessed the rare nbi li ty lo relate to 
people of a ll ngcs and backgrounds 
with great faci lity. He was especially 
able to relate to children and the 
s tudent latent in every one of us. 

l l is legacy is not easy lo define, 
though it is certain ly great. The large 
number of archi tects he encouraged 
and taught is a major part. So is the 
dedication to values and the guts to 
stand up for them even if commissions 
were lost. He recognized that another 
job was nlways wniling somewhere, 
bu t there was no making up for a loss 
of credibili ty. 

I lis sense of his own roots as small
town product of the land never left 
him. ll wa~ connected, in a myriad of 
ways, to his belief in the rightness of a 
regional approach to design; that the 
roots of a place and its build ing 
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trnditions ought to be reflected in its 
architecture. I le would search out colors 
and patterns and textures from the 
vernacular and find refreshingly new 
ways to employ them in contemporary 
works. Though these techniques could 
be corny in less sensitive design hands, 
he was able to avoid such confusion in 
his work. 

1 le revered the individual contri
butions and contributors lo the whole 
building process. A bui lding was there
fore not something drawn as much as 
it was the product of masons and 
carpentry foremen and craftsmen and 
painters. Because he spoke their 
language, contractors, laborers and 
craftsmen al ikc could identify with 
him and his goals for a project. 

DOWNING TIIOMAS, FAIA, Dallas: 
O'Neil Ford was an heroic Common 
Man. His bui ld:ngs have that same 
quality; they seem to be simple 
structures of wood and brick that 
somehow transcend their function and 
lift our standards of excellence. 

H is gifted tongue charmed. Dut he 
was always prepared to exorcize evil, 
ready to play the Don Quixote giving 
verbal battle lo the rapacious forces 
of mammon in the business community. 

l lc spoke and acted for preservation 
of our historic buildings and of the 
clements of nature that give meaning to 
urban life. For six decades his bui ldings, 
like his words and his life-style, were 
an integrated expression of his land: 
Texas. 

St. Mary's 1/all, San A ntonlo, 1969. 

WILLIAM SLAYTON, Deputy Assistant 
Secretary for Foreign Buildings, U.S. 
State Department, Washington, D .C.: 
l knew O'Neil best as a member of my 
panel of architect consultants at the 
Department of State and as a travelling 
companion when we visited several 
United Stales Embassies abroad. H e 
was loved by his colleagues on the 
panel, by the architects who presented 
their designs lo the panel (even though 
O'Neil at ti mes could be quite crit ical), 
and by the Ambassadors and staff at 
the Embassies we visited. O'Neil could 
say the most outrageous things, but in a 
funny way so that one would accept his 
criticism. But, also, we all knew he was 
right. Of course, we had to tell him to 
shut up from lime to time, but then 
that was part of the O'Neil we loved. 

MARY CAROLYN HOLLERS 
GEORGE, art historian and Ford 
biographer, San Antonio/ Austin: 
O'Neil f'ord was an artist. Architecture 
was his passion, his obsession. H is 
extravagance of character and his 
legendary unconcern about promised 
dcl ivery dales often exasperated clients 
and colleagues alike, but these are 
textbook symptoms of the artistic 
temperament. The design process, the 
nature of material and how to form it 
honestly, now these were things worth 
thinking about. The inquisitive child in 
h im was ever young. 

O'Neil Ford was an artist. Thank 
goodness. 
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ANDERSO'.\I TODD, FAIA, Wortham 
Professor of Architecture, Rice Univer
sity: The theoreticians, the artists, the 
decorators of our fast-changing times 
bring wonderful new ideas and images 
to architecture. But they do not under
take to solve the main day-to-day 
problems facing architecture in our 
cities; nor do they try to make them 
understandable to the general public the 
way Neil did. It is not surprising that 
he is the only name in architecture 
known to the average person in Texas. 
He was the gentle, unrugged man who 
stood for rugged individual ism. He stood 
for values beyond theory, fad or 
fashion. His values spoke out eloquently 
in plain-spoken architecture for fit, 
accommodation, unpretentiousness, 
permanency, good building and solid 
walls. Above all, O'Neil Ford stood 
forth and spoke out for integrity-
and that is his great legacy and lesson 
for all of us in architecture. 

MARTIN PRICE, architect, Fort Worth: 
O'Neil Ford is alive and well with a 
legacy that lives, a legacy of humanism. 
It is a humanism founded on an 
architecture which considers the 
culture and landscape of an area, the 
im portance of a continuity of tradition, 
the use of common sense, doing things 
in a natural way, high craftsmanship 
in building. and the nature of "design 
for man and not for cause." And 
O'Neil Ford is also alive and well with 
another legacy that lives, a legacy of 
outspoken condemnation of the 
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"pseudo-intellectual claptrap'' of the 
Graves, Stern, Tigerman "Posties" 
and their followers whose hyped up 
promotion has infected our press, and 
whose principles are so contradictory 
to his own. 

ARCH SWANK, FAIA, former partner 
and longtime friend, Dallas: I was one of 
the many of his acquaintances who had 
to have the Ford fix more or less r~gu
larly. If he didn' t call from the airport 
or drop into the office every few weeks, 
I would call him in an attempt to get my 
creative and rebellious juices flowing 
again-and it usually worked. If nothing 
more, listening Lo a ll his problems and 
adventures with cantankerous and de
manding clients made my problems seem 
insignificant and solvable. 

SINCLAIR BLACK, architect and 
teacher, Austin: O'Neil Ford proves the 
axiom that I am about to make up 
(with apologies to Winston Churchill): 
·'Cities shape people and they in turn 
re-shape the cities." Neil was clever to 
choose an interesting place like San 
Antonio, and San Antonio was lucky 
indeed to have h im. 

Most men are merely a product of 
their place, but that has been reversed 
in the relationship between San Antonio 
and O'Neil Ford. The sheer force of 
his beliefs, the clarity of his integri ty 
and his irresistible charm have combined 
lo shape the attitudes and sensibilities 
of San Antonio and its leaders in ways 
that any other city would envy. 

' (with Arch 

CHARLES TAPLEY, F AIA, Houston: 
Mr. Ford had agreed to talk about 
architecture with Charles Moore at the 
November convention. On the tele
phone O'Neil had been a little cool 
about the subject-Architecture as a 
Communicative Force-probably 
because it was a little fancy. But he had 
agreed to participate. We got together 
for a meeting one Saturday morning in 
late June and he talked about architec
ture-about deserted Mexican villages 
he wanted us to sec, beautiful places he 
had visited with his great friends 
Charles and Ray Eames and Marie 
Berger, back in the '50s. He raged 
about some of the "so-called Post
Modernists" and showed us an exquisite 
chapel he had done in the days of the 
WP A. The subjects came and changed 
like quick lights. 

He had been videotaped by the 
Learning About Learning Educational 
Foundation exploring San Antonio with 
a group of youngsters, explaining how 
the city works, and what it really is. 
He seemed to feel a link between his 
sessions with the kids and the convention 
panel and was beginning to build an 
idea. I told him we wanted the tape for 
November, but T don' t know that he 
even heard me. He was talking, p lain 
and fast, reaching into complexities and 
quickly unravelling them. His under
standing seemed total and he wanted to 
share it, seemed in a hurry to give it 
away. T wish everyone could have heard 
him. I wish that June had been 
November. 
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LA WREN CE SPECK, architect and 
teacher, Austin: O'Neil Ford was not a 
high-art, high-style architect of the sort 
that most commonly gets notice today. 
His work will be known, in the long 
run, I think, not for the number of 
new forms it invented, its novelty of 
shape or visual character, its unique
ness, its eyeball appeal or its ability to 
create instant Kodachrome memories. 
The strength of his work lies rather in 
its enhancement of everyday life. He 
made places to be- to cat, to sleep, to 
th ink, to chat, to d rink, to laugh, to 
hang memories on. He used architecture 
to touch people's lives. 

As a designer, Ford was a jogger, 
not a sprinter. He chugged along 
furious ly shaping his world through a 
series of sidelong blows rather than 
driving single-mindedly toward a narrow 
goal. He demonstrated the fact that 
lo commit oneself to a wide breadth of 
concerns is no less a commitment than 
to focus on a narrow band of issues. 
He was a pragmatist and a romantic, 
an idealist and an active doer, a 
flamboyant, Baroque personality and 
a gentle stone hut of a man. 

Ford had an enviable grasp of the 
passage of time. He understood, in T. S. 
Eliot's words, "the pastness of the past 
as well as its presence." In an archi
tectural world which was preoccupied 
with what was different about its own 
time, he dealt with issues which are 
always essentially the same- basic 
human and physical concerns which link 
all times together. He met himself 
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everywhere, in all places and ages
doing the same things but in a different 
way, feeling the same differently, 
reacting differently to the same. He 
lived in the whole world and at all 
times. 

CHRIS CARSON, partner, San Antonio: 
Neil was the type who always p referred 
the back road to the main road. H is own 
curiosity was intense, and he also had a 
rare ability to make other people see 
things they might tend to overlook. It was 
part of being a good teacher. 

PATSY SWANK, art critic and longtime 
personal friend, Dallas: His significance 
as an architect is that that word is not big 
enough to hold what he meant to the pro
fession, and architecture was such an or
ganic part of him that I am not sure he 
himself could have defined it. 

Structure and material were the means 
by which Ford fu lfilled his urgent con
cern that people should have as useful 
and beautiful, as natural and comfortable 
a place to live and work and enjoy them
selves as it was possible for him to give 
them. That concern embraced past and 
future, aesthetics and politics, society 
and mores, and often its force infuriated 
and frustrated him. But however certain 
he might feel that presentday foolishness 
threatened the future, he never fa iled to 
inspire those he taught- and that was 
everybody he touched- with his basic 
faith that tomorrow should be better, 
and that to make il better was the man
date of every architect who calls himself 
by that name. 

Bolton Hall, Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs, 
N.Y., 1967. 

BILL BOOZIOTIS, FATA, Dallas: 
O'Neil Ford saw with the clarity of a 
child-but with the vision of a sage. 

He was a caricature of joy, sensi
tivity and other particularly human 
values. His architecture embodied them 
all with the same commitment, but with 
understatement. 

FRANCIS D. LETHBRIDGE, F AIA, 
Washington, D.C., former associate of 
Ford on the State Department's 
architecture review panel: He was tm ly 
a remarkable person, half again more 
"alive" than anyone else I have ever 
known. He was never inclined to shield 
himself with the armor of personal 
reticence or that of professional mystique 
or incomprehensibility. Architecture
the practice of architecture-was for 
him simply the natural and inevitable 
extension of h is own experience, 
sensibility and skill. 

He was demanding of others, but gave 
far more of himself than was ever 
asked in return. He was impatient with, 
and openly critical of, the games that 
architects arc inclined to play for each 
other, and of the overblown critical 
evaluation of fashionable but incon
sequential architectural posturing. 

His own arch itectural work is 
durable, much of it is poetic and 
beautiful, and all of it is relevant to its 
p lace and time. He had more to give, 
had he been spared longer, for he had 
the heart and the mind of a young man. 
But he will be sorely missed- and will, 
by God, be remembered. 
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Reflections on a Funeral 
JAMES PRATT, FAIA, Dallas, col
league, admirer, and former student of 
Ford at Harvard: Standing in front of the 
mirror at 5:55 a.m., I woke myself up 
with, "This is plain wrong-Ford, you 
would snort at my wearing a black tic." 
I rushed to put on a bright one and made 
it to the 6:45 San Antonio plane. 

"Neil wanted cornbread and cham
pagne at the funeral," Mary reported. 
Mary Bywaters, and her daughter and 
son, Jerry Cochran and Dick Bywaters 
joined us at the ticket counter. We 
were a cross section of mourners, this 
Dlllas group: Mary a peer and lifetime 
friend of Ford, Jerry and Dick who 
had sat on his knees, the rest of us his 
clients, former students, employees or 
professional colleagues. And me in 
between. (Damn you, Ford, why did you 
do this, putting me that much closer 
to the abyss?) We all thought of our
selves as friends, I certainly not a close 
one; I had known him 29 years. But 
somehow, when you were with him, he 
made you consider yourself a good 
friend. He skated from person to person, 
lighting them up with his Gaelic wit. 

The police ushers were in place to 
shepherd us to a shady Trinity Univer
sity parking lot 45 minutes early. The 
summer morning was still cool. Under
takers were pulling a coffin out of a 
hearse in the chapel porte cochere. 
(God, Neil, is what's left of you really 
in that thing-you irascible wonder/ ul 
bastard?) T he reality of the event 
jumped into blurred vision above a 
throat lump. We pecked a few friends 
on the cheek or shook hands, avoided 
eyes and went in to sit down. 
Under His Roof 
We were sitting under his roof, on 
his campus, in his town. It was a nice 
roof covering this high, rather early 
Christian-feeling box. It was a larger 
version of h is and Arch Swank's 
Denton chapel; the main parabolic brick 
arches were held apart by low segmented 
ones over the side aisles. Outside its 
altar area the interior was all painted 
white. On the right, windows opened 
into a small walled garden, and the 
clear glass was banded horizontally at 
intervals with lovely let-in patterns: 
handsomely restrained with no color. 
(The critic in me carped, "Neil, you 
should have used the same glass in the 
tiny windows on the le/ t instead of that 
colored stuff. The ones on the right 
are so great.") He wouldn't have been 
offended, though he might not have 
agreed. He was a critic of his own 
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work; once I was on a design awards 
jury in San Antonio where Ford took me 
aside: "You guys did right not to award 
that entry of ours; it didn't deserve a 
thing." 

Maybe it wasn't a coffin. Function
aries rolled it in like a tea cart. A group 
of men in somber clothes who looked 
like they might be pall bearers sat up 
front, but with no duty to carry their 
friend's body. The box was wood as 
Mary said he had ordered, but from a 
distance it looked suspiciously like a 
factory-made mortician's model, and 
not the local carpenter's handiwork that 
Neil probably meant. Neil belonged to 
the generation of architects that still 
had a connection to handcraft. He 
never let the taste arbiters of the 
compound (Tom Wolfe's word) 
intimidate him to "purify" his designs by 
eliminating ornament or color, nor by 
making his walls exclusively curtains 
on an industrial box. He wasn't going 
down any purist blind alleys of a style 
conceived for climes unrelated to 
Texas. No ornament he used was 
superfluous; he knew intuitively how 
much was necessary to keep the eye 
from being bored. They might not know 
why, but his buildings will continue to 
delight laymen because of this stubborn 
personal rationalism tied to his artist's 
intuition. 

There were faces at the funeral that 
surprised me, and might have Neil. 
He always had a slight wild streak about 
him, and he loved to pull dignity's tail. 
(Seeing the establishment at your 
funeral would make you chortle, 
wouldn't it, Neil. You always were a 
guide dog nipping at the heels of the 
sheep. In fact, you were a downright 
snob about not being a member of the 
herd. And god, how you hated 
functionaries and bureaucrats!) But his 
ego would have been satisfied to see 
them there, that hungry ego that had to 
be constantly fed. 
When the Saints . . . 
"The Happy Jazz Band" started play
ing unhappy spirituals at a quarter 
to nine. Sax, brass, clarinet, piano, 
drums and bass. The mournful clarinet 
was excellent, but "Deep River" and 
"Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen" 
didn't seem for Neil; he didn't admit to 
trouble. When I called him in the 
hospital after a heart attack, he bluffed, 
"They're just trying to scare me." But 
the recessional "When the Saints Go 
Marching In" certainly was right. J im 
Cullum's blues snapped me back to a 

spring night when we had found Wanda 
and Neil at a party overlooking the 
river near Jim Cullum's domain. Ford 
had already had his lung chopped on 
and was wearing a sign "Don't touch my 
back!"- on the back of this man who 
was used to being hugged so much. Any 
ordinary mortal his age would have 
obeyed h is wife and gone home to bed 
at nine. Not Neil; with his usual 
generosity, he had swept us up for a 
dinner downstairs on the river. Like 
most successful people, he had that 
extra energy, even after his heart had 
sputtered several times and he had been 
slit and peeled like an orange half 
around his girth. 

The priest began, "We are here to 
thank God for O'Neil Ford." That was 
right. Lots of us were. But the 
morticians hadn't realized that this 
wasn't much of a commercial wreath
sending crowd. It hadn't even occurred 
to most of us. They scrambled about 
taking down all the unused racks for 
holding wreaths. 

Soon after, I looked back and realized 
that the side aisles were crowded with 
standees. Neil's story of sitting with a 

There were faces at the fu
neral that surprised me, and 
might have Neil. He always 
had a slight wild streak about 
him and he loved to pull dig
nity's tail. But his ego would 
have been satisfied to see 
them there, that hungry ego 
that had to be constantly fed. 

second generation of computer chieftains 
at a sidewalk cafe on the Cote d'Azur 
pricked my conscience. An elderly lady 
known to all had paused at their table. 
"Those wimps with me wouldn't get out 
of their chairs. The SOB's aren't gentle
men like those they took over from." 
Neil was an artful gentleman with 
women. (It was too late for me to be a 
gentleman this morning. The priest was 
praying.) 

After the reverend had set the tone, 
Amy Freeman Lee climbed to a lectern 
and confirmed my view of Ford's 
dictum on sentimentality. "Make 'em 
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laugh." was her duty under his design of 
the event. ( God, Neil, it's your last 
design.) One of her five stories (there 
was one for each of the decades she had 
known him) was a word picture of 
Nei l in a checked jacket driving up to 
a party in an MG just after the second 
world war. "J aunty," she thought. 
"That's class.'· lie was from a town in 
North Texas miles from anywhere, and 
he deliberately exaggerated his lack of 
education, as part of the Texas style of 
his generation. Ed Stone, another 
outre a rchitect that Tom Wolfe makes a 
bit too much of in his anger at the 
Bauhaus, played the same dirt-under
fingers game out of Arkansas, and 
migrated clean away from his roots lo 
prominence. But not Ford. He stuck to 
Texas as a base, and worked at evolving 
forms satisfying to us here, though he 
occlsionally designed buildings in other 
places. "Class" in his buildings was 
deliberately defined in Texas terms, and 
the buildings certainly mirror the man. 
Amy Lee carried through her charge 
eloquently, and yet somehow made us 
smi le. 
Dobie, Webb, Bedichek, Ford 
More blues; not even long-haired jazz 
here; and then a second speaker. 
Maury Maverick Jr.'s role was to put a 
frame around Neil's contributions to 
San Antonio. After these two, John 
Henry Faulk's use of Shakespearean 
analogies seemed a bit heavy, which he 
admitted in his last sentence. looking 
down at the coffin, mimicking Neil, 
·· 'Aw, Henry, you're laying it on a little 
thick,' but I guess I got it about right.'' 
Missing was the visual artist 's or 
architect's view of Ford's contributions. 
Neil had asked that Jerry Bywaters, 
Ford's salad days pal in creating an 
artistic identity for Texas, be one of the 
speakers, but he was ill. Faulk was 
perhaps to put a frame around Neil's 
contribution to Texas. I thanked him for 
a line about "Dobie, Webb, Bedichek 
and Ford." It was a nice image. Those 
three verbal craftsmen, and the 
materials craftsman. I can vouch for the 
Bedichek parallel. Eating a really ripe 
peach bought from a farmer at Dripping 
Springs wh'le Bedichek pointed out the 
character of a wild flower or a bird in a 
madrona tree was the same as listening 
to Ford talk about simple early Texas 
building forms, and the same as ex
periencing one of his better buildings. 

"Architecture's craft. It's hard 
work,'' he snorted perversely to a 
question whether architecture is poetry. 
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Ford had been sitting behind us, tapping 
us on the shoulders, muttering about 
the "high-flown" words of Norberg
Schulz who had lectured. And my mind 
snapped much further back to a 1952 
image of him sitting in the Masters 
Class lab in Robinson Hal l at Harvard, 
reading aloud his office mail from home, 
even letters from Wanda. The European 
and eastern students, chosen by Gropius 
and expecting to find him there teaching, 
did not quite know what to make of 
Ford. He was one of four visiting cri tics 
brought in to fill the void of Gropius' 
sudden departure. By the time Ford 
arrived, lcoh Ming Pei had led them 
through one five-week exercise. Imme
diately following Pei's articulate, 
incisive style, derived from a blend of 
patrician Chinese and New England 
schooling, Ford's personal style was a 
shock. Did he have anything to teach 
them? He had to struggle against an 
intellectual snobbism from those I 6 
gentlemen, and his asking them to 
design an office building for an oil 
company in Texas. an improbable place, 
did not help. He hadn't designed any 
Harvard boxes, and as Tom Wolfe has 
shown, was outside the compound. 
Ford gradually won them over, all but 
Norberg-Schulz, who must have hurt 
Ford by exiting from the class at that 
particular moment. Perhaps this 
accounted for his outburst in Dallas 
against the theoretician; Norberg-Schulz 
turned it back on Ford with a 

Eating a really ripe peach 
bought from a Janner at 
Dripping Springs while Bed
ichek pointed out the charac
ter of a wild flower or a bird 
in a madrona tree was the 
same as listening to Ford talk 
about simple early Texas 
building f orms. 

complement about Ford's work, using 
rare grace and ad roitness, a polished 
stiletto of words that skewered Ford's 
bluster. (Neil, maybe you can rake 
credit for making Norberg-Schulz a 
great critic by running him our of design 
class toward inrellecrual pursuits. I 

liked the irony.) At Harvard Ford's 
technical know-how shifted the 
orientation of the students to a practical 
base, and we were soon deep into 
how-to-do-it detail; however, we were 
applying the detail to flat-roofed 
Harvard boxes. Ford couldn't overcome 
fifteen years of German regime in his 
six weeks, though he worked on us 
every day. 
Frontier Suspicions 
The priest was dressed in a bright 
vestment that no cleric would have 
worn before the '60s. The meeting house 
services Ford must have known 70 
years ago in Pink Hill, Texas, bad to 
have been a sure contrast to this one. 
We had come a long way from agrarian 
frontier Texas, and Ford's life bridged 
the cftange. An Irishman full of stories, 
who talked endlessly, he nevertheless was 
suspicious of other people's words, 
perhaps out of his youth close in time to 
the frontier. After listening to a tape 
from a New Mexico professional 
meeting, he gruffed at me in a 
definitely ambiguous tone of voice, "I 
heard those words of yours about that 
upside down blnk in Arizona." I never 
figured out if he was really disapproving, 
or begrudging, or both. 

The service ended with "Amazing 
Grace,'' a camp meeting song which 
Ford probably did encounter in services 
at the Texas meeting houses of his 
childhood. He kept some of the style of 
a rural Texan, a part of his character 
admired. Older Texans loved him 
becau~e he w:is still one of them, even 
though he worked in a subject they 
didn't know much about. His forms 
spoke to them. those sparse forms of 
brick. The intellectuals liked him because 
he was the first archi tect with any 
sizable body of work to give them 
their own identity in original physical 
terms. Ford knew his milieu and 
gradually distilled his designs from it. 
H is color palette as well as his textures 
came to blend with a Latin character 
so long smothered or treated as a 
clichc in Texas. 

We all got in cars and followed the 
hearse. It was only after we had gone 
by the Cathedral his firm had given 
new life to, and turned into King 
William Street by his old office, that 
realized we were deliberately passing 
Neil's buildings and haunts. We took the 
river road by Concepcion. Out on the 
highway near the burial ground I could 
sec neither the head nor tail of the file 
of hcadlighted cars. Police on motor-
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cycles kept leapfrogging intersections. 
Did all San Antonio have to stop for 
that impressively long snake? The mayor 
had called out his police for an 
architect. Some things were changing in 
Texas; that would not have happened a 
generation ago. 

Green gentle slope down to a dam on 
the river: large trees, for San Antonio. 
Instead of the grave my mind flipped 
to a story of Ford's bachelor days in 
Dallas: at Minnie Marcus's house a big 
lawn swept down to a small creek in a 
woods, where on a hot afternoon at a 
garden party, Neil and Eddie had 
snuck off for a swim. Their clothes 
stolen by some lady sp:es, Marcus and 
Ford marched out of the trees straight 
up the hill, deadpan, through the party, 
into the house and upstairs to find 
clothes. 

"I don't know how to say there must 
not be any great ceremony- no weeping. 
I have gone away for pretty long 
trips before- and besides, does anyone 
have any choice about dying? Why fear 
the inevitable? Why scorn the natural 
ending?" Neil's words were printed 
under his picture in the program for 
the funeral. (Neil, you were a better 
architect than a logician with words, but 
rhe gist was right.) He really had 
played this ceremony straight. but with 
a Ford twist. 
Zinnias and Marigolds 
There were zinnias and marigolds 
through which four little crosses 
appeared on the coffin. Zinnias, yes, a 
nice Texas touch, but. I wondered how 
he felt about the crosses. They were a 
fami liar dining room table object from 
his house. Certainly he liked to design 
buildings for religious institutions, but 
was he a professed believer? He never 
said. I thought it more likely that he 
was content with the ubiquitous feather 
that someone said was in the lapel of 
his shroud. We went off and left the 
coffin standing there in the sun, in that 
terrible new practice of secret after-the
grave-service burial that undertakers 
have foisted off on us. None of his 
frie nds to help put him in the ground, 
or throw a flowe r down. The fantasies 
were all bad. 

We drove down behind Mission San 
Jose, past the bull ring to park, and 
walked in the caliche dust bright under 
the hot noon light into Willow Way. 
I wanted a peacock to scream, and one 
finally did as we rounded the corner 
by the long outer bird cages. Under the 
arbor along one side of the front lawn 
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people were already eating. On the 
lawn two Latin ladies were patting out 
flour tortillas and another was buttering 
them with beans : wonderful burritos. 
Inside, on the porch, there really was 
cornbread and ham, while waiters passed 
champagne, as Neil had wanted. (Neil, 
I'm glad you didn't have us drinking the 
wine out of gourds and pails.) In 
Cambridge I remembered meals at the 
Henri IV, and other Harvard bistros, 
where Neil seemed to be spending his 
entire critic's stipend entertaining us 
students. There was a bar we came to 
frequent with Neil, principally because 

On the la,wn two Latin ladies 
were patting out flour tortillas 
and another was buttering 
them with beans; wonder-
ful burritos. Inside, on the 
porch, there really was corn
bread and ham, while waiters 
passed champagne as Neil 
had wanted. 

there was a barmaid whose body 
Gaston Lachaise must have used as a 
model for his sculpture. Most after
noons at six we marvelled at her. She was 
so decorative that she eventually 
captured, yea married, one of us, but 
not until long after Neil had set a 
p:1ttern for us drinking beer there. He 
was in lab every afternoon, and in the 
mornings he was off looking at 
Richardson train stations or churches 
with a good brick or stone detail. This 
all ended when his turn with the 
Masters Class was finished, before a 
holiday. On a brisk wool suit morning 
after the leaves had all fallen, Neil and 
five of us took off for New York. 
There he introduced me to Luchow's, 
that great gastronomic institution, where 
he said goodbye. He was a Texan who 
knew his way around, for all that down 
home cornbread. 

The lawn continued to fill with 
people. Except for the self-conscious 
ones in three-piece suits, the young had 
sensibly pared down their clothes to 
open shirts. The over 50s ones had 
pulled open their ties. There were some 
over 60 in formal daytime attire, 
including a few women in silk chiffon. 

Like Bedichek, Ford wanted, demanded, 
connections to other generations than 
his own. Once we weren't sure why we 
were invited to a job interview because 
we knew it was Ford's turf. And this 
was confirmed when we got back to the 
office. The drafting studios were in 
d isarray because Ford had wandered in, 
asking for people who were smokers, 
saying he wanted to show them what 
was going to happen to them. By the 
time he had left he had shown all the 
architects the entire extent of his big 
red new scar from the lung operation. 
There was a side comment relayed back 
to us absent partners: "Oh, I know 
where t.hey arc, but they won't get it." 
And we didn't. 

There was a sizable number of archi
tects standing on the lawn who had 
been influenced by him. Some like 
Harold Box had lived at Willow Way 
when Ford had had a studio of appren
tices in the Wright tradition. Ones like 
Welch absorbed his wit and personal 
style. Others like the Petersons had 
carried out his early impetus to save 
and restore Texas' building heritage. 
The Landrys carry on his form style, as 
do O'Neill and Perez, from a still 
younger group of alumni. A few 
struggle to evolve the direction he set in 
more contemporary, machine-derived 
terms. On these people's doorsteps he 
appeared with erratic frequency, but he 
could be gotten for help, and was always 
solicitous when playi ng mentor. Once 
in the '60s when we were in trouble 
with a client over the design of our 
first four million dollar building, Papa 
Neil came to spend two hours with our 
questioner: "That buildi ng will come 
out fine if you leave 'em alone," was 
his summary aid. 
National Windows 
At the funeral I recognized none of 
his Texas Instruments clients who 
enlarged the scope of his work with 
homes, factories, and donated institu
tional buildings after the '50s. Lucy 
Nugent was there from the Johnson 
family, who gave him another kind of 
national window with an appointment 
to the National Endowment for the 
Arts. But none in our Texas adolescent 
culture were confident enough of their 
own taste to entrust him with the LBJ 
shrine, the major city halls, and art 
museums. Ford commented about him
self and another architect, after losing 
the commission to design a museum, 
"We could have gotten that job 
together, if he hadn't thought he could 
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get it alone." I doubt that. Neil's forte 
was an American vernacular, earthy 
and out of the Texas past. For those 
self-conscious, capital "C" cultural 
projects, Texas donors played it safe with 
commissions resulting in approved 
national abstract designs, not regional 
ones, placeless though these designs may 
be. Texas is as yet no Italy with its own 
Michelangelos. 

And Ford did tax some clients' 
patiences. One hired us on the rebound 
with a comment that Ford was always 
"out of sight, out of mind." But he had 
a capacity to maintain an enormous 

Ford permitted himself to let 
a hint of sentiment show 
through his gruffness and to 
wax lyrical: Then the timbre 
of his voice rose and soft
ened, became slightly airy in 
its caress about some beauti
ful soft stone or a brick vault. 

network of friends, including some of 
those he exasperated. (Ford, you were 
sometimes arrogant and jealous, but a lot 
of us forgave you because of your 
wit.) He did have enemies. The 
adversary role he played in the 
profession during the 40s and '50s was 
partly due to ego, but also to his 
concern for saving early vernacular 
buildings before it was fashionable to 
do so. His seeming perverseness was 
also due to the style revolution then 
going on. Ford's work belonged neither 
to the beaux arts tradition, nor to the 
pure International Style. The moral 
fervor of the new style's evangelism did 
catch him to the extent that he 
eschewed classicism. This did not 
become clear in his work until the '40s, 
when his designs evolved in a new 
direction. By then his scorn of the 
beaux arts had the same moral tone as 
that adopted by all of us who were brain
washed in the training of the '40s; it was 
this moral tone that baffled and angered 
the traditionalists, and exaggerated 
Ford's separation from the then pro
fessional establishment. Time changed 
his evangelical architectural ideas, and 
softened Ford's ego; passing a campus 
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building being razed as we rode in the 
eortege, critic Dillon reported him 
recently saying, 'Tm glad I lived long 
enough to see some of this '50s stuff of 
mine torn down." 

Standing in the shade of Neil's house 
at this wake partly planned by the 
honoree on the back of a will, a 
different kind of party floated to mind: 
the one Texas Homes held for Neil when 
they did the issue on him last fall. 
Its ingenius pull-out invitation presaged 
good hors d'oeuvres and lots of people 
at the Mansion in Dallas. ("Don't 
touch my back, it's still sore as hell!") 
The issue showed his better side, his 
more personal buildings, and not the 
losers. Most of the latter were bigger 
institutions, or factories, where it is 
harder to control the subtleties of 
scale, or to introduce the materials and 
handcraft that he had become known 
for. Was that why he was reported to 
have evolved an office within the 
office, to keep control? Sometimes in 

· the work of the grown-up firm, Jong 
weaned from him, there was no personal 
stamp. At the funeral one eulogy 
predicted that Neil would be installing 
those ceramic light fixtures in Heaven. 
l don't think so. Neil knew when not 
to use those fixtures, which now have 
lost spontaneity. They have the same 
mechanical character as Wesley Peters' 
imitations of Wright's detail. No one is 
varying their patterns, evolving them 
toward something new; Ford lived to 
see that detail of his work become a 
cliche. 
Waxing Lyrical 
At the end of the mowed lawn we 
saw the two little vaulted buildings 
that he had built on an excuse of 
needing pied-<1-terres for the young, but 
I suspect for the real reason of watching 
those Latin masons put up domes 
without centering. He was fascinated 
with the romantic handcraft technique 
wherein the mason started laying bricks 
or stone in a spiral out over space, 
working quickly with the mortar just 
stiff enough to hold the units, until 
he could plug the center with a keystone 
to make the dome secure from gravity. 
Talking about this was the special case 
when Ford permitted himself to let a 
hint of sentiment show through his 
assumed gruffness, and to wax lyrical: 
then the timbre of his voice rose and 
softened, became slightly airy in its 
caress about some beautiful soft stone or 
a brick vault. 

To eat my burritos, I took a place at a 

picnic table under the arbor. A shy 
I 3-year-old, olive skinned and jet
haired, continued to eat next to me. 
I did not know how to get him to talk. 
Wanda and Neil had done more than 
most to bring Latin friends and culture 
out into the Texas sun, and mix them 
with the Anglo as they should be. 
History will say that Ford's real contri
bution was uniting the Anglo with a 
Latin tradition as the beginning of a 
style appropriate historically and in 
climate for that portion of Texas and 
Mexico west of the hardwood forest, 
north of Monterrey, and south of the 
caprock out to the Rockies. 
The Cobbler's Retreat 
The Happy Jazz Band was now playing 
New Orleans in the living room as I 
wal1<ed through the house. But this 
Texas house, Neil's own, was not of the 
gloss of Texas Homes. It was tangible, 
decaying, and like my mind, full of the 
detritus of several lives. An enlarged 
version of a Texas country house before 
air conditioning, dressed in fashionable 
garb of the '40s: a mass with flat 
eyebrows, wood awning windows, 
screened porches. How different from 
Elie! Saarinen 's tum-of-the-century 
artists' compound outside Helsinki, or 
from Charles Eames' oceanside house, 
an homage to the machine. There was 
something of the friendly relaxed ram
shackle of a large, old Texas farm, 
what with all of Wanda's long birdcages 
for exotic birds and laying hens, and 
numerous outbuildings. The house was 
the cobbler's retreat, no self-conscious 
stage set of Architecture. Piles of books 
stacked randomly. Rooms full of stuff. 
No pretense; none at all, and almost 
perversely so. He obviously didn't like 
to alight for long, by the evidence of this 
house. It seemed already that Wanda 
had properly taken it all back, though 
it was the same as a year ago, when we 
had the inevitable tour of the two tiny 
vaulted buildings. We had been sent to 
mass at Mission San Jose to hear the 
mariachis, and when we returned he 
was asleep. He was ordered to nap by 
the doctor. We hadn't waited for him 
to wake after Wanda gave us something 
to eat, and had packed green eggs for 
us to take to Dallas. 
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wanted a hole in one. 

We weren't surprised when 
a country c lub in Fort Worth 

told an LDBrinkman dealer 
their new carpet would face 

some unique hazards. 
That's par for the course 

with commercial carpet. 
Whether it's in a clubhouse 

or a nightclub, a hotel or a 
hospital, commercial car-

And you never have to 
worry about delivery. As 

America's leading carpet 
distributor, we can usually 

fill your dealer's order 
pet has to be tough or 

you'll end up replacing it 
sooner than you p lanned. 
But durability needn't 

handicap your good taste. 

within 48 hours. 

With over 30 different styles 
and 300 beautiful colors 

So if your next project 
is guaranteed to draw a 

c rowd, let an LDBrinkman 
commerc ial carpet dealer 

help match your toughest 
specs with the perfect car

pet. If your job calls for a 
custom design or color, he 

in inventory, selecting 
good-looking, long-lasting 

commercial carpel is easy 
with an LDBrinkman dealer. 

can guide you through 
every step from specifica

tion to final delivery, g iving 
you access to every man

ufacturing p rocess and 
yarn system. 
Before you take a shot at 

choosing your next com
mercial carpel, get the 

name of your nearest 
LDBrinkman dealer by 

calling collect, 
0-214-579-3555. It's the 

smartest way to keep your 
carpet decisions on 

course. And it's a whole lot 
easier than a hole in one. 
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Elk Prestique 240 is making ordinary 3-tab asphalt shingles obsolete! Prestique 240 offers the advantages of 
a true laminated fiberglass shingle, with a rich look which will appeal to the style conscious homeowner, but 
at an installed price that's competitive with ordinary 3-tab asphalt shingles. Prestique 240 installs quicker than 
asphalt shingles; they come 3-to-a-bundle for easy handling, and theres no vertical alignment. Theres less 
waste with 240; the cut-off from the rake edge can start the next course. The random-cut, three-dimensional 
style that makes Prestique 240 handsome, also makes it ideal for reroofing. It goes on over existing roofs 
beautifully. In fact, the rougher the surface, the better Prestique 240 looks! An exciting new 
product which will increase your sales and profit margins. Add our 25 year 
limited warranty and Class ':I\" rating for fire resistance, and its obvious! _ .lftlt 
Prestique 240 is the new standard in roofing! ~ &,Ill'~ 
Ennis, Toxas, (214) 875-960 • Stephens, Arkansas, (501) 786-5484 -I OIi ~~ 
'fusl:aloosa, Alabama, (205) 758-2752 • 1empe, Arizona, (602) 831-7399 1flA1 ~flC, .. 

PRESTIQU~~~-~!. -~utt&ir 



Books 

A Praiseworthy and Valuable Compendium 

By Jay C. Henry 

T 

North Congregational Church, Springfield, Mass., 1868, 1871-73. __________ _ 

H. H. Richardson: Complete Architcc- complements but does not supplant pre-
tural Works, by Jeffrey Karl Ochsner vious studies, such as Mariana van Rens-
(Houston architect and Texas Architect selaer's H. H. Richardson and His Works 
contributor). M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, of 1888, Henry-Russell Hitchcock's Ar-
Mass., 466 pages, $50 (hardbound). chitecture of H. H. Richardson and His 

With the approaching centennial of Times of 1936, and James O'Gorman's 
the death of Henry Hobson Richardson Selected Drawings: Henry Hobson Rich-
in 1986, it is appropriate that a complete ardson and His Office of 1974. It also in-
catalogue of his work be published. The corporates the growing body of Richard-
fruit of Ochsner's labor is just that-a sonian scholarship which has appeared 
catalogue, not a new interpretation. It in periodicals and unpublished research, 
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all of which is noted in the complete tex
tual references. The illustrations draw 
heavily upon contemporary photography 
(the-use of which Richardson pioneered 
in promoting his work), and include nu
merous unconventional but appropriately 
descriptive views. The Richardson ar
chives of Houghton Library at Harvard 
have been combed exhaustively. The list
ings include accurate addresses and even 
location maps, so the work also functions 
as a guidebook. 

As a catalogue, Ochsner's book is a 
meticulous piece of scholarship and a 
boon to Richardson scholars and students 
of American architecture. Some 151 
buildings and projects by Richardson are 
presented in chronological order. This 
will obviously become the basic source 
book for Richardsonian studies from now 
on. Each building or project is described 
uniformly: clients; how the commission 
was received; history of design, construc
tion, alteration, demolition; collaborators; 
architectural description; and, finally, his
torical and architectural significance. 
This presentation makes for a rather dry 
text which may inhibit casual readership, 
but such is not the primary objective of 
a reference catalogue. A reader familiar 
with previous Richardsonian studies and 
who peruses Ochsoer's meticulous narra
tive comes away with certain new im
pressions and with a subtly altered per
spective on Richardson's career. 

For one thing, Ochsner's systematic 
presentation tends to draw more atten
tion to Richardson's minor works than is 
the case in previous studies. A full 90 
pages are devoted to 44 commissions 
from 1866 to J 872, preceding Trinity 
Church, his first great masterpiece in the 
mature Richardsonian Romanesque style. 
The reader observes Richardson working 
in the au courant Victorian Gothic and 
Second Empire modes, and exploring the 
Romanesque in a number of experimen-
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tal commissions anticipating his mature 
style. More than a third of the entries 
arc for projects never executed. 

Another consequence of Ochsncr's 
catalogue is the prom inence it lends lo 
throw upon Richardson as a domestic 
architect, correcting an h istorical bias 
which goes back to Van Rensselaer 's 
study o( 1888. Fully one third of the 15 1 
huildings and projects catalogued are 
residences, and all of the well known 
Richardson houses arc shown to have 
lesser known counterparts. R ichardson's 
domestic arch itectu re displayed more 
stylistic va riety than his publ ic work, and 
the Richardsonian Romanesque com
prised but a minor pa rt of his residential 
work. Richardson designed houses in both 
the stick and shingle styles, in br ick as 
well as in stone, as town houses for urban 
lots and as coun try houses for spacious 
estates. In all of these commissions he dis
played the same sensitivi ty to the scale of 
materials that characterized his handling 
of rusticated ashlar. 

The information on R ichardson's cli
ents is particularly interesting, empha
sizing the dominant role of personal 
friendships in attracting commissions, and 
the recurrence of the same prominent pa-
1 rons in varying roles as directors of rail
roads, officers of corporations, ciders of 
church congregations, and members of 
extended fami lies. Ochsncr 's account is 
replete with references to prominent for
mer patrons who may have introduced 
Rich.irdson to newer clients. Moreover, 
ii contradicts the common stereotype of 
the Gilded Age as a dichotomy between 
aristocratic brahmins and parvenu busi
nessmen. Richardson's patrons were both, 
often in the same personal ity. 

A ll of this is not to suggest that Ochs
ner's work is without faul t. T he architec
tural descriptions arc bland and unin
spi red. He frequently fails to assess the 
historical or architectural significance of 
a building, and the conclusions of V an 
Rensselaer and H itchcock arc rarely sum
marized. 

These are, however, minor reservations 
ahout a praisewor thy and valuable com
pendium, one which will serve scholars 
and aficionados for many years. I t is al
together worthy of its subject- the first 
great Americ~u, architect of international 
stature, whose tragicall y brief career com
prised a watershed between Victorian ec
lecticism and modern architecture. 

Jay C. Henry is n11 associate professor of 
architect11re at tire U11iversi1y of Texas at 
Arli11g/011 where he teaches courses i11 arclri
tectura/ Mstory. 
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V 
l:ICTORIAN INGERBREAD 

Will Add a Beautiful Old -Fashioned touch to Your Home ... 

The Exclusive Nc1tionwide Dec1ler for the Hc1ndcrilfted Gingerbrec1d of 
Anthony&. Sons Wood Products 

We have Corbels, Fretwork, 
Trim and Corner Brackets 

from the Finest Pine Wood. 
If you cM't come In Send One Dollar c1nd 

We"II Send You a Brochure and Price Ust. 

2515 MORSE ST. 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77019 

~ 
713/528-3808 ( M on.-Sar. 9:30-5 p.m.) 

C,rc/e 10 on noade, /nqwry Card 

FOUNTAINS 

N othing adds more interest co a s ite than 
a good fountain design. fountains haven 
,11racious and tranquil effect on the obser
ver. Good fountain des igns are very 
adaptable and arc sui rnble for pub I ic 
bui ldings, shopp ing malls, parks, hotels, 
motels, fine residences and condominium 
si res. Complete packages, including 
h ydraulics and e lectronics, arc available. 
Write for idea and planning broclrnrcs. 

·1·• .. ••ms •"· Nm11,e1 e:.1111H••Y 
t:•l'l'l~T i\Rt:Hfl'llt"IWIW, l"ltHllf.'1'1 
1:)09 MONTANA AVENUE / EL PASO, TEXAS 79902 I t tS/533-073$ 

TH£ MAAKCT PlACC 
LONG 0CACH, CALIFORNIA, 

POD l ANOSCAPt ARCHIT[CTS 

LA MANSION OCL NORTC llOTCL. SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 

JAME!. C KETTrn LANOSCAP( AnCt1lllCT$ 
HARWOOO K SMI fl I & PARTNCRS Af!CHITECTS 
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INTRODUCING 
CERAIVUCA 

COMPANIONS 
A unique concept in bathroom decor: 

vanity lavatory and ceramic tile coordinated 
for custom elegance 

We teamed Eljer's CERAMIC TILE 5v and scratches, and won't 
"Cera.mica" vitreous china , I scorch or burn. 
lavatory, with American Choose from three easy-
Olean's Tuscany® ceramicAMERICAN OLEAN to-live-with colors: 
ti le, to create a continu- Tuscany® Blue, Malt 
ous blend of texture and Pearl. 
and color, a beautiful For more informa-
new look in vanity tops. t ion contact your local 

And all this beauty CHINA f A\ /A"Tr\RY Eljer distributororwrite: 
has a practical side, too. .l.J'"'\.Vf""'\I \...J. ELJER PLUMBINGWARE, 
Becausethelavatoryfitsflush B~ ELJER Wallace Murray Corporation, 
with the ti le, it forms an even, glazed Three Gateway Center, 
surface that's easy to clean, resists sta ins Pittsburgh, PA 15222. 

ELJER 
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ELJER 

Texas Distributors 

Abilene 
Western Plumbing Wholesalers 
915/672-3201 

Austin & San Antonio 
International Supply of Austin 
512/452-5912 
International Supply of San Antonio 
512/223-4275 

Baytown 
Moore Supply Co. 
713/427-5601 

Beaumont 
Moore Supply Co. 
713/832-8429 

Bryan 
Moore Supply Co. 
713/832-8151 

Conroe 
Moore Supply Co. 
713/756-6663 

Corpus Christi 
Ajax Supply Co. 
51 2/855-6284 

Dallas 
Apex Supply Co. 
214/741-5463 

El Paso 
Central Supply Co 
915/544-7770 

Garland 
International Supply 
214/494-2329 

Houston 
Economy Plumbing Supply 
713/223-4921 

Moore Supply Co. 
713/223-4921 

Killeen 
Barnhart Supply, Inc. 
817/526-3028 

Lubbock 
Fields & Co. 
806/762-0241 

Nacogdoches 
Moore Supply Co. 
713/564-8331 

Pharr 
S & S Wholesalers Supply 
512/787-8855 

San Angelo 
AAA Wholesale 
915/653-33 t 1 

Sherman 
Amfac Mechanical Supply 
214/422-2422 

Texarkana 
Double Jay Supply 
214/793-2211 

Wichita Falls 
Connor-Gibson Supply 
817/767-2506 
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EGT 
Computer Aided Design 

Service Bureau 

8 
B 

Delivers 
Accurate, consistent, high quality drawings. 

Reduces costs. 
Increases productivity and profits. 

EGT meets design and drawing deadlines 
on time or ahead of schedule. 

Plus many extra CAD service capabilities 

8 

EGT relieves the designer of menial, tedious tasks and allows the freedom 
to concentrate on design. Working efficiently yields more creativity and 
more profits. 
With EGT Service Bureau, CAD is more affordable and incorporates the 
full support of the latest hardware, software and experienced professionals. 
You keep abreast of technology and offer more services to your clients. 

Professionals 
helping 
Professionals do 
an even better job m EGT Service Bureau 

Engineering Graphics Technology 
11231 Richmond, SuiteD-106 
Houston, Texas 77082 

Call 713-531-6800 
for information or to arrange a visit to EGT' s facilities 
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In the News, continued from page 23. 

FRONT ELEVATION REAR ELEVATION 

Dr. Maria Ortega residence, Waxahachie. 

Alteration, Addition for Waxahachie Cottage on Drawing Boards 

On the drawing boards of the Dallas firm 
Richard D . Davis & Associates is an 
extensive alteration of and additi on to 
the Dr. Maria Ortega residence in 
Waxahachie, a project that architects say 
is intended to be a good deal more 
than the sum of its parts. 

The program calls for open ing up the 
small rooms of the modest 1920s 
huilder's collage to transform a dark, 
disjointed maze of an interior into a 
more open plan by establishing a 
new circulation sequence from public lo 
private areas. In addition, the existing 
ground floor will be expanded to the 
rear garden side of the house to include 
a den and master bedroom suite, and 

attic space formerly used for storage will 
become children's bedrooms with the 
addi tion of dormers. 

T he formal vocabulary of the addi
tion is determ ined by the features of the 
vintage bungalow-such elements as 
gables, planters, porches, double-hung 
windows and window seats as well as 
dormers with which architects hope 
ultimately to achieve a "richer mixture" 
than that which existed only in the 
original house. "It is an exploration of 
architecture from the inside out," 
architects say, "seeing in the vocabulary 
of the parts the opportunity to establish 
an enriched grammar for the whole." 

Dallas Pump Station to be Restored as Turtle Creek Arts Center 

Plans arc in the works lo convert the 
abandoned T urtle Creek Pump Station 
in Dallas, built in I 909 as the nerve 
center for the city's water system, into 
the Turtle Creek Center for the Arts. 

The 8,000-square-foot structure, now 
an empty brick shell, is wedged between 
the North Dallas T ollway, Oaklawn 
A venue and Harry Hines Boulevard. 
The city leased the building to the 
Turtle Creek Center for the Arts last 
summer on the condition that the group 
raise the money for its restoration. 
Fundraising for the $1,338,8 15 project, 
designed by the Dallas firm ArchiTexas, 
is now under way, with construction 
scheduled to begin later this year and to 
be completed in the fall of 1983. 

In 1954, when Harry H ines Boulevard 
was widened, a section of the building 
was removed, including a high-pilastered 
main entrance on the south facade. This 
original entry will be recreated on the 
north side. In addition to repairing the 
brick shell and ti le roof, the project 
also will involve the installation of 
new "high-performance'' windows to 
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reduce noise levels from the stream of 
traffic rushing around the site. A 2,816-
square-foot rehearsal hall, rising to a 
height of 35 feet, will be located in a 
clcrestoried penthouse above the old 
boiler room and designed to accommo
date the Dall as Symphony or Opera 
Chorus. 

Turtle Creek Center for the Arts, Dallas. 

Two SASA Center Under 
Way in North San Antonio 
T wo SASA Center, designed by the 
Houston firm Lloyd Jones Brewer for 
the San Antonio Savings Association, is 
now under way as part of a 21-acre 
mixed-used development in north San 
Antonio. 

The 10-story, 183,000-square-foot 
building, scheduled for completion in 
July 1983, will be crescent-shaped in 
plan, with a curved facade of bronze 
and blue reflective glass, the change in 
glass color empha<;izing a series of 

Two SASA Center, San Antonio. 

setbacks along the surface of the facade 
to relate the building to the pyramidal 
SASA home office building nearby, 
designed by the D allas office of 
Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum 
(see Texas Architect, Nov./Dec. 1981). 

Inside, floors will vary in size from 
17,900 to I 9,000 square feet. The ground 
floor lobby, finished in I talian travertine, 
will feature structural concrete columns 
covered in cast stone to relate to the 
limestone exterior of the SASA home 
office. 

Texas Architect 



Petro-Lewis Tower, Houston. 

Petro-Lewis Tower 
Going Up in Greenspoint 
Near Houston Intercontinental 
Construction is now under way on the 
Petro-Lewis Tower in the Greenspoint 
multi-use development near the Houston 
Intercontinental Airport, designed by 
the Houston firm Sikes Jennings Kelly. 
Upon completion, which is scheduled for 
early 1983, the 23-story tower will be 
the tallest building north of the Houston 
central business district. 

The upper five levels of the building 
will be stair-stepped in a series of terraces 
lo present ··a strong geometric silhouette 
against the north Houston skyline.'' The 
building exterior will be dark bronze 
glass, with gold-colored panels above the 
terraces on the upper floors. Plans for 
the building's entry plaza call for a 
foun tain and extensive landscaping. 

A high priority is placed on the 
project's energy efficiency. Windows will 
be dual-paned and insulated and air 
conditioning will be provided by a 
variable-volume, multi-zone system. 
Life-safety features will include sprinkler, 
fire detection and emergency communi
cation systems. 

400-Room Hilton Hotel 
To be Built in El Paso 
Construction is scheduled to begin later 
this year or early in 1983 on the 400-
room Hilton Hotel in downtown El Paso, 
designed by the Houston firm 3D/Tnter
national. 

The 20-story, 300,000-square-foot 
facility, designed to complement the 
nearby convention center and civic 
buildings, will feature rounded columns 
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and balconies and will be clad in tan 
precast concrete and bronze glass. A 
landscaped plaza atop a 400-car under
ground parking garage will join the hotel 
to the convention center and city hall. 

Entrance lo the hotel will be through 
a 50-foot-high skylit atrium lobby, the 
edges of which will stairstep up to varying 
levels to accommodate restaurant, lobby 
bar and lounge. A second-level prome
nade on three-sides of the atrium will 
overlook the lobby floor. 

Construction is scheduled to be 
completed in the spring of 1984. 

Hilton Hotel, El Paso. 

News of Schools 

Charles Estes Dies of 
Heart Attack in Bryan 

Charles Estes, head 
of the department 
of architecture at 
Texas A&M's 
College of Architec
ture and Environ
mcntai Design in 
College Station, 
died of a heart 

attack Aug. 9 in a Bryan hospital. 
He was 53. 

Charles Edwin Estes was born Nov. 
22, 1928, in Houston. He received both 
bachelor's and master's degrees in 
architecture from Texas A&M, then 
began his career in 1949 with Caudill, 
Rowlett, Scott, then in College Station. 

In 1963, Estes became a partner in 
the Bryan firm W. R. Mathews and 
Associates, eventually joining the A&M 
faculty as an assistant professor in 1967 
and becoming an associate professor 
in 1969. In 1970, he rejoined CRS, then 
in Houston, where he remained until 
his return to A&M as a full professor 
and department head in 1979. 

plASTECO 
skyliql-fTS 

Standard, Custom and Structural 
Many models shipped pre-glazed 

STANDARD DOMES TO 8' x 8' 

STRUCTURAL PYRAMIDS TO 20 ' x 20' 

STRUCTURAL VAULTS TO 24 ' SPAN 

TA~ 

LEAN~ 

STRUCTURAL DOMES TO 24' DIA. 

Ask for Catalog, or see Sweet's 7.8. 

To predict the energy performance 
of a specific skylight plan, request a 
SUN Computer Analysis input form. 

Write Plasteco, Inc., P.O. Box 24158, 
Houston, Texas 77029. (713) 674-7686 

Ea plASTECO.,NC 
DISTRIBUTORS AND FABRICATORS SINCE 1947 
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Fritztile Granite 
sets a 

beautiful floor. 
Nature's most durable material is combined in a flexible tile that sets quickly 
and easily without grout on almost any floor or wall surface. Fritztile 
Granite tiles do not require special preparation or heavy foundation; clean 
with mild detergent and water. For samples, technical details and-address of 
our closest office/showroom, call (214) 285-5471. Fritz Chemical Co. 
PO Drawer 17040 Dallas, TX 75217. 
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In the News, continued. 

McDermott Joins UTA as 
Director of Architecture 

John McDermott, 
former chairman of 
the department of 
architecture at 
Ohio State Univer
sity in Columbus, 
Ohio, has been 
appointed director 
of architecture at 

the University of Texas at Arlington 
School of Architecture and Environ
mental Design. 

McDermott is a 1966 graduate of 
Notre Dame University with a 
bachelor's degree in architecture and 
served as department chairman at Ohio 
State from 1971 to 1974. He received a 
master o f arts degree from Notre Dame 
in 1976. McDermott also has written 
extensively on the theory and teaching 
of archi tecture and has served on design 
studio juries at the University of 
Southern California in Los Angeles and 
Catholic University of America in 
Washington , D.C., among other schools. 

UTA-SAED Alumni Meet 
To Form Association 
Alumni of the University of Texas at 
Arlington School of Architecture and 
Environmental Design will meet Oct. 2 
in the Fine Arts Building at UT
Arlington to discuss the formation of an 
alumni association. 

T he former UT-Arlington students 
hope that a permanent endowment 
for student scholarships can be estab
lished and funds can be generated for 
the school's curriculum. Founders also 
hope such a move would establish a 
reservoir of professional expertise to 
supplement involvement by area pro
fessionals. 

Interested alumni should contact David 
Browning at (214) 748-8407, or the 
University of Texas at Arlington School 
of Architecture and Environmental 
Design, Arlington 760 19. Telephone: 
(8 17) 273-2801. 

Effort Under Way to Establish 
Roland Roessner Professorship 
J'he University of Texas at Austin 
School of Architecture has launched a 
campaign to endow the Roland Gommel 
Roessner Centennial Professorship in 
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Architecture. Professor Roessner, F AJA, 
who has taught some 2,000 students at 
the UT School of Architecture since 
joining the faculty in 1948, retired in 
May. 

The School has been challenged by 
the RGK Foundation to raise half of the 
S I 00,000 required by the university to 
establish a professorship. Architecture 
Dean Hal Box says the campaign is 
currently $30,000 short of that goal. 

Persons interested in supporting the 
Professorship should contact Vivian 
Silverstein, director of professional 
affairs, the University of Texas at 
Austin School of Architecture, Austin 
787 12. Telephone: (512) 471-1922. 

O'Neil Ford Archives 
At UT-Austin 
Seeks More Material 
The archives of the late San Antonio 
architect O'Neil Ford (see page 54), 
established at the University of Texas 
at Austin School of Architecture, seeks 
materials from friends and clients that 
would enhance the collection. Letters, 
drawings, photographs, tape recordings 
and other material may be sent to Hal 
Box, Dean, School of Architecture, 
the University of Texas at Austin, 
Austin 787 12. 

Aubry Named Distinguished 
Architecture Alumnus at UH 

Eugene Aubry, 
FAIA, partner in 
the Houston firm 
Morris/ Aubry 
Architects and a 
1960 graduate of 
the University of 
Houston School of 
Architecture, has 

received the School's first distinguished 
alumnus award. 

Aubry, a Galveston native, has been 
with the firm (formerly S. I. Morris 
Associates) since 1970. During that 
time he has been largely responsible 
for the design of such completed 
projects as the Houston Central Library, 
First City Tower and Alfred C. Glassell, 
Jr., School of Art, all in Houston. 
He also has been in charge of the 
design of such projects in progress as 
the Gus S. Wortham Theater Center in 
Houston and the One American Center 
retail/ office complex in Austin. 

r---------1 

ENGINEERS 
ARCH I TECTS 
ART I STS 
SUPPLIES • 
RE PROO UCTION 
SPEC I AL I S T S 

MILLER 
BLUE PRINT CO. 
50 1 WEST S I XTH ST. 
AUSTIN. TEXAS 78767 

PHONE 512 / 478-8793 
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Moving? 
Let us know 4-6 weeks in ad
vance so you won't miss any 
copies of TA. Please include a 
copy of the old label. 

Attach Label 

New Address: 

Name _ _________ _ 

Company _______ __ _ 

City/State/Zip ____ ____ _ 

Mail To: 
Texas Architect 
1400 Norwood Tower 
Austin, Texas 78701 
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G R A y B 0 0 K s 
1909 Brunson Street 2 Houston, Texas U.S.A. 77030 

Telephone: (713) - 797- 0494 
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Granite. 

AT&T Long Lines Headquarters Bedminster, NJ Architect: J.C. Warnecke 

Cold Spring Granite on spandrels. Around 
columns. On floors and steps. Wherever it's 
used, Cold Spring Granite is easily appre
ciated for both outstanding appearance and 
low maintenance- indoors as well as out. 
And, with 16 colors and two f inishes to 
choose from, Cold Spring Granite offers an 
interior finish that doesn't compromise aes
thetics for durability. 
For a 20 page, full-color catalog showing all 
that Cold Spring Granite has to offer, just call 
800-328-7038. In Minnesota call (612) 685-
3621. Or write to the address below. 

Cold Spring 
Granite Company 
Dept. F 
202 South 3rd Avenue 
Cold Spring, MN 56320 
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News of Firms 

The Chicago-based firm Harry Weese & 
Associates has opened a branch office 
at 2001 Bryan Street, Dallas 75201. 
Telephone: (214) 742-1805. 

William E. Phillips has been named 
vice president of the Dallas firm 
Charles R. Womack & Associates. 

Robert S. Daniel, TIT, has announced 
the establishment of the firm Gordon & 
Daniel Architects & Planners, 5952 
Royal Lane, Suite I 09, Dallas 75230. 
Telephone: (214) 369-8624. 

The Dallas firm Harper Kemp Clutts 
and Parker has relocated its offices to 
the First Intcrnat:onal Building, 1201 
Elm Street, Suite 5464, Dallas 75270. 

Mike Meinhardt and Roger Dahlin 
have announced the formation of their 
firm Meinhardt and Associates, 
Architects, with offices at 3 51 8 Fair
mount Ave., Dallas 752 I 9. Telephone: 
(214) 352-2913. 

Lewis L. Faulkner, Jr., has 
announced the establishment of his 
firm Faulkner Associates/ Architects 
Planners, with offices at 6314 Club
house, Dallas 75240. Telephone: (214) 
239-9234. 

Bud Luther has been named vice 
president of the Houston firm Gensler 
and Associates/ Architects. 

The Houston firm Denny, Ray & 
Wines has moved its offices to 4100 
Wcstheimer, Suite 201, Houston 77027. 
Telephone: (713) 622-2671. 

Kenneth Bentsen Associates Architects 
of Houston has relocated its offices to 
2919 Allen Parkway, Suite 1266, 
Houston 77019. Telephone: (713) 
521-2093. 

Harry A. Harwood and Craig A. 
Kess have been named partners in the 
Houston firm Brooks/Comer. 

Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum of 
Texas (HOK-Texas) bas named George 
E. Mahoney vice president and director 
of interior design for the firm's Houston 
office. 

The San Antonio firm Rehler Vaughn 
Beaty & Koone has elected John W. 
Koone senior vice president of the firm, 
Michael Beaty executive vice president 
(architecture), Sam Briggs vice pres
ident (architecture), Bob Turner vice 
president (marketing), John Meister 
vice president (landscape architecture), 
Ted G. Kohleffel vice president (con
struction), and June Beaty vice president 
(administration). 
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rrhls brick ltuif1ielped areate tlfi, dnlgn 
for this Houston offlc. building 

3D llnternatlonBi. Arch I tee ta 

Alwine:the uncommon brickmakers 
Use brick in unexpected ways to execute a design. 
Explore the almost limitless possibilities offered by 
Alwine's complete selection of unusual brick shapes, 
sizes and colors. Do it with confidence, because be
hind all Alwine products is a 100-year record of quality, 
integrity and continuity. 

Get the Alwine story from Great Southern Supply 
Company - where you will always find every
thing that's new- and uncommon - in brick and clay 
products. 

Great Southern has the largest selection of the unusual 
in brick, architectural pavers, tile and flooring in Texas, 
with prompt and dependable delivery anywhere in the 
State. We also have a thirty-year reputation for always 
providing the unique to Texas architects. 

Contact Great Southern Supply. We'll come to see you 
anywhere in Texas. If you like, we are even available 
to work with your design team. Just ask for Howard 
Dudding or Gene Ballard at Great Southern Supply. 
Come see it all in our Houston showroom. 

GREAT SOUTHERN SUPPLY COMPANY 
3637 W.Alabama St., P.O. Box 14507, Houston, Texas 77021, 713/644-1751. 
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In the News, co11ti1111ed. 

Austin architect Ponciano Morales, Ill, 
has relocated his office to 3205 S. 
First St., Austin 78704. Telephone: 
(5 12) 447-55 15. 

Beaumont architect Douglas E. 
Steinman, Jr., FAIA, has announced 
the formation of his firm Douglas E. 
Steinman, Architects, at 2900 North 
Building, Suite 300, Beaumont 77702. 
Telephone: (7 13) 892-5425. 

News of Products 

Raftery Executive Seating by Vecta. 

Wilkhahn FS Operator Stool. 

Vecta Contract in Grand Prairie has 
introduced two new seating systems: 
Raftery Executive Seating. designed by 
William Raftery, Yecta's manager of 
design, and the Wi lkhahn FS Operator 
Stool, designed by Klaus Franck and 
Werner Sauer of the German furniture 
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manufacturer Wilkhahn GmhH in Bad 
MLinder. The Raftery chair is designed 
lo allow the edge of the seat to till 
downward while the feet remain on the 
floor, thereby eliminating pressure 
points that tend to cut off circulation 
and promote fatigue. The series consists 
of eight models, three of which are 
highback versions with height adjust
ment options. Upholstery choices are 
fabric or leather; the base is finished in 
polished a luminum or "thermoset" 
colors. The design of the Wilkhahn 
stool is based on a spring-tension 
system to provide constant support as 
the user changes sitting positions. Shell 
construction is intended to provide a 
zone of flexibility between scat and 
back. The 25-inch-diameter, five-leg 
base. with a J 9-inch-diameter foot rail, 
has a pneumatic height adjustment with 
a range of seven inches. Vecta Contract, 
1800 South Great Southwest Parkway, 
Grand Prairie 7 5051. Telephone: (214) 
641-2860. 

Now available from Molenco in 
Houston is a new building components 
catalogue highlighting the company's 
line of wall panels and accessories. All 
panels and trims are coated with 
"Kynar 500," Molenco's stock finish. 
Factory-assembled "Insul-Wall" panels 
come in a variety of insulation thick
nesses and U-values. Molenco, 2103 
Lyons Ave., P.O. Box 2505, Houston 
77001. Telephone: (713) 225-1441. 

A seminar on the uses and history of 
fibers and textiles over the last 20 years, 
sponsored by Jim Wylie and Company 
of Irving, will be held from 6 to 9 
p.m., Oct. 7. in the Jim Wylie showroom 
on the ninth floor of the World Trade 
Center in Dallas. Chico Batavia of 
Allied Corp. will speak on "everything 
you wanted to know about fibers and 
how it relates to your market." Jim 
Wylie and Company, 3410 Century 
Circle, Irving 75062. Telephone: (214) 
438-5050. 

San Antonio-based Restorations 
Incorporated has opened an operational 
office at 4141 Southwest Freeway, 
Suite 410, Houston 77027. Telephone: 
(713) 840-1032. 

Micro Mode, a San Antonio software 
house specializing in A/ E computer 
applications. has introduced an 
integrated project management/ general 
accounting software package. This 
"one-pass" accounting system, tai lored 
around AIA's Computerized Financial 
Management System, was designed to 

the specifications of a 47-person 
architectural firm in Houston. The 
system is designed to handle cash or 
accrual accounting for professional 
corporations, partnerships or sole 
proprietorships and to run on any 
micro::omputer that uses a CP/M 2.X 
or MP/M operating system. Micro 
Mode, Inc., 322 Greycliff Drive, San 
Antonio 78233. Telephone: (512) 
341-2205. 

Brayton International of High Point, 
N.C., with showrooms in Dallas and 
Houston, has introduced a new seven
piece chair collection called Linea, 
designed by Burkhard Volgtherr. The 
seating comes in highback or lowback, 
with a spring system designed to absorb 
the.-initial impact of a person sitting 
down. The chair also features a tilt
locking system and height adjuster. 
Chair arms come in ash wood or cast 
aluminum, with five-star bases finished 

Li11ea chairs by Brayton. 

in mirror chrome and powder coat, sled 
bases in wood or mirror chrome and 
four-legged bases. Timco Associates, 
2702 McKinney Ave., Dallas 75204. 
Telephone: (214) 747-7 I 30; 3333 
Eastside, Suite 146, Houston 77098. 
Telephone: (713) 523-4900. 

Clayworks Studio/ Gallery in Austin 
is now producing handmade signs in 
clay, ranging from large exterior signs 
to small name and number plaques. 
The studio will provide design services 
itself or produce the signs according to 
an architect's specifications. Clayworks 
also makes tiles, sinks and tile murals by 
hand. Clayworks Studio/ Gallery, 1209 
E. Sixth St., Austin 78702. Telephone: 
(512) 474-9551. 

Jean (Ho) Prats has been appointed 
Gulf Coast architectural representative 
for San Angelo-based Monarch Man
ufacturing, Inc. Prats will office at 
I 0751 Mcadowglen Lane, Houston 
77042. Telephone: (71 3) 266-6266. 

Lamberts, a Dallas landscape archi
tecture and construction firm, has 
announced the recent expansion and 
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MYRICK • NEWMAN • DAHLBERG & PARTNERS, INC. 
Landscape Architecture 

Urban and Development Planning 

--~MND 
Dallas Office· 

5207 McKinney • Dallas. TX 75205-3388 • (214) 528-9400 

DALLAS • AUSTIN • HOUSTON • TUCSON 

ROBT. 
COOK 
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2608 Irving Blvd. 
Dallas, Texas 75207 
(214) 821-4975 
Studio 634-7196 

Architectural Brochures 
Architectural Models 

Architectural Photography 
Clfcle 42 on Reader lnqulfy Card 

Vintage Heart Pine Plank Flooring 
YES, YOU CAN . . . have the same handsome heart pine 
plank flooring ... supplied by us ... in the re-furbishing of 
The Governors' Mansion, Austin, Texas. 

• Well-seasoned lumber over 100 
years old. 

• Kiln-dried. 

• Random widths and lengths. 

• Tongue and grooved. 

• Your choice of finished thickness: 
3/i', l" or ¾". 

• Ileart pine stair-treads , risers and 
cabinet wood. 

• Free sample kit of flooring to AIA 
members. 

Vintage Pine Co., Inc. 
Dial 804-392-8050 Prospect, Virginia 23960 

The Specialist in 100 Year Old lleart Pine Lumber 

Clfcle 4 I on Reader Jnqu,ry Card 

In the News, continued. 

remodeling of its Garden Shop 
(formerly a horse stable) and the 
construction of a 8,000-square-foot 
design studio at the firm's headquarters 
at 7300 Valley View Lane, Dallas 
75230. Telephone: (214) 239-0121. 

Casement window by Howmet. ------
Howmet Aluminum Corporation in 

Dallas has developed a casement 
window, for retrofit and new con
struction, that features double-glazing 
and weatherstripping for thermal 
insulation. Structurally, the window 
uses a two-inch tubular sash member 
with Vs-inch walls. A split-sash design 
allows the use of mini-blinds. Available 
in walnut, cherry, oak and birch wood
grain patterns and a variety of solid 
colors. Howmet Aluminum Corporation, 
10202 Miller Road, Dallas 75238. 
Telephone: (214) 340-9300. 

Coming Up 

Sept. 1, 15, 22, 29, Oct. 6: "Classical 
Architecture in the South: The Trans
formations of an Ideal," sponsored by 
the Rice Design Alliance, in Brown 
Auditorium at the Museum of Fine 
Arts in Houston. This series of six 
lectures will examine the reemerging 
styles of classical architecture in the 
American South, from the earliest 
permanent buildings constructed by 
European colonists to today's attempts 
to create a sense of place amid the 
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we didn't invent it . . . 
but we did perfect it to the state of elegance. 
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Professional Liability Insurance 
At Greatly Reduced Premiums 
TSA members now have avail
able a professional liability insur
ance plan offered by INAX, un
derwrit ing subsidiary of the 
Insurance Co. of North America. 

Now in its second successful 
year, the program provides TSA 
members with quality coverage 
at a substantial premium dis
count. 

TSA has endorsed the program 
and has appointed Assurance 
Services, Inc. of Austin as ad
ministrator. 

Please call or have your agent 
contact Steve Sprowls or Tracey 
Flinn at Assurance Services for 
details. 

Assurances Services, Inc. -
12120 Highway 620 North 11111 

P.O. Box 26630 -
Austin, Texas 78755 
. (512) 258-7874 

(800) 252-9113 

C,rcle 46 on Reader Inquiry Card 

WITH 
VINYL WALLCO/ERING 

35 designs and 900 colors to 
choose f rom . New textu re d 
patterns in stuccos, pebbles, 
linens, burlaps, corks, denims. 
All this beauty, plus durability, 
economy and ease of both in
stallat ion and maintenance. 

Offered exclusively in the state of Texas 
from the nation's number one distributor. 

A full sales and service staff in Houston and in Dallas 
with warehouses containing quality wa llcoverings. 

Ed Tusa, Jr. 
Commercial Division 
ISGO CORPORATION 
10530 Sentinel Drive 
San Antonio, Texas 78217 
(512) 657-6868 
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Bedell Rogers 
Commercial Division 
ISGO CORPORATION 
5809 Chimney Rock 
Houston, Texas 77081 
(713) 666-3232 

In the News, continued. 

modern disarray of Southern cities and 
suburbs. General admission is $30, $21 
for RDA members, $12 for students. 
Rice Design Alliance, P.O. Box 1892, 
Houston 77251. Telephone (713) 
527-4876. 

Sept. 7-Nov. 20: "Urban Open 
Spaces," a photographic exhibition 
organized by the Smithsonian Insti
tution's Cooper-Hewitt Museum focusing 
on the distinctive spaces in between 
buildings that help create the urban 
environment, at the Pasillo de Artes 
Gallery in the Texas Commerce Bank 
Building in Austin. The exhibition 
explores plazas, streets and pedestrian 
malls throughout the world, from the 
Tuileries in Paris to the Galleria in 
Hou~on, revealing some of the common 
qualities of succcsful open space 
design. Texas Commerce Bank Building, 
700 Lavaca, Austin 78701. Telephone: 
(512) 476-6611. 

Sept. 11-Nov. 28: "Creativity-The 
Human Resource," an exhibit examining 
how prominent American artists and 
scientists think and work, sponsored by 
Chevron to commemorate the .California 
oil company's centennial, at the 
Museum of Science and History in 
Fort Worth. This travelling exhibit, 
designed by The Burdick Group in San 
Francisco, features the work-in
progrcss of such creative Americans as 
Jonas Salk, Jasper Johns, Linus 
Pauling, Mercc Cunningham, Buck
minster Fuller and Judy Chicago. 
Museum of Science and History, 1501 
Montgomery, Fort Worth 76107. 
Telephone: (817) 732-163 1. 

Sept. 28-29: "Low-Sloped Commercial 
and Industrial Roofing," a seminar 
sponsored by the Construction Research 
Center at the University of Texas at 
Arlington, at the E. H. Hereford 
University Center at UT-Arlington. 
The program will concentrate on the 
built-up roof system, the component 
parts and their functions, and the various 
factors that lead to roofing problems. 
Registration fee for members of the 
Construction Research Advisory 
Committee is S 100, SI 50 for CRC mem
bers, $200 for non-members. Construc
tion Research Center, Box 19347 UT A 
Station, Arlington 76019. Telephone: 
(817) 273-3701. 

Sept. 30-Oct. 3: "The Unconstitutional 
Jail ," a conference on designing jails 
that reflect the rights and needs of 
inmate, jailer and society alike, 
sponsored by the American Institute of 
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LE:T'S TALK DUSINE:SS 
A continuing series on business communication issues. 

Increasing ProductM1y 
Through Information Management 

The ability to increase pro
ductiVity and remain competitive 
in the business office of the 80's 
will depend largely on how you 
manage information. 

With the office consuming 40 
to 50 percent of today's corporate 
expense dollar, nearly half the 
workforce deals with processing 
information rather than 
producing concrete products. 

As a result, the tools of the 
1800's- the typewriter, face-to-face 
meetings and even the telephone 
as we know it - are evolVing into 
the systems which will make up 
the "office of the future:' 

Let's examine some of the 
ways that improvements in the 
managementofinformationcan 
begin to increase your produc
tiVity right awey. 

Increase Your Competitive Edge 
with Electronic Systems 

'Ib increase your competitive 
edge, you must improve on 
standard methods of operation. 
And electronic systems can help 
you. 'Ibo frequently, we simply 
accept traditional methods of 
communication. 

Today's electronic communi
cations systems have many time
saVing features to help both large 
and small businesses. Automatic 
Callback, Call Forwarding, 
Call Waiting, Call Pickup and 
Automatic Route Selection are 
juSt a few of the features designed 
to minimize time wasted on call
backs and busy signals. 

But the real advantage is 
system flexibility. Electronic 
telephone sets can be indiVidually 
programmed so you can assign 
the right combination of features 
to each of your employees. 
And, you can make feature 
and station changes yourself 
- without the assistance of 
telephone company personnel. 
More long term, as tech
nology advances or your 
needs change, software 
packages can be added to 
include new capabilities. 

More Productive Meetings 
Meetings eat up a large 

amount of managerial time - ; ~ 

• Trademark ol AT&T Co 

especially when travel is involved. 
While some face-to-face 

meetings will always be needed, 
in many cases, teleconferencing 
can help displace travel. reduce 
expenses and obtain immediately 
resolution to business problems. 

Most multi-button and 
electronic systems have tele
conferencing features for a 
minimum of three locations. And 
special telephones - as simple as 
an inexpensive speakerphone -
can expand teleconferencing cap
abilities when several people are 
involved at a particular location. 

A number of new tele
conferencing products such as 
the high-quality G.ATr (Quorum* 
Group Audio Teleconferencing 
Terminal) can be installed in 
conference rooms for audio 
teleconferences involVing large 
groups. And the Quorum Omni
directional Microphone and 
Loudspeaker can enhance the 
transmission quality of G.ATI- or 
the speakerphone - even further. 

Picturephone Meeting 
Service will become available in 
many cities in 1982. Besides 
enabling meeting participants to 
see and taJk to each other. each 
Video teleconference room will 
be equipped with cameras to 
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displey slides, charts and other 
graphic materials. 

A New Approoch to Sales 
Two components - technology 

and management systems, work 
together. And much of the 
technology that exists today is 
proVided by Bell. 

New telecommunications 
technology makes it possible to 
set up centers within a company 
to support and supplement the 
outside sales force. For example, 
a Telemarketing representative 
can respond to customers by 
using a data terminal to access 
preplanned questions that 
determine customer needs, find 
out shipping, billing and credit 
information and even make 
inventory adjustments. 

WKI'S, 800 Service, automatic 
call distributors and data 
terminals are some of the 
ingredients needed to make a 
Telemarketing center work. Your 
Bell Account Executive can give 
you some help with management 
systems and procedures needed 
to actually get a Telemarketing 
program off the ground. 

Stay Informed 
You'll have questions from 

time to time regarding how to 
better manage your planned and 
existing communication systems. 
ObViously the entire subject 
could not be covered here. 

So here's a suggestion: Call 
your Southwestern Bell Account 
Executive ( or one of the toll-free 
numbers below) for more in
depth information. 

You might even be able to 
use an accurate evaluation of 
your company's present and 
future communication needs - at 
no cost to you. 

The way things are changing, 
it's worth the call. 

;(~f{J.~ 
Kenneth W. Fancher 
Vice President, Business Sales 

Call toll free: 1800 643-8353. 

@ Southwestern Bell 



Architects, at the G alleria Phva Hotel 
in I louston. The two-day conference will 
cover such subjects as lhe responsibilities 
of lhe .1rch itect and .1dminislralor, the 
political and legal climate for change in 
the just ice system, a history of penal 
facilities, recently designed state-of-lhe
art jails and prisons. and new directions 
in correctional faci lity design. American 
lnsli lule of Architects. 1735 New 
York Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C., 
20006. Telephone: (202) 626-7300. 

Oct. 6-8: "Grappling with Growth," 
annunl conference of the Texas Chapter 
of the Americ;tn Planning Asso::ialion, 
at the I lyall Regency I lotcl in Auslin. 
Topics covered during 1hc lhrcc-day 
enclave will include the comprehensive 
plan in the 1970s, '80s and '90s, what 
happens when a city chooses to grow 
or not lo grow. the regulation of 
morality, waler problems in Texas, 
urban-runoff and i.1orm-wn ter manage
ment and di rect ing growth with utility 
exlcnsions. Regbtration fee is $75 for 
APA members, $95 for non-members 
and $25 for student~ and family 
membcn, ($25 extra on a ll fees afler 
Sept. I). APA Stale Planning Confer
ence, T exas A&M University, Archi-

lecture Bui lding, Department of Urban 
and Regional Planning, College Station 
77843. Telephone: (713) 845- 1046. 

Oct. 9-10: "Courtlandt Place: A 
Houston Clnssic," a tour of one of the 
most architecturally distinguished 
neighborhoods in Houston, sponsored 
by the Rice Design Alliance and the 
Courtlandt Association. This historic 
inner-cily Houston subdivis ion contains 
I 8 houses, most of them built between 
19 10 and 1920. Open for the tour will 
be works by Houston's two great 
eclectic archilccts, John F. Slaub and 
Birdsall P. Briscoe, as well as the only 
house in Texas designed by Warren and 
Wetmore of New York, architects of 
Manhattan's Grand Central Station. 
General admission is S 12, $8 for RDA 
members, $5 for students. Children 
under 12 arc free. Rice Design 
Alliance, P.O. Box 1892, Houston 
77251. Telephone: (713) 527-4876. 

Nov. 4-6: 43rd Annual Meeting of the 
Texas Society of Architects, at the 
Hyatt Regency Hotel in Fort Worth. 
Keynote speaker will be Wa lter Wagner, 
Editor of A rchitec111rnl Record 
magazine. whose address is entitled, 
"Communication in Architecture." 

T he program also will include a panel 
discussion on design and mini-PDPs on 
practice management and marketing 
architectural services. Registration fee 
is $50 for TSA members, $40 for 
associate members, and $ 15 for family 
members (all fees go up $15 for 
members and associates and $5 for 
family afler Oct. 15). Texas Society of 
Architects, I 400 Norwood Tower, 
Auslin 78701. Telephone: (5.12) 
478-7386. 

Nov. 9- 12: "Rehab '82: New 
Economic Opportunities," jointly 
sponsored by the Texas H istorical 
Commission and lhc T exas Society of 
Archi tects, in Amarillo, Dallas, San 
Antonio and Houston . This one-day 
conference, held in fo ur Texas cities on 
successive days, will cover new tax 
incentives for, and the intricacies of, the 
rehabilitation and adaptive use of 
historic commercial buildings. T he 
conference will be held Nov. 9 at the 
Hilton Inn in Amarillo, Nov. 10 at the 
Plaza of the Americas in Dallas, Nov. l I 
at the Marriott Hotel in San Antonio 
and Nov. 12 a t lhe Shamrock H ilton 
ll otel in Houston . Pre-registration fee 
is $50 ($20 for students). Texas 

That's why Project Insurance from 
Schinnerer is the obvious solution to one 
of the most important problems you face: 

Adequate professional liabi li ty pro
tection for the design team on your 
next project. 

Features including coverage for the 
entire design team for the duration of the 
project and beyond, at limits up to $75 
m illion - a ll through CNA- mean our 
Project Insurance doesn't leave the im
portant matter of insurance protection to 
chance. 

Twenty-five years of experience go 
into our Project Insura nce Policy. 

Have your broker call us today. 

Coverage for this program is provided by 
Continental Casualty Company. one of the 
CNA insurance companies. 

VictorO 

Sminnerer 
&..Comp.v,y. Inc 

The first is stHI the best 

Program Administrators & 
Underwriting Managers 

7he future of~ next 
construction project could depend 
on what~ do today. 

5028 Wisconsin Avenue. NW 
Washington. D.C. 20016 
(202) 686-2850 
303 East Wacker Drive 
Three I11,no,s Center 
Chicago, IL 6060 1 
(3 12) 565-2424 

40 Wall Street 
New York. NY 10005 
(2 12) 344 1000 
595 Market Stroot 
San Francisco. CA 94105 
(415)4953444 
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I !istorical Commission, Dox 12276, 
Austin 787 1 I. T elephone: (512) 
475-3094. 

Nov. 17-Jan. 9: "Joseph Hoffman: 
Design C lassics," an exhibi tion of the 
work o( the Viennese designer and 
archi tect ( 1870- 1956), at the Port Worth 
Art Museum in Fort Worth. The 
exhibition will consist of approximately 
I 50 pieces, primarily furniture and 
decorative-arts ob jccts, designed during 
lloffman's most creative period, from 
1900 lo I 920. Drawings, archi tectural 
renderings and a catalogue containing 
an essay by architecture historian 
David Gebhard will supplement the 
exhibition. The Fort Worth Art 
Museum, 1309 Montgomery SL, Fort 
Worth 76107. Telephone: (817) 
738-9215. 

Jan. 18: Opening of "fames Riely 
Oordon: Texas Courthouse Architect," 
an exhibi tion of Gordon's work in 
l'exas between 1889 and 1904, 
,ponsored by the School of Architecture 
al the Universi ty of Texas at Austin, 
at the Archi tecture School Library in 
Battle Hall. The exhibit ion will consist 
of, among other primary materials, 
(Jordon's original watercolor renderings 
an<l measured d rawings of numerous 
l'exas courthouses and other public 
buildings. The Universi ty of Texas at 
Austin, School of Architecture, Austin 
78712. Telephone: (5 12) 471-1922. 

March 31-May 22: "Paul Cret of 
I exas: Arch itectural Drawing and the 
Image of the University in the 1930s," 
,m exhibi tion of 120 drawings of the 
Univers ity of Texas' master plan 
designed by the noted Philadelphia 
MChitect, in the Archer M. Huntington 
Gallery at the Harry Ransom Center at 
the University of Texas at Austin. 
Archer M. Huntington Art Gallery, 
Carol McMichacl, G ues t Curator, the 
University of Texas at Austin, Austin 
78712. T elephone: (512) 471-7324. 

Stptember/October 1982 

STEWART OFFICE SUPPLY CO. 

One of Texas' Leading 
Contract Dealers 
for Commercial Interiors 

and offering 
complete services of 

• Facility Planning 

• Product Procurement 

• Total Installation 

• Used Furniture Disposal 

HERMAN 
MILLER 

HIEBERT 

GF 

KIMBALL 

LEOPOLD 

• Fixed Asset Managemen 
Systems 

• Contract Labor Services 

• Facil ity Management 
Research and 
Education 
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Ho\N many choices do you have 
vvhen a roof panel comes in three profiles, 

three \Nidths, five different metals, 
and 14 colors? 

one. Ours. ECl'sArchitec
tural Roofing Panels give you a 
wonderful world of very attractive 
choices. All with real down to 
earth advantages. 

And all from one source. ECI. 
Start with the basics. A roof 

that provides trouble-free seNice. 
Our integral vertical 
water-proofing leg 
is a full I ¼-inch 
high, compared 
to the usual % 
to ¾-inches. 

And the panels, offered in 12, 
15 or 18 inch widths, are all held 
down with our unique concealed 
stainless-steel clip. A chp that per-

mits thermal expansion and con
traction with no through panel 
fastening. 

On to aesthetics. 
Our choice of profiles includes 

a slim rib, one that:S tapered, and 
a little heftier looking "box" rib. 

All offered in a choice of metals 

(plus optional embossing), and 
finishes. Choose aluminum, galva
nized steel, Galvalume lM, Terne
coated stainless steel, or pure 
copper. 

Our l 4 colors range through a 
choice of natural earth tones, 
to bold contemporary 

In short when you're choosing 

Circle 51 on Reeder lnqwry Card 

an architectural roof panel, we 
can offer you a world of flexibility 
plus a complete assortment of 
support items including flashings, 
hardware and structural shapes. 

Write for ECl's Architectural 
Roofing·and Mansard Panel 
brochure. That single act gives 

you a world 
of choice. 

• 
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I P.O. Drawer(. Stafford (Houston) 
Texas 77477, 713/499-5611 

Manufacturing plants 1n Houston. 
Texas and Jemison. Alabama 

I DearECI: 
I Please send me complete 1nformat1on 

on your Architectural Roof System. 
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I Company 

I Add, 

I City 
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This man's craft is ancient. 
His artistry creates a structure 
for the future. And the future 
will find it as charming as ever. 

That's the nature of brick, 
if it's fine brick. Because, in 
addition to the mason's craft, 
there is also the crafting of brick 
worth placing in this man's hand. 

Our company, U.S. Brick, 
is one of the top ten brickmakers 
in America. We think we got 
there because we have a regard 
for craftsmanship. 

Our five Texas plants turn 
native soil into clay bricks and 

concrete bricks of uncommon 
durability and innovative 
colors. 

And that's not the end of 
it. Our reputation for service 
has been earned through proper 
inventory and availability. 

Next time you have a 
chance to choose brick, try a 
comparison. Ask to see a 
sample of U.S. Brick. 

In a comparison with any 
other brick, or on a home or 
building, we think you'll agree 
that U.S. Brick is worth 
looking at. 

. ·----· ..... ----·· --··· 
...... .. •• 

Worth Looking At 

Circle 50 on Reader lnqwry Card 
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For more information, write to : U.S. Brick• 13747 Montfort Drive• Dallas, Texas 75240 • 214/458-0774 • Sales Offices & Plants in Mineral Wells, San Antonio, Houston. 



Woodford automatic draining freezeless wall faucets are available with 
or without vacuum breaker. 
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at last. . . a chance to ·get organized '! 
the flexible interior arrangements 
of c lothing modules are as variable 
as fashion itself. 
(shown below without doors; various door treatments available.) 

pull-down c lothing rods 
make fu ll use of space 
normally out of reach, 
thus allowing valuable 
drawer storage below. 

precision-engineered 
drawers glide out, 
providing easy 
access to 36 pair 
of totally visible 
shoes. 

«"'V T 

A. . ' •. ~{ ~-~·~ 

transparent drawers are 
precisely sized and 
arranged to store 
foldables from thin 
scarves to bulky 
sweaters. 

program martin ... timeless design, precision milling, 
fine hardware and a durable finish. 

programme 

3601 west alabama. houston. texas 77027 (713)961 -1130 I martin /'V'"\) 
6833 san pedro. san antonio, texas 78216 (512)341-4451 _ l ll µ 
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Surewa11··· 
is taking 
the coast 
by storm. 
Everywhere you look on the Texas 
coast you see SUREWALL'" Surface 
Bonding Cement. Because more 
architects and builders are discover
ing the advantages of concrete block 
construction with SUREWALL"' 
Cement. Reinforced with glass fibers, 
SUREWALL" can withstand 100% 
more wind force than conventional 
block and mortar construction. And 
that's Important on the Texas coast 
where storm winds have exceeded 
100m.p.h. Add that to SUREWALL's 
ease of application, low price tag, 
and beautiful stucco-like appear
ance, and you can see why It's so 
popular. SUREWALL''' Surface Bond
Ing Cement from Barrett Industries. 
The revolutionary new product that's 
taking the coast by storm. For more 
information on SUREWALL •· Surface 
Bonding Cement contact: 

BARRETT INDUSTRIES 
6889 Evans Rd., Rt. 3, Box 211 Bl 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78218 
(512) 651-6550 
1-800-292-5302 

SUREWALL ~· Is a registered 
trademark of W.R. Bonsal Co. 
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Texas 
Architect Subscription Card 
Please enter the following subscription for the term llsted below. Six Issues per year. 
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We put the 
finishing touches on 

Frank Lloyd Wright's 
masterpiece. 

Despite the concerned and diligent 
efforts of the Western Pennsylvania 
Conservancy, decades of intense 
weathering and constant exposure to 
water had taken a heavy toll on Frank 
Lloyd Wright's famous "Fallingwater ''. 
A five-year-old coat of paint was 
blistered and peeling, and much of the 
concrete was pitted and spalled. 

Because of its artistic and historic value, restoration architects Curry, Martin and Highberger 
took the absolute strongest corrective and protective measures possible. They specified that 

Thoro System Products be used throughout. 
After sandblasting, contractors Mariani and Richards 

brought the surface back to its original form with Thorite, a 
non-slumping, quick-setting patching material (mixed with 
Acryl 60 for enhanced bonding and curing). 

T hen the entire home was covered with Thoroseal. 
Thoroseal is harder and more wear-resistant than concrete, 
100% waterproof, and bonds so tenaciously that it 

becomes an actual part of the 
wall. Permanently locking 
out moisture and dampness. 

To match the original 
architects' color specifica
tion, a coat of Thorosheen 
masonry paint was applied 
over the Thoroseal. 

An ounce of prevention and a pound of cure. 
We're Thoro System Products, and when it comes to 

•Thoroseal , Ac-ryl 60. Thori1e and Thorn~hecn 
drc rcgis1crcd Trademarks of Standard Dry \¼ill Producl"- , 

@ 1979. Standard Dry Wall Produm 
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restoring or protecting an 
architect 's designs in 
masonry and concrete , 
we've been doing it better 
and more often than 
anybody else for over 65 
years. 

For further information, write, detailing your specific needs. 

S THORO 
SYSTEM 
PRODUCTS® 

Standard Dry WaJI Products • Dept. 
Main Office: 7800 N.W. 38th Street, Miami, Florida 33166 
Western Office: 38403 Cherry Street, Newark, California 94560 
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Texas Dealers 

Best Service Building Materials 
PO Box 17821 
San An tonio, Texas 78217 
512/349-4301 

Blue Diamond Company 
PO Box 15787 
Dallas. Texas 752 15 
21 4/428-133 1 

Builders & Contractors Materials Co. 
P.O. Box 209 
Carrollton, Texas 75006 
214/446-1726 

Builders Equipment & Tool Co. 
PO Box 8508 
Houston, Texas 77009 
713/869-349 1 

Lynwood Building Materials 
1201 West Elsmere 
San Antonio, Texas 7820 1 
512 / 732-9052 

Featherlite Corporation 
PO Box 355 
Abilene, Texas 79604 
915/ 673-4201 

Featherlite Corporation 
PO Box 425 
Austin, Texas 78664 
512 / 255-25 73 

Featherlite Corporation 
PO Box 357 
Beaumont. Texas 7765 1 
713/727-2334 

Featherlite Corporation 
PO Box 9977 
~ I Paso . Texas 79990 
915/859-9171 

Featherlite Corporation 
PO Box 489 
Lubbock. Texas 79408 
806 I 763-8202 

Featherlite Corporation 
PO Box 991 
Midland. Texas 79702 · 
915/684-8041 

Featherlite Corporation 
PO Box67 
San Antonio, Texas 78109 
512 / 658-4631 

Featherlite Corporation 
P.O. Box 47725 
Dallas, Texas 75247 
(214) 637-2720 
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David Braden/Musings 

Foat Wuth, Ah Luv Yew 

Songs about romantic cities turn you on. 
"Big D" (my oh yes), " I Left My Heart 
in San Francisco," "New York, New 
York," "Chicago, Chicago," (that tod
dlin' town), and even "San Antonio 
Rose" all stir up the old adrenalin. 
Sad to say, there is no song about 
Poughkeepsie, N.Y., or Fort Worth, 
Texas. I'm changing all that. How 
about : "You Can Keep Poughkeepsie, 
but Foat Wuth, Ah Luv Yew"? 

"Cowtown" has changed; it has done 
gone and become an urban place. With 
great civic pride, Foat Wuth now fea
tures, as star attractions, the architectural 
contributions of the Eastern stars: 
Johnson, Kahn, Rudolph and JPJ . Yet, 
constantly overlooked in their glossary 
of architectural treats (now including 
City Center and Sundance Square) is 
Foat Wuth's most significant structure: 
Joe T. Garcia's Mexican Restaurant. 

Nowhere but Texas could such a place 
exist, much less flourish. Joe T's sits on 
a dusty side street a few blocks from 
the stockyards, its sidewalls 15 degrees 
out of plumb, and its patrons lined up 
outside clamoring for the especialidads. 
Inside, the hungry aficionado must 
traverse the kitchen (skirting the block
house pissoir, which services the cerveza 
imbibers) to arrive at the main dining 
room. It's so functionally bad its won
derful, so ugly it's beautiful. I nominate 
it for a Texas Hysterical Treasure. 

The city's second-best kept architec
tural secret is the design credit for Joe 
T's Tex-Mex Emporium. It is popularly 
assumed that this wonder just grew out 
of the ground when, it fact, it too is the 
brainchild of a master architect- the 
most Eastern star of all- Le Corbusier. 
You no doubt remember Corbu's only 
appearance on T.V. (I believe it was on 
the Dinah Shore Show) wherein Suzette, 
his third mistress, puttering in Dinah's 
kitchen, in a French cooking demon-

stration, accidentally dropped a chili 
pod in the crepes, thus inventing the 
enchilida. When the tasting began, Corbu, 
in front of 20,000,000 viewers, shouted, 
"La cocina es una maquina para 
cocinar," (the kitchen is a machine for 
cooking) and sketched the plan for Joe 
T's on the tablecloth. It is thus that great 
architecture is born. 

The purists among you will be sad
dened to hear that Joe T has cloned 
himself. The "Son of Joe T" has been 
birthed in Addison, a township on the 
very edge of both Dallas and Oklahoma 
City consisting of an airport and a 
Restaurant Row. It is a fact that there 
are 1 7 restaurants and two bars for 
every registered voter in Addison. It thus 
becomes the only city in America whose 
tax base is the cheeseburger and the 
martini. 

A Joe T clone makes about as much 
sense as franchising Pflugerville into a 
chain of small Texas towns, but I sup
pose it is a marvelous way to freeze the 
Foat Wuth establishment's excess, and 
feed it to the unsuspecting Sunbelt 
refugees who populate the environs of 
Addison. After all, it is the American 
way to grow and prosper, and it is Dallas' 
good fortune to have been gifted with 
this small portion of her western neigh
bor's culture. 

As for a few other Foat Wuth delights, 
try Billy Bob's, the restored stockyards 
area and the complete transsexual opera
tion on the Hotel Texas, which changed 
him into a lady named Hyatt. Please see 
and enjoy. Foat Wuth, Ah Luv Yew. 
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Chupik Ce~ration does win<lows .. i.: and.doors •• .-?Jtd 
custom millwork ~ .. to suit therjo1,1 discriminating archilcc"'.-i 
rural tastes, to fit the most exacting specifications, wiLh stringent 
quality control standards, and the expertise gained in over a half
century of production. 

The "Weathcrgard" Insulated Wood Window System, the 
latest in our long line of fine quality millwork, is made of Western 
Ponderosa Pine, toxic-treated with water repellent preservative. 
These double hung units arc glazed with 7116'' insulating glass 
in Clear, Grey Tint or Bronze Tint, and thoroughly weather
stripped. Interiors arc unfinished to permit painting, staining or 
natural jobsitc finish. Sash are double hung on a spring-loaded 
block and tackle counter balance system, and have built-in finger 
pulls and pre-installed locks. 

Further, "Wcathergard" windows have removable wood-stop 
glazing so they can be replaced on-site in case of breakage. And 

If it's made with wood, we make it better. 

___ t~Hllllllt tltltl'ttlM'l,lttN 
General office and plant: 2501 North General Bruce Drive 
P.O. Box 489/Temple, Texas 76503i817·778-U25 

Sales Offices and Distribution Centers: 
Dallas-Fort Worth- Houston- Lubbock- San Antonio- Temple 
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"Tough roof insulation for tough Texas weather!'' 
~ 

IIJ/J-weather Crete· 
One o f the truly beautiful architectural achievements in 
Texas is the Cedar Valley College in Dallas by arch itects 
Jarvis Putty J arvis, Inc. of Dallas. The structure is topped 
with a truly energy saving, tough roof deck insulation · All
weather Crete. 

"Mutiple protection" is achieved with AWC because of its 
unique features. It is applied hot and dry in a completely 
seamless application. AWC also transmits vapors. Thus, 
wi1 hout seams and trapped vapors, membranes applied over 
the AWC insulation are far less apt to blister and crack in hot 
Texas weather. AWC in applied in varying thicknesses, 
sloped to drains, offering positive water runoff. This added 
protection against ponding water and trapped vapors spells a 

longer lasting trouble free roof deck. 

On your next "architectural achievement" consider AWC 
roof deck insulation. Owners and architects of major build
ings realize AWC "multiple protection" costs slightly more· 
yet through the years is one of the best money saving values 
put into any building. 

Ask for a free AWC brochure. 

IS i ~J.!-p~~JEo~ 
306 AMHERST DRIVE • RICHARDSON. TEXAS 75081 
PHONE (214) 234-1515 
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